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Executive Summary

71:he National Literacy and Numeracy

Strategies (NLS and NNS), integral to

the British government's major reform of

education, are aimed at improving classroom

practice and pupil learning in literacy and

mathematics in primary schools across

England. The Strategies are comprehensive

in design and execution, pulling together

various policy strands to provide clear

direction and support for change. They

represent a highly ambitious professional

learning programme, involving virtually

all primary schools over several years.

The Standards and Effectiveness Unit (SEU)

of the Department for Education and Skills

(DEES) has commissioned a team of

researchers from the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education of the University of

Toronto (OISE/UT) to provide an external

evaluation of the implementation of the

Strategies.This evaluation, now in its third

year, supplements and complements the

internal evaluation of NLS and NNS being

carried out by the Office for Standards in

Education (OFSTED).

8

The OISE/UT team acts as a critical friend

to SEU and the national directorates for the

Strategies, describing NLS and NNS from

different perspectives, making connections

with the international literature on large-scale

reform and identifying issues for attention.

As part of this process, the evaluation team

tracks progress in the implementation of the

Strategies at the national and local levels.

We consider the consequences, intended

and unintended, of decisions made in the

implementation process and provide advice

to DEES and the leaders of the Strategies.

EVEDUIEUOH Vpameudovk

Our external evaluation is guided by a

framework for viewing large-scale reform

developed during the first year of the

evaluation.This framework highlights

different aspects of large-scale reform efforts

that appear to make a difference in altering

school and classroom practice, both at the

level of central policy levers and at the level

of local challenges for implementation in

schools and local authorities.

In our first annual report, we concluded

that, in comparison with initiatives in other



jurisdictions, NLS and NNS were

comprehensive and fully developed large-

scale reform efforts. Each of the major factors

that evidence suggests are important at the

national policy level was being addressed,

although with varying degrees of success.

We also concluded that teachers were

generally using the lesson and timing features

of the Strategies, but would probably need

further professional development and

increasingly supportive work situations in

order to develop the substantial new skills

and knowledge necessary for long term

sustainability of the Strategies. We concluded

our report by summarising the successes to

date and identifying the challenges we saw

for the next phase of reform.

(Reflections After Year Two

of the Evaluation (2000)

In the second year of the evaluation, we

have continued to track central policy and

implementation developments on the part

of the DEES and the Strategies and have

considered value for money in the funding

of NLS and NNS. However, most of our

data collection focused on the perception

and experience of the Strategies in schools.

We employed two methods mailed surveys

to two samples of 500 schools (one for

literacy and one for numeracy) and case

profiles being developed on the basis of

site visits to 10 selected schools.These

schools vary in size, location and type of

community, as well as pupil performance

on Key Stage 2 assessments.

After another year of implementation,

we observed son-le notable successes of the

Strategies. We also observed, paradoxically,

how further challenges are now often

embedded in success. We recognise that

the gains to date have been impressive, but

there is still some distance to go if deep,

Ex:.cu ;iv:, Su mm.lry

lasting reform is the criterion. As critical

friends, we raise questions and dilemmas

with respect to the next phase of reform.

Successes

NLS and NNS are having an impressive

degree of success, especially given the

magnitude of the intended change. We

have identified six notable areas of success.

BREADTH: OF -INFLUENCE ON
TEACHING AND LEARNING

The Strategies have influenced virtually all

schools in England, moving literacy and

numeracy to top priority in classrooms across

the country. Observance of the Strategies and

dedication of time to literacy and numeracy

seems well established, with most teachers

using the format and timing of the literacy

hour and the three-part daily mathematics

lesson, although often somewhat modified.

The general perception is that it is probable

that the 2002 targets will be met. Both

teachers and headteachers believe that the

Strategies are influencing pupil learning,

although not to the extent that increases in

test scores would suggest.

ADAPTATION WITHIN
A CLEAR :VISION

One of the most striking features of the

implementation of NLS and NNS is the way

in which the Strategy leaders have modified

elements of the Strategies (or messages about

these elements) to respond to information

about progress and challenges, while

maintaining coherence within the Strategies

and with other policies.The overall vision set

out through the Frameworks has remained

constant, but specific priorities and emphases

have shifted somewhat in response to data

about pupil strengths and weaknesses and to

feedback from schools and LEAs.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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VALUE FOR. MONEY

Our cautious conclusion to this point is that

the Strategies have provided good value for

money. A relatively small additional central

expenditure (in the region of 5% of the

overall cost of primary schooling) has levered

significant shifts in the use of ongoing

resources, including teacher time and

attention in schools.

INSTITUTIONALISATION OF A
NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Through the National Literacy and

Numeracy Centre, the Strategies provide

leadership in development and training

throughout the country. Although there

have been changes in leadership, increases

in the number of Regional Directors and

modifications to the nature of the work, the

national infrastructure has been able to adjust

and evolve as circumstances require. NLS

and NNS now reach into LEAs, schools and

teacher training institutions with expertise

available to support teachers whether they

are newly qualified or veterans.

POLICY COHERENCE

An increasingly high degree of coherence and

alignment is evident at the policy level.The

year was marked by evolution and extension

of the Strategies, as well as by progress toward

sustainability.The early momentum has

continued as .the Strategies have evolved, with

a consistent vision that is now supported by

more targeted objectives, messages developed

in response to performance data and feedback

from the field, ongoing development of new

resources, and a continuation of training

opportunities for more and more teachers.

The work has been extended, particularly

through providing early assistance to pupils

who are falling behind, as well as the Key

Stage 3 initiatives and stronger links to initial

teacher training. Developments such as

increased policy consistency and coherence,

continued emphasis on capacity building and

attention to the broader context of schooling

will contribute to sustainability, although the

question of whether and how changes are

sustained of course cannot be answered for

some years. Similarly, policies and initiatives

that appear highly coherent from a central

government perspective may still appear

fragmented and disconnected when

viewed from the classroom.

BALANCING PRESSURE
AND SUPPORT

NLS and NNS have incorporated both

pressure and support into the policies and

procedures to foster reform. Accountability

has remained a strong focus, concentrated

through a revised National Curriculum,

statements of standards, explicit expectations

for achievement, monitoring of NLS and

NNS in regular OFSTED inspections and

the national assessments. Support, however,

is also an integral part of the Strategies. From

the beginning, NLS and NNS have focused

on teacher learning, with a commitment to

providing high quality resources and intensive

training and support to develop the capacity

to deliver quality teaching in classrooms.

Questions and Challenges

A number of questions have emerged from

our consideration of the evidence available

to the end of 2000. Although we are drawing

attention to these issues in relation to NLS

and NNS, it is important to note that there

is still much to be learned about large-scale

reform. Because the literature about reform

is largely based on changes of more limited

scope and smaller scale, the examples of NLS

and NNS are particularly valuable as sources

of new knowledge. We look at the following



issues: changes in teaching,. unintended

consequences or costs, sustainability,

availability and use of data, and involvement

of parents and community.

CHANGES IN TEACHING

The Strategies provide basic tools for teachers

in all primary schools for the teaching of

literacy and mathematics.The challenge is

. to increase the number of teachers who are

expert in using the Strategies as a foundation

for making connections for each pupil that

they teach. Such expertise entails modifying

the teaching approach, based on knowledge

of pupils' understanding of the material and

how pupils learn, and possessing a repertoire

of teaching methods. Some careful testing and

fine-tuning of literacy and numeracy practices

in field settings may provide an ongoing

source of insight about how to improve

learning in literacy and mathematics. Such

data need to be supplemented by independent

research looking in more depth at the nature

of teachers' beliefs, understanding and skill,

and by identifying examples of especially

powerful teaching strategies that can serve

as models for others.

UNINTENDED COSTS AND
CONSEQUENCES

Targets and Indicators

The proportion of pupils achieving the

expected levels on Key Stage 2 national

assessments remains the most visible public

indicator of the success of the Strategies,

although considerable other relevant data is

available and increasingly used. The danger

is that the high political profile for the 2002

national targets may skew efforts in the

direction of activities to increase one highly

publicised score, possibly narrowing the

curriculum that is taught (Fullan, 2001b).

From the data available to us through our site

visits, we see some evidence of this happening

Exe,:u tive Stininr..re

in schools; in many schools considerable time

and energy are focused on test preparation

particularly in Year 6.

Other Curriculum Areas

Another issue is the effect that the focus on

raising literacy and mathematics attainment

has on other subjects in the curriculum.

DEES has done a great deal to facilitate the

alignment of NLS and NNS with other

subjects and for children with special needs.

However, we heard concerns about the

focus on literacy and mathematics squeezing

out other crucial components of school

programmes and experience (e.g., foundation

subjects, whole-school activities and field

trips). We suggest that DEES might assess

the effect that the focus on literacy and

mathematics attainment has on other parts of

the curriculum as well as on pupils' learning

with respect to higher order thinking.

Manageability for LEAs and Schools

While feelings of overload and stress are

common and perhaps an inevitable side effect

of many large-scale approaches to school

reform, there is a tendency for reformers

(as well as the general public) to minimise

the problem, often because of the sense

of urgency about the need for change. We

argue that doing so, although understandable,

is short sighted, because of the negative

consequences of such overload for the daily

performance of teachers, their willingness to

remain in the profession and the attractiveness

of teaching as a profession. What might help

would be more time to plan for change,

and to discuss and work with colleagues.

Efforts made by the Strategy directorates to

strengthen headteacher capacity for managing

NLS and NNS should also help. We suggest

that the problem be tackled both from the

top, through policy means, and from the

bottom, through strengthening the capacity
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of schools to deal effectively with external

pressures and initiatives. Whatever the

response, helping schools deal with overload,

pressure and undue stress should be a higher

priority than it is now.

SIJSTAINABILITY

The question of sustainability has emerged

throughout our evidence how to embed the

reforms so that improvement continues when

NLS and NNS are no longer the centre of

the educational agenda.The issue is how the

Strategies need to adapt to support reforms

over time, rather than get them in place.We

suggest two issues for attention the balance

between central direction and local (i.e., LEA

and school) initiative and the role of the larger

"infrastructure" of the teaching profession.

Balancing Central Direction and
Local Initiative

The Literacy and Numeracy Strategies were

centrally conceived and directed, and our

data suggest that schools have generally been

inclined to acquiesce to, and approve of, such

direction. Such compliance bodes well for

implementing the Strategies now and in the

near future, but will the government retain

the energy and resources needed several years

from now to continually update materials,

improve on prescribed practices and train new

teachers?This seems an unlikely long-term

direction and one that might paradoxically

result in a culture of dependence at the

local level that could reduce the sense of

professional autonomy, spirit of enterprise

and responsibility for continuously seeking

ways of improving professional practice.

DES's success at putting the Strategies front

and centre has, for the past few years, reduced

the space for local initiative. Recently, though,

there have been some moves to give LEAs

and schools more autonomy in how they

utilise Standards Fund money. The next stage

of the reform may well be to strengthen

efforts already underway and encouraged by

DfES and the Strategies to build professional

community both within and across schools.

We are not suggesting that the government

bow out of its central role with the Strategies.

This is not aneither-or situation; both central

direction and local initiative are necessary. The

challenge is to find a dynamic balance that

recognises that LEAs, schools, headteachers

and teachers are at different points and have

different needs.

The Teaching Profession

Ultimately, any changes that occur in

schools happen because of the motivation

and. capacity of individual teachers teaching

children in classrooms. It is important for

educational systems to attract and develop

eager, energetic, knowledgeable and skilful

teachers. It is crucial to continue to develop

and strengthen the generic infrastructure

policies related to the basic quality of

the profession as distinct from specific

infrastructure that pertains to literacy

and numeracy. Strengthening the profession

likely requires changes in initial teacher

education, induction, teacher compensation

and performance appraisal, as well as

leadership development and support, all

areas that DEES is currently examining.

Whatever specific initiatives the government

takes on such matters, we believe it is in the

long terms interests of quality education

to maintain the traditionally high levels of

commitment that teachers have had to their

pupils and to the profession.A crucial source

of such commitment is a-strong sense of

discretion and autonomy in responding

to the unpredictable challenges found

in classrooms.



AVAILABILITY AND USE OF DATA.

As a result of the policy direction in the last

fifteen years, England is data-rich and more

recently, DEES has been clear that decisions

about policy and practice should be evidence-

based.The reports that are produced by

various government agencies (DEES,

OFSTED, QCA, etc.) provide schools and

LEAs with the much of the evidence needed

for reasoned decisions. Local use of data for

routine planning can also enhance decisions

and increase efficiency. NLS and NNS have

specifically begun emphasising ways in which

headteachers and teachers can collect the kind

of data that has meaning for them and the

decisions that they are making (e.g.,

curriculum targets, monitoring lessons).Taken

together, these multiple sources and uses of

data have the potential to steer decisions and

suggest adaptations or alterations.

However, data in the hands of naive users

can be misleading and result in poor

decisions. It may be time to concentrate

additional efforts on training programs or

services to assist local advisers, headteachers

and, particularly, teachers in collecting,

interpreting and using data. Standards are

raised when teachers use formative assessment

of pupils' progress as part of their planning

and teaching cycle, as is already happening

in many primary classrooms. However, we

believe that substantial benefits would result

from strengthening training in formative

assessment and providing teachers with

resources and examples to guide

their practice.

PARENTS. FAMILIES AND
THE PUBLIC

The government is well aware of the impact

of parents on children's learning and the

importance of involving parents in any reform

efforts.The national campaigns (National Year

I.:xe.(:u;ive Summary

of Reading, Maths Year 2000, and so on)

have proceeded somewhat outside the school

arena. Indications from our survey data and

from school interviews suggest that increasing

parent engagement is not the first priority; a

situation that makes sense given the more

urgent and immediate focus on improving

teaching and other school inputs. At the same

time, our site visits revealed that all schools are

working hard to inform and engage parents,

but are meeting with varied levels of success.

At this point, we see that the

literacy/numeracy focus is appropriately

placed on what schools can do to improve

pupil learning. However, once the Strategies

are well embedded at the school level, with

teachers both confident and competent in

their use, the next phase of the Literacy

and Numeracy Strategies could involve

allocating more resources to strengthen

parents' contributions to children's learning

in literacy and mathematics. Such an effort

might focus particularly on pupils and schools

where the family resources are least available.

Conclusion

The National Literacy and Numeracy

Strategies have made significant changes in

primary education in England in a remarkably

short period of time. The change is pervasive

and has moved literacy and numeracy to the

top of the teaching agenda. We believe that

continued change will require consistent

pressure and support for the foreseeable

future. We have raised a number of issues for

discussion about how to secure the long-term

effectiveness of the Strategies.These include:

the depth of change in teaching practice, the

unintended consequences of the focus on

targets and indicators, the effect on other areas

of the school curriculum, the sustainability of

the Strategies, the availability and use of data

13
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and the need to more fully engage parents

and families in children's learning.

England is in a period of massive renewal of

the teaching profession. Unlike many large-

scale reform initiatives the Strategies have had

substantial early success.The next phase of

NLS and NNS reform is crucial because it

involves first, deepening the teaching practices

in classrooms and schools, second, ensuring

that other areas of the curriculum are

progressing apace and, third, attending to

what we called the generic aspects of the

broader structure of the profession. Much

has been accomplished and should be

celebrated. At the same time, a careful look

at the progress of the Strategies reveals

how much more needs to be done to address

the reform agenda more comprehensively.

14



Chapter 1:
Introduction and Framework

The National Literacy Strategy (NLS)

and the National Numeracy Strategy

(NNS) are comprehensive government-

initiated reform efforts, aimed at changing

teaching practice and thus improving pupil

performance in all the nearly 20,000 primary

schools in England.The Strategies, among the

most ambitious large-scale educational reform

initiatives in the world, are comprehensive

in planning and execution, pulling together

various policy strands to provide clear

direction and support for change. NLS

and NNS also incorporate extensive

professional development programmes,

involving an increasingly large proportion

of the 190,000 primary teachers and

continuing over several years.

To supplement and complement the internal

evaluation of NLS and NNS carried out

by the Office for Standards in Education

(OFSTED), the Standards and Effectiveness

Unit (SEU) of the Department for Education

and Skills (DEES) commissioned an external

evaluation. SEU retained a team of researchers

from the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education of the University ofToronto

(OISE/UT) to provide this outside view of

the implementation of NLS and NNS.

The OISE/UT external evaluation team acts

as a critical friend (Costa & Kallick, 1995;

McBeath, 1998) to DEES and other key

partners by describing NLS and NNS from

different perspectives, drawing connections

between the international research literature

on large-scale reform and the Strategies and

identifying issues for attention. Throughout

the implementation of NLS and NNS, DEES

and the Strategy leaders have made use of

information from a variety of sources. In

contributing to this process, the OISE/UT

team is assessing the consequences (intended

and unintended) of implementation decisions

throughout the evolution of the Strategies

and providing ongoing advice to those

responsible for leading the Strategies forward.

Playing this critical friend role over a period

of four years from November 1998, we are

examining evidence (collected by others as

well as ourselves) to track process and progress

in the implementation of NLS and NNS at

the national, Local Education Authority

(LEA), school and classroom levels.

Although impact on pupil learning is an

inevitable part of our study of the Strategies,

the OISE/UT evaluation is not addressing

this dimension in a systematic or focused
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way. Evaluation of teaching and change

in pupil attainment are the focus of the

HMI/OFSTED evaluation in two samples

of schools, one for Literacy and the other for

Numeracy. We draw on the HMI work and

the work of other researchers in considering

the implementation of the Strategies as major

efforts at large-scale educational reform.

Framework for the OISE/UT

Evaluation

The OISE/UT team developed a framework

for thinking about NLS and NNS by drawing

on two reviews of pertinent international

literature, each adopting a different lens.

Fullan (2000) described the international

context for the Literacy and Numeracy

Strategies by looking at the return of large-

scale reform as a major force in the past

decade, identifying features of those reforms

that appear to be making a difference. A

Figure 1.1

sa% Context

second review, done by Leithwood, Jantzi and

Mascall (2000a), examined both the macro

level (policy levers) and the micro level (local

challenges) of reform. At the micro level, the

review looked at conditions for

implementation that are related to altered

practices in schools and classrooms.The two

papers provide different lenses for examining

large-scale reform, recognising the importance

of both central mandates and local action.The

framework highlights different aspects of the

Strategies, with not much of importance left

in the shadows.Throughout the course of the

evaluation, this framework will be reviewed

and refined to reflect our learning from NLS

and NNS.

Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of

our framework for viewing the Strategies,

showing (on the left) policy levers at the

national level and (in the middle) conditions

for implementation in LEAs and schools.
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Together the policies and the local conditions

influence practices and changes in pupil

outcomes. The framework was developed

by mapping backwards from what NLS

and NNS aim to accomplish, namely

improvements in pupils'literacy and
We assume that, for such improvements to

occur, pupils roust directly experience more

powerful teaching and learning. Changes in

pupils' levels of literacy and numeracy are thus

dependent on altered prac tic ipsirticularly

on the part of teachers, but also headteachers,

LEA idvisers and consultants and, at least

potentially, parents.At the central or national

level, the Strategies are policy leve creating

the conditions for implementation within

which altered practices will occur. All of this

activity is occurring within a unique cultural,

political, economic and educational context

Chaptcr I: lorodloctiou and Fwniework

Accountability and incentives linked

to performance; and

Sufficient funding and workable

governance structures.

numeracy

Viewed through the first lens of NLS and

NNS as major national policy levers for

large-scale reform, the framework draws

attention to the content and structure of,the

initiative. Comprehensive reform initiatives

need to include:

A vision and goals for the reform and

for the education of pilpils;

Standards for judging the performance

of pupils and others;

Curriculum frameworks and other

teaching resources to assist in meeting

the standards;

A focus on teaching and learning

(including teacher learning);

Coherent aligned policies to support

the initiative;

The second lens on NLS and NNS

focuses directly on schools and LEAs and

on variations in the success of efforts to

improve teaching and learning.The literature

suggests that such variations can be explained,

broadly, in terms of the influence that reform

efforts have on educators' motivation, capacity

and situation. Motivation refers to the

willingness to put effort into implementing

the Strategies, while capacity refers to

pre-existing or newly developed skills and

understandings that individuals bring to their

work with NLS and NNS. Situation refers to

the extent to which the organisational

context in the school (and LEA) fosters

appropriate changes in practice, what

could be seen as "organisational capacity."

The complete framework suggests that to

be successful, centralised actions need to build

and sustain a comprehensive infrastructure

that supports change in classroom and school

practice, by motivating educators, building

their capacity to implement the reforms and

fostering the development of school cultures

that will sustain improved practices.This

framework provides a guide for our data-

collection and our thinking about how

the Strategies have been conceived as policy

levers and how they are received, understood

and experienced in the field.

The OISE/UT evaluation is an investigation

of the process of large-scale reform. Under what

conditions will large-scale reform succeed?
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Is it possible to create a central government

initiative that (1) motivates educators to

change their practice in line with the

reform initiatives, (2) provides them with

opportunities to acquire the necessary

knowledge and skills and (3) builds contexts

that sustain the motivation and capacity for

change? What does it take to reform a large

national education system? Can the important

elements of large-scale reform be described

for others who are undertaking or aspiring

to the same ends? If large-scale reform is

possible, how long does it take to

institutionalise the practices? Finally, the

most significant question is whether or not

large-scale reforms can be sustained, and if so,

what seem to be the necessary and sufficient

conditions for sustainability?

F5Heiirti)gs from COSE/UT

nvst EvaNatrion Reportt

In our first annual report, covering the period

from November 1998 through December

1999, we concluded that, viewed in relation

to other efforts at large-scale reform across

developed nations, NLS and NNS were

among the most comprehensive and fully

developed. Each of the dimensions emerging

from the education reform literature had

been attended to, although with varying

degrees of emphasis and success.

Suannavy (II VEILS and PINS as Paley

Leuers (rom OISIVUT First Amami

Reportr
The NLS and NNS frameworks, together with

the recently revised National Curriculum, gave

a clear visionof the reform and of desired pupil

learning. High quality support materials gave

concrete images of the Strategies in action. It

was still unclear whether this vision was

permeating the world of teachers and

headteachers.

The National Curriculum, NLS and NNS

Frameworks, National Assessments at the end

of Key Stage 1 and 2 and guidance documents

from QCA and others provided explicit

performance standards for pupils and schools.

It was too early in our investigation to say

anything about the extent to which the

standards were being considered or applied in

schools.

The N1.5 and NNS curriculum frarnewoks were

supported by high quality teaching materials

and resources arid professionally produced

packs of materials that provided both structure

and content, for training and for subsequent

implementation. The challenge we identified

for OfES was to maintain the flow of quality

resources to meet emerging needs in schools.

A focus on changing teaching practices linked

to pupil learningwas the key feature of NLS

and NNS, with substantial commitments to

supporting and building capacity in teachers

and schools. Both Strategies emphasised high

quality teaching. Training sessions were

intended to assist teachers to implement the

Strategies. Initial findings pointed to changes

occurring in classrooms, although the evidence

at that time was limited and anecdotal.

Systematic arid detailed planning on the part

of an increasingly centralised system had

resulted in a good fit between other

government policies, priorities and guidelines

of related agencies and the Literacy and

Numeracy Strategies. Such alignment meant

that there was a degree of policy coherence (at

least in theory) that is unusual in large-scale

reform efforts. The question at the end of 'I 999

was to what extent was such coherence

actually experienced by LEAs and schools

implementing the Strategies?

Accountabilitywas achieved within NLS and

NNS through numerical targets for the annual

National Assessments for pupils at the end of

Key Stage 2 (age 11). Performance data were

' For a more detailed description see the first annual report, entitled Watching and Learning:OISE/UT Evaluation of the National Literacy

and Numeracy Strategies, available on the DfES Standards Site ( hntp://wunustandards.dles.govuk/literacy/publications/).
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used to monitor progress, with additional

resources concentrated where most neededo

raise standards. We raised the problems

associated with a single performance indicator

and the possibility of poor decisions

arising from misunderstanding and misuse of

data.

The Strategies have been more generously

fundedthan most comparable efforts at large

scale reform in other countries, although

inevitably that funding may seem thin when

spread over close to 20,000 schools. The

governance of NLS and NNS reflected a

combination of existing and new structures,

with both national and local bodies carrying

part of the responsibility for implementation.

The practicality of this arrangement was still

uncertain.

We concluded, at the end of the first year

ofour evaluation, that NLS and NNS were

characterised by notable strengths in areas

such as leadership, policy alignment, pressure

and support, communication, resources, and

responsiveness. At the same time, we identified

a number of challenges for the next stage of

policy intervention.

Challenges tkin' NIS and NNS as Policy

Levers (from DISF./UT First Annual

(Report)

Changing practice is hard work, intellectually

and emotionally: To avoid teacher burnout,

leaders will need to recognise and reinforce

reform accomplishments and avoid over-

burdening schools with further demands for

change.

Motivation is important, but it is not enough:
Sustaining improvements in pupil performance

requires that teachers and headteachers have

continued opportunities to develop knowledge,

understanding and skill.

New teachers are a long-term investment:

With attention to initial teacher training (ITT)

and to newly qualified teachers (NQTs), new

teachers will repay efforts to build their

Chart,r I Inirodu,.riou and lr4mr:,.ork

competence and confidence in teaching

literacy and mathematics.

Assessment literacy is necessary for wise

decisions: Educators and the public need to

understand the possibilities and limitations of

data on pupil performance and other

outcomes.

Professional learning communities have the

power to sustain change:Teachers and other

educators need to feel a sense of ownership

and of collective responsibility for continuing

and enhancing NLS and NNS.

Dissenting voices contribute to clear thinking:

SEU and NLS and NNS leadership must avoid

false certainty and remain open to dissenting

voices, while protecting the core principles of

the Strategies.

In the first report, we suggested that the initial

gains in the 1999 national tests were likely

due largely to higher motivation on the part

of teachers and others at the local level.The

clear direction and support, including the

NLS and NNS materials and widespread

communication, together with awareness of

the national Key Stage 2 tests, led teachers to

spend more time and focus more intensively

on teaching literacy and mathematics.

Although schools generally used the lesson

and timing guidelines of the Strategies, we

concluded that teachers were likely using

their existing capacities more fully, rather than

having developed substantial new skills and

knowledge. We observed that future increases

in pupil learning would require further

increases in professional capacity (both

individual and organisational), along with

continued development of supportive work

situations.

13
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Focus of the External

Evaluation in 2000

The framework presented in our first report

continues to guide the work of the OISE/UT

team. In the first year our emphasis was on

understanding the Strategies at the central

level. In the second year (the calendar year

2000), we expanded our view to include

three components:

NLS and NNS as policy levers

(the view from the centre);

value.for money; and

NLS and NNS as local challenges

(the view from the schools).

THE STRATEGIES AS
POLICY LEVERS

Although the emphasis during our second

year was on the local challenges associated

with the Strategies, we have continued

tracking central policy and programme

developments (on the part of both DES

and the Strategy directorate') to update

the picture of the Strategies as policy levers.

Data collection included attending as many

meetings, conferences and training sessions as

possible as well as interviewing people with

various perspectives on the Strategies and

keeping up with relevant documents,

materials and publications. Chapter 2

provides an update on such developments

at the national policy level during 2000..

VALUE FOR MONEY

We have also undertaken an examination

of whether the Strategies are providing value

for money. Data gathering for this component

of the study involved analysis of relevant

documents, data from our survey, and

interviews with staff in DES, other

central agencies, LEAs and schools. Last year,

as part of the development of a theoretical

framework for the value for money analysis,

we produced a literature review in the area

of cost effectiveness and value for money

in education. Chapter 3 presents the results

of the value for money enquiry.

THE VIEW FROM THE SC.HOOLS:
SURVEYS AND SITE VISITS

Most of our data collection during this

second year of our study focused on what

we term "the view from the schools." How

schools see centrally generated initiatives may

be quite different from how those initiatives

are seen by policymakers and centrally

placed leaders. Through two methods

surveys and site visits we gathered data on

the perceptions and experience of NLS and

NNS in schools (and some LEAs). Using our

framework, we looked at the motivation and

capacity of teachers and headteachers to

implement the Strategies and the extent to

which their work contexts supported their

efforts.As we have become more familiar

with the view from the schools, we have

explored the relationship between local

perceptions of the Strategies and the central

intent, particularly where the two differ

from each other.

Chapters 4 and 5 summarise what we

found concerning the view from the schools,

Chapter 4 using data from a survey of schools

and Chapter 5 using data from repeated

site visits to a group of 10 diverse schools

across England.

= Throughout the report, we use the term "Strategy directorate" to refer to the National Directors of NLS and NNS and the Literacy and Numeracy

Regional Directors, supported by the National Centre for Literacy and Numeracy at COT in Reading).



DATA GATHERING

Data gathering during 2000

National/regional: (NLS and NNS as policy

levers, value for money)

o Attended meetings of Literacy and

Numeracy Regional Directors, Policy

Program Group, Implementation Group,

and Literacy Numeracy Strategy Group, as

well as regular meetings with various DfES

staff;

o Observed NLS and NNS regional

briefing/training sessions for LEA literacy

consultants and LEA numeracy consultants;

" Attended NLS headteacher conferences;

o Participated in DIES /TTA ITT conference;

o Monitored documents related to all aspects

of Strategies;

o Interviewed DfES and CfBT staff and NLS

and NNS leaders (including several

Regional Directors);

o Conducted interviews (individual and

group) with people from a range of

educational groups as well as organisations

with an interest in various aspects of the

Strategies.'

Local: Schools anal LEAs Ithe vietu from

the schools, value Tor money)
o Mailed survey to two samples of 500

schools, one for Literacy and the other for

Numeracy. (methodology and results in

Chapter 4)

o Visits to 10 selected schools (with various

sizes, locations, pupil populations, levels of

attainment) and their LEAs: 2 or 3 days in

each school; team interviewed

headteachers and teachers, observed

literacy and mathematics lessons, and

analysed documents. Interviewed literacy

and numeracy managers and consultants

from LEAs of selected schools, attended

training sessions and staff meetings in

those LEAs. (initial findings in Chapter 5)

Chapur 1: Introthaion Framework

o Observations and interviews in 12 other

schools (including special schools) and

LEAs. Three of these were one-day visits to

schools early in 2000, while the others were

single visits as part of shadowing RDs or

HMI, or attending meetings locally.

Number of days gathering data on site in

England during 2000: 82 days.

(4 members of the OISE/UT team)

We interviewed approximately 200 persons,

some individually and others in small groups.

Some persons were interviewed once, while we

talked with others several times.

Throughout the two years of our data

gathering, we have found people very

willing to speak with us and share, their goals

and experiences. In all our data collection,

we guarantee confidentiality. Because we are

outside the system and not involved in any

judgements about schools or individuals,

we may hear different reports than might

be given to DES, HMI/OFSTED,
Regional Directors, or even LEA

advisers or consultants.

In addition to these data gathering initiatives,

we also began in 2000 the process of

disseminating our early findings beyond

the initial audience of the DES-organised

Literacy Numeracy Strategy Group. Members

of the OISE/UT team gave presentations to

a joint DEES/TTA ITT conference, the

International Reading Association in New

Zealand (with NLS presenters), BERA in

Cardiff, and ICSEI in Toronto. In all these

venues, the questions and participation of

the audience contributed to our thinking

about the Strategies, our study and issues

related to large-scale reform.

' Over the first two years of the study, the OISE/UT team interviewed spokespersons front teacher unions; higher education institutions (about both

research and teacher training); HMI/OFSTED; associations such as the Literacy Trust, the Basic Skills Agency, the Teacher Training Agency, and the

British Dyslexia Association; subject associations; LEA management and professional staff; and independent consultants involved with education

and/or with various aspects of the Strategies.
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We continue to find that the large-scale

reform framework provides a useful

perspective on the Strategies and their impact

on primary schools in England, although the

framework also prompts us to consider the

linkages and relationships in more complex

ways. The remainder of this report portrays

the results of the second year of our enquiry

the view from the centre, an estimate of value

for money and the view from the schools. We

conclude, in Chapter 6, with a summary of a

number of notable successes of the Strategies

to date, as well as discussion of several issues

and dilemmas emerging from our enquiry.

The picture we present is inevitably more

complicated and less clear-cut than the

picture presented in our first report. At

that time we were focused primarily on the

Strategies as central policy levers, whereas

we are now pulling together and attempting

to integrate information from a range of quite

different perspectives, from people who have

various roles, differential access to information

and different kinds of experience. Inevitably

the context and frame of reference of the

viewer will shape perceptions and levels of

understanding of central policy initiatives.

22



Chapter 2: The National Literacy and
Numeracy Strategies as Policy Levers

Highlights

Judged as a large-scale reform effort, using

the international knowledge base about such

initiatives, NLS and NNS generally come off

well with some cautions and questions.

Some High Points in 2000

Continued momentum (another increase

in Key Stage 2 results, funding extended

through 2004, greater coherence,

extension into ITT, extension to Key

Stage 3, expansion of support

Regional Directors, training etc.).

Key priorities identified to guide work

in 2000-2001.

Stronger support for headteachers to

improve leadership and management

at school level

Greater attention to appropriate

differentiation for pupils.

Cautions and Issues

Funding, training and support, although

generous, is stretched thin when covering

close to 20,000 schools.

Continual vigilance to balancing

central direction and local initiative

for sustainability.

Reliance on one public measure of

success (percentage of 11 year olds

scoring Level 4 in Key Stage 2),

although useful as political target,

has potential difficulties.

Possibility of "initiative overload."

Expansion of Strategy directorate (more

Regional Directors): efficiency, flexibility.

RILS arod MS as Miley Levevs

The Viiew firm MOO

1
n this chapter, we update our picture of

the Strategies as national policy initiatives.

The reference points continue to be the

dimensions identified through our reviews

of the international literature on large-scale

reform (as indicated in Chapter 1):

Vision and goals;

Standards for judging success;

Curriculum frameworks and resources;

Focus on teaching and learning;

Coherent and well-aligned policies to

support the goals;

Accountability and incentives; and

Funding and governance structures.
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According to the DfES Standards website

(www.standards.dfes.gov.uk), the year 2000

was "the year of irreversible progress" for

literacy and numeracy preparing to

"reap the rewards of everyone's efforts in

2002 and beyond." At the national level,

the government continues to proclaim its

commitment to education as a priority.

In a speech to the OECD, Michael Barber

indicated that the English government has

put into place a framework for continuous

improvement that centres on high challenge,

high support, with NLS and NNS at its core,

intent on narrowing the achievement gap and

raising standards for all. He went on to say:

'Those responsible _for Tie) nning public

education are in no position to deal
with certainties. ki/hat they can do is
manage and transfer knowledge about
what works effectively, intervene in

cases of under-petfeymauce, create the
capacity for change and ensure that it
is flexible enough to learn constantly
and implement ePctively.

(Barber, 2000a)

As this quote suggests, a good deal has

happened in relation to NLS and NNS as

national policy levers since the publication

of the first annual report from the OISE/UT

team. Rather than creating an extended list of

initiatives, we use our framework to describe

briefly how the Strategies have developed

during 2000, with examples drawn from

the rich array of activities and programmes

evolving as the Strategies develop. We also

identify several issues that emerge from

our data gathering.

The year 2000 saw continued NLS and

NNS momentum, with clear priorities

for immediate and longer-term emphasis,

increased resources and assistance to schools

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

(support materials of various kinds, training,

in-school support and observations of good

practice) and changes in the way Standards

Fund monies are accessed and used.The

following section gives an update of the

kinds of activities occurring at DEES and

the Strategy directorates.

VISION AND GOALS

Although the vision for NLS and NNS

remains stable, the goals are becoming even

more ambitious and the approaches to change

have become more focused. The targets for

2002 that 80% of children would reach

Level 4 in English and 75% in mathematics

now seem likely to be within reach. DfES

and Strategy leaders talk about what might

be expected beyond 2002; with funding for

the Strategies now guaranteed through 2004.

Increasingly, Level 4 performance is framed as

an entitlement for all children. A message to

headteachers in NLS conferences held during

the autumn of 2000 is "Level 4 matters for

children it is a passport not a token. It is

the least we should expect for most children."

It appears that the targets for 2002 are part

of what is viewed as a climb towards ever

improving pupil outcomes. The messages

about both Strategies are also becoming

more elaborated and differentiated moving

beyond the necessary initial emphasis on

getting daily lessons in place, with the

suggested format and teaching approaches.

In continuing to provide training and

monitor progress, the Strategies have

also spelled out the vision and goals in

considerably more detail. DfES and the

NLS and NNS directorates have responded

to questions from people in the field by

providing greater clarity about expectations

for pupils with different needs and at different

phases of development, and about the training

and support that schools will need to achieve
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these ends.This clarity has come in part

from a revision to the National Curriculum,

where there has been close co-ordination

between the Strategy leaders and QCA, and

from new guidance documents, resources

and training packages.

Both Strategies have laid out immediate and

medium term priorities that are primarily

concerned with building capacity in teachers

and schools. In a September 2000 letter to

LEAs, the Director of NNS outlined four

priorities for LEAs for the 2000-2001 school

year and went on to outline how each of

these might be addressed.The priorities for

mathematics are:

Improving the quality of teaching in the

main part of the lesson and the plenary;

Strengthening teachers' subject knowledge

of mathematics;

Promoting a strong message about the

use of calculators in Years 5 and 6; and

Establishing effective support for children

who have fallen behind.

For NLS, the top priorities are ensuring

`quality teaching' in the literacy hour, with

particular emphasis on the teaching of

writing, and improving management of

literacy in all schools, particularly through

effective use of curriculum, year group and

pupil targets. Although numerical targets

are still important, schools are encouraged

to attend more to curricular targets

identifying what specific groups of children

need to learn next and how teachers can

address these needs.

STANDARDS

As we noted in our first annual report,

standards can be slippery concepts that have

many different definitions. Standards have

been incorporated into NLS and NNS in a

number of different ways, beginning with the

numerical targets, based on Key Stage 2 tests,

set for 2002. As perceived by many schools,

the aim of"raising standards" was, initially at

least, almost equated with raising Key Stage 2

test results. Because these test results are

reported publicly in league tables, with high

stakes for schools, there is some risk that the

assessments might become more important

than the learning they represent. In the

United States, where "high stakes" testing has

a long tradition, the consequences have been

identified and studied for decades (see

McNeil, 2000).

ttlier, academic progress is jr rdged

by a sinfge indicator and when high
stakes.are attached to that single
indicator, the common effect is to

narrow curriculum and reduce

to "test prepping."
(Thompson, 2001, p. 358)

With NLS and NNS, however, compared to

many reform situations, schools have much

more information available about what the

standards represent in practice. Schools also

have a more diverse set of standards to

consider. Although the proportion of pupils

reaching Level 4 is still the public target,

NLS and NNS messages include a broader

range of indicators. Regional Directors, for

instance, work with LEAs in careful analysis

and consideration of LEA data, including

results on the Key Stage 1 assessments, the

progress of pupils between Key Stage 1 and 2

and the performance of EAL pupils. Guidance

from QCA, based on analysis of annual test

results, has led to greater clarity about what

2.5 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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is required for pupils to reach various levels

in both English and mathematics. Regional

Directors have reinforced these messages

through training sessions and further

production and dissemination of resource

materials. With the support of NLS and

NNS, LEA advisers and consultants encourage

headteachers and teachers to "go beyond the

numbers" to develop curricular targets

gaining a secure understanding of what Level

4 or 5 work "looks like" and determining

what should be done to move specific groups

of children forward. Increasingly, schools are

translating these descriptions of performance

levels into child-friendly language, to give

children a concrete understanding of how

to assess their own work and of what they

should be trying to achieve next. This

has been done for all Year groups, so even

Year 1 and 2 children can be aware of

their own learning objectives.

Various reports that go far beyond the

percentages of pupils reaching Level 4 have

been produced and distributed to schools by

DIES, OFSTED and QCA.These reports

include more data about performance (both

local information and national trends) and

provide schools with additional information

that allows them to interpret their results in

a variety of ways. For instance, schools and

LEAs are encouraged to look at the whole

distribution of scores to confirm that all

pupils are progressing, not just those who

might be the particular focus of attempts to

reach the Key Stage 2 targets. At the same

time, the Key Stage 2 national targets for

2002 remain the most visible test of success

for the Literacy and Numeracy Strategies,

at the national and the local level.The

well-publicised targets, framed in terms of

the percentage of children reaching Level 4,

along with the high political profile of these

1 2

targets, have made performance on the

assessments a high stakes issue.

A crucial question in standards-based reform

like the Strategies is whether schools are

prepared to trust that following the reforms

and utilising available knowledge, direction

and support will lead to the desired increases

in test results.The leaders of NLS and NNS

continually reinforce the message that the

Strategies and the management approaches

that surround them will indeed pioduce

such outcomes. NLS and NNS, for instance,

through an emphasis on Key Stage 1 (e.g.,

phonics and early intervention programmes),

stress the importance of good teaching in

the early years of formal schooling. Our

investigation of how targets and data from the

national assessments and from other sources

are received and used in schools and LEAs

will give some indication of the extent to

which schools are acting in accordance

with this message.

CURRICULUM FRAMEWORKS
AND OTHER TEACAING
RESOURCES

The provision of curriculum and pedagogical

resources for teachers has been a vital

component of both Strategies from the

beginning. This activity did not stop after

the first flurry of production and distribution.

During 2000, both Strategies, through

the National Centre for Literacy and

Numeracy, released a wide range of

additional materials, mostly intended for

teachers and headteachers. Such programmes

and modules, their development often

influenced by feedback from the field, are

intended to support identified priorities

(such as children's writing) or provide

additional support in dealing with particular

groups of pupils (such as those with special

educational needs or the particularly able).
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Both NLS and NNS have now produced

much-needed lists or catalogues of available

support materials, to help schools find the

resources they need.

A sample of the rich array of materials and

modules introduced during 2000 includes

(among many others):

Modules designed to strengthen the

provision for particular groups able

pupils, pupils with English as an additional

language, and pupils with special

educational needs.

Modules for headteachers on the

management of literacy.

The Grammar for Writing package

(book, video and CD), envisioned as a

lever for improving writing, by giving

children more choices as they write.

The Springboard 5 mathematics

programme (lesson plans, video), to

assist children who would otherwise

reach Level 3 rather than Level 4

(to be followed by similar programmes

for Years 3 and 4).

Other new materials, such as a

training pack, available to all schools

on request,"Using ICT to support

primary mathentics" and leaflets

to support literacy and numeracy

in Reception classes.

More materials are being developed and

will be available during 2001.The Numeracy

Strategy, for instance, in response to requests

for more assistance with assessment, is

developing guidance for schools to support

the use of"assess and review time." More

NNS material related to special educational

needs will include a binder of guidance

for consultants, a SENCO training package

to help support children in the daily

mathematics lesson and a "P-scale

supplement" of examples for pupils who

are significantly below age-related

expectations. Examples of NLS work

include a focus on "developing early

writing" (with guidance and training)

and the national implementation of the

Early Literacy Support initiative.

Both NLS and NNS improved their websites

(located on the DIES Standards site) during

2000, re-organising and adding links to more

information. With both Strategies, teachers

and other educators are encouraged to use the

web for their own professional development,

keeping up with recent developments and

downloading material.

FOCUS ON TEACHING
AND LEARNING

The core of the Strategies has always been

the focus on the teaching of literacy and

mathematics in schools through the

frameworks, curriculum materials, training

and support for teachers.-During 2000,

both materials and training associated with

the Strategies became more purposeful and

differentiated, often in response to feedback

from schools and LEAs. With explicit

attention to the diversity of pupils in

schools, training and support has been

'extended to include not only practices for

use in most classrooms and under typical

conditions, but also adaptations for specific

situations or particular groups of children.

NLS and NNS training has been extended

and customised for a range of groups, with

updated programmes developed for LEA

consultants, headteachers and newly qualified

teachers, to support the Strategies now and

in the future.

2 7
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Differentiation ofTeaching

An almost inevitable tension is embedded in

the Strategies, a tension between seeing NLS

and NNS as an entitlement for all children

and acknowledging the varied learning needs

of different groups of children. NLS and NNS

have been developed with the assumption that

all children should participate in the literacy

hour and the daily mathematics lesson, while

acknowledging that some children will

require differentiated support and assigned

learning tasks.The.Strategies have addressed

the challenge through a variety of approaches

during 2000.

SEN: Early in NLS, there was particular

concern from the field about how children

with Special Educational Needs were faring

with the Literacy Strategy. Although the

literacy hour is seen as an entitlement' for

all children, including those with Special

Educational Needs, in practice many schools

found it difficult to ensure that SEN. children

received the teaching they required. Fewer

concerns were raised about the Numeracy

Strategy, coming a year later. From the

beginning NNS made specific reference

to teaching SEN children, for instance

including in initial training videos sequences

from lessons in a special school.

During 2000, both NLS and NNS have given

considerable attention to the teaching of SEN

children, working closely with the SEN

community (including LEA and school SEN

specialists) and ensuring that SEN issues are

explicitly addressed in training programmes.

A major NLS training package on SEN was

distributed to LEAs in the spring of 2000.

As well, DEES commissioned an NFER

review of relevant research in the area of

literacy and special educational needs,

published in October (Fletcher-Campbell,

2000).As noted above, additional NNS

materials will be distributed in 2001 to

further support the teaching and assessment

of children with special educational needs.

An HMI/OFSTED report on NLS in special

schools (OFSTED, 2000a) concluded that the

Strategy had been successfully implemented

in special schools and that children were

making progress with literacy. The report

noted that teachers expressed pleasure

(and often some surprise) at how well

children had responded.

In our data gathering, we saw special

education units in regular schools, where

SENCOs, using materials they had developed

for specific populations, reported greater pupil

success since adoption of the Strategies. In

many schools as well, SEN children are

making good progress with the additional

intensive support of trained classroom

assistants. In spite of this more positive

picture, concerns from the SEN community

have not completely eased, particularly with

regard to literacy, and with children in regular

classrooms rather than special schools.

We heard from spokespersons who were

highly supportive of the Strategies, but who

wondered whether teachers and consultants,

although they were knowledgeable about

teaching literacy, had sufficient understanding

of the nature of SEN pupils' disorders. Such

problems, of course, did not arise with the

introduction of the Strategies; they are

longstanding. We heard concerns too that

with extra funding .targeted to children

who "almost reach the target," SEN children

in mainstream schools who are far from

achieving Level 4 may not get the extra

time and teaching they need.

Able pupils: Questions initially arose from

the field about whether the literacy hour

and the daily mathematics lesson sufficiently

challenged and engaged the more able pupils.
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In response to such concerns, materials and

training were produced and distributed early

in 2000 to help teachers be more effective in

dealing with children who are particularly

able.' Data from 2000 Key Stage 2 assessments

should allay some of the concerns that able

children might be disadvantaged by the

Strategies, as the percentage of pupils

gaining Level 5 actually increased.

EAL During the past year as well,

increased attention has been paid to teaching

children who are learning English as an

additional language. NLS and NNS have

now produced materials covering effective

pedagogy and 'best practice' to assist

teachers in working with these pupils. LEA

EMTAG and EAL staff usually deliver the

training sessions, with support available

from NLS and NNS as needed.

Intervention Programmes

The Strategies have developed a variety of

special interventions aimed at children whose

progress is slower than that of their peers and

who need more intensive support if they are

to reach the expected levels of performance.

NLS has developed an early intervention

programme intended for children in Key

Stage 1 who do not make adequate progress

in spite of quality teaching in Reception and

the first term ofYear 1.The aim is first to

ensure high quality initial teaching in the

literacy hour, to reduce the number of

children who will need further assistance.

Additional targeted interventions are then

provided for children (about 20%) who are

not making satisfactory progress. Such

assistance is provided in small groups, usually

by a trained classroom assistant, using

materials specifically developed for that

purpose. Attention could then be

concentrated on the much smaller proportion

of children (approximately 5%) for whom the

additional small group teaching proves

insufficient and who will need more focused

one-to-one support if they are to catch up to

their peers.The Key Stage 1 programme was

piloted in 38 LEAs and will be implemented

more widely in the 2001-2002 school year.

Key Stage 2 interventions, in both literacy

and mathematics, generally are aimed at

children, who, without the extra help, are on

track to reach Level 3 rather than Level 4,

the expected level for 11 year olds. NNS

Springboard 5 has joined NLS Additional

Literacy Support; both are highly structured

programmes delivered to small groups of

children by a teaching assistant operating

under the direction of the class teacher.

Springboard 5, intended for Year 5 pupils who

would otherwise not reach Level 4, involves

additional teaching time over a period of

10 weeks. Funding provides time for the

teaching assistant to meet with the class

teacher on a regular basis. Springboard

3 and 4, similar programmes aimed at pupils

in Years 3 and 4, are now being developed.

The other Key Stage 2 interventions, booster

classes for children who need additional

support in Year 6, have been implemented

in the vast majority of schools. Schools have

considerable flexibility about how these

booster programmes are organised and staffed.

The Strategies have continued the

development and expansion of literacy

and numeracy summer schools, another

intervention for pupils who need additional

support, in this case for pupils who have

'egg., National Literacy and Numeracy Strategies Guidance for Teaching Able Pupils; NNS Mathematical Challenges for Able Pupils

in Key Stages 1 and 2).
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completed Year 6 but are deemed not fully

ready forYear 7.These programmes numbered

1800 in the summer of 2000; in 2001 there

will be over 2000, enrolling up to 66,000

children.The summer schools have become

more sharply focused, with the aim of helping

children make more rapid progress in their

first year of secondary school.

NLS and NNS Trainig and Professional
Development

Strengthening teacher learning has always

been a key gOal for NLS and NNS, with

approximately half the funding for the

Strategies allocated to training and support,

a focus that has continued and diversified

during 2000. For schools, such support

comes predominantly from consultants and

leading mathematics teachers and expert

literacy teachers.

Professional development sessions for LEA

consultants, delivered by Regional Directors

or by other knowledgeable trainers contracted

by NLS and NNS, continue to provide

updated information about the Strategies,

a strengthened understanding of English

and/or mathematics issues and opportunities

for sharing good practice and solving

implementation problems. LEA consultants

deliver most of the training for teacher. By

the end of 2000, virtually all schools had had

direct training opportunities in at least some

aspects of both NLS and NNS. Although

there are still many individual teachers who

have not been directly involved in training,

the philosophy of"support in inverse

proportion to success" has meant that schools

with the furthest to go were the first to get

training. These schools also received several

days of in-school support from literacy or

numeracy consultants. More recently, the

Strategies have moved to provide some

I 6
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consultant support and supply cover time

for all schools.

Demonstrations and discussions of good

practice by leading mathematics teachers and

expert literacy teachers have enabled many

more teachers to increase their understanding

and skill in relation to the desired teaching

approaches.The opportunity to observe

skilled colleagues and to talk about various

aspects of the planning and lesson delivery

can be a powerful force for both motivating

teachers and developing greater expertise.

NLS headteacher conferences in autumn

2000, intended for all headteachers in the

country, provided key opportunities for

establishing management approaches for NLS.

The focus was on improving writing, seen as

a weak area, and helping schools set curricular

targets at the classroom level, based on what

children needed to learn next. NNS will hold

similar conferences in the autumn term of

2001, focused on what headteachers most

need to know and be able to do to improve

mathematics teaching and attainment.

Initial Teacher Training

In addition to providing more training for

those already in the profession, NLS and NNS

have strengthened links with institutions that

train new teachers the Strategies now

extend explicitly into initial teacher training

(ITT).The aim is to promote best practice in

the areas of literacy and numeracy and ensure

that newly qualified teachers (NQTs) enter

schools equipped to teach the literacy hour

and the daily mathematics lesson. Working

closely with the Teacher Training Agency

(TTA), NLS and NNS appointed six

additional Regional Directors, three for

each Strategy, to work closely with higher

education institutions. DEES and TTA also

co-sponsored an ITT conference in July
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2000, an initial launch that has been followed

by regional meetings and conferences as

well as regular Regional Director visits to

all institutions providing initial teacher

training. NNS distributed two videos

specially produced for teacher training

institutions. In NLS, a higher education

writing initiative involves collaboration

between English tutors and ITT Regional

Directors, with 10,000 ITT students

receiving training in all facets of teaching

writing. In their school placements, the

ITT students and their class teachers analyse

and plan literacy lessons together, a

professional development opportunity

for all those involved.

Building Organisational Capacity

In our first annual report, we suggested that

DIES and the NLS and NNS directorate pay

attention to fostering local organisational

capacity or professional communities

(see Louis & Kruse, 1995).We are now

aware of various activities taking place within

and across schools for creating professional

communities, most with an emphasis on

sharing good practice. This is done, for

instance, through Beacon Schools (which are

not specific to literacy and numeracy but are

helpful in building and sharing improved

practice) and the work of leading mathematics

teachers and expert literacy teachers and

headteachers. In all these, the focus is on

demonstrating and sharing"best practice" in

a context in which teachers and headteachers

are encouraged to reflect on and discuss

what they see. Beacon writing schools are

now being established as part of the intensive

focus on improving children's writing.

Within schools, the work of the literacy

and numeracy co-ordinators can help build

organisational capacity, particularly where

this role includes monitoring and coaching,

but to do this, co-ordinators must have

sufficient non-contact time.They may also

need support in developing the skills required

to work effectively with their colleagues in

this new role.

Headteachers clearly have a critical role in

building a professional community within

the school the NLS and NNS headteacher

conferences being held in the autumn terms

of 2000 (literacy) and 2001 (numeracy) are

a recognition of the importance of the

contribution and leadership of headteachers.

LEAs can and often do play an active and

valuable role through training sessions,

twilight surgeries, regular meetings for school

co-ordinators and so on. Consultants' in-

school support can be particularly valuable,

not only in helping teachers develop more

effective practices, but also encouraging staff

to work together to continue improving their

classrooms and the school. It is important in

all these activities that LEAs and schools feel

both responsibility and ownership with

regard to improvement initiatives. Based

on our observations and interviews, there

is considerable variation in the extent to

which this is the case. We frequently heard

that educators find themselves feeling unduly

constrained by rigid requirements from DEES.

On the other hand, we spoke with other LEA

staff who felt they had sufficient scope to

adapt initiatives to suit local needs, either

by negotiating with DfES or with Regional

Directors, or by simply going ahead and

making necessary modifications.

Organisational and individual capacity is also

being expanded through embedding material

from the Strategies into other training that is

offered by LEAs. For instance, EAL materials

for NLS were introduced at regional

conferences for literacy line managers and

EMTAG co-ordinators, with the expectation

that EMTAG staff would then deliver the
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training in the LEA, either on their own or

in collaboration with literacy consultants. The

same model was used with SEN materials,

with the SEN officer or adviser as a key

contact. Similarly, NLS/NNS-developed

modules on literacy and numeracy were

included in the national materials for training

new teaching assistants, with the training

provided in LEAs.

COHERENT AND INTEGRATED
.POLICIES

Efforts at "joined-up thinking" had

characterised the Strategies from the

beginning; we noted in our first annual report

that an unusually high degree of alignment

had been achieved between NLS and NNS

and other DfES policies, as well as those of

other relevant agencies such as OFSTED,

QCA and TTA.The revision of the National

Curriculum, the establishment of the new

Foundation Stage for young children and

the extension of the reform efforts into Key

Stage 3 are all evidence of increasing policy

alignment.The revised National Curriculum,

a reasonable response to concerns about

"fitting everything in," is intended to be

more manageable given the increased focus

on literacy and numeracy. As noted, this past

year has seen NLS and NNS extend into

ITT, with strengthened liaison with higher

education institutions and efforts to resolve

inconsistencies between the Strategies and

policy documents specifying the ITT

curriculum. Another instance of consistency

across related areas is the requirement for

Newly Qualified Teachers (NQTs) to pass

literacy and numeracy tests; both the

requirement and the specific tests have

generated some controversy.

From the perspective of the central

government, NLS and NNS are part of

a larger plan for systemic reform of the

g
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education system.The Strategies are seen

as powerful tools for "levelling up" and

for improving the quality of teaching and

learning. Other policies and initiatives are

intended to support this effort for example,

smaller class sizes, revision of the National

Curriculum and modernisation of the

,teaching profession. The head of the DfES

Standards and Effectiveness Unit continues

to outline the larger picture of reform

(Barber, 2000a). He has "restated the case

for public education" in the 21st century,

suggesting that England will need "flexibility

and capacity for transformation ... while

simultaneously improving student outcomes."

In outlining the goals and challenges

confronting the system, he puts forward a

vision for the future that puts the Literacy

and Numeracy Strategies in a larger

context of reform.

In our first annual report, we talked about

progress in bringing together curriculum

and standards from QCA and OFSTED on

the one hand and the Literacy and Numeracy

Strategies on the other.This work has

continued during 2000; with changes in

senior leadership in QCA and more recently

OFSTED and the Strategy directorate, we

will continue to follow progress with

bringing together the various frameworks

and requirements that impinge on schools.

The larger picture of increasing policy

coherence is evident at the national level.

It is not surprising, however, that people

in schools continue to view the Strategies

through personal and local lenses. They do

not speak of education for the 21st century;

instead they are focused on what the

Strategies mean for them and their pupils,

and are still struggling to see how various

policy initiatives fit together. Although

headteachers are more aware of links to the
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larger policy context, classroom teachers often

see each new programme or requirement as

"just one more thing" coming from above.

.AC CO LJNTABILITY AND
INCENTIVES BASED ON
PERFORMANCE

As a result of the policy directions in the last

fifteen years, educational reform in England

is highly data-driven.The focus on school

improvement has resulted in the development

of many procedures and mechanisms to

monitor the work of schools. Such

mechanisms include oversight by DEES

advisers, universal national assessments' of

children at the end of each Key Stage and

regular inspections of all schools, LEAs and

higher education institutions by OFSTED.

Much of the monitoring of NLS and NNS

is embedded in this general structure;

monitoring of progress, which leads to

adjustments in pressure and support, is a vital

component of the drive to raise standards.

The yearly National Assessments in English

and mathematics, particularly those at the

end of Key Stage 2, form the basis for target-

setting and for monitoring progress towards

the literacy and numeracy targets at the

national, LEA and school level. Judged by this

criterion, the 2000 results showed continued

progress toward the 2002 targets. Such

improvement has been evident since the

establishment of the tests in 1996, in English,

mathematics and science. It is difficult to

know what might account for the science'

results; the increase raises questions about

what has driven the improvement, although

higher levels of literacy and numeracy might

be a factor.

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1996

to

2000

English 56% 63% 65% 71% 75% +19%

Mathematics 53% 61% 59% 69% 72% +19%

Science 61% 68% 69% 78% 85% +24%

As we indicated earlier in this chapter, the

possible unintended effects of relying on a

single indicator for high stakes accountability

are well known (e. g.Thompson, 2001).A

single measure cannot fully capture all the

important dimensions and nuances.

Furthermore, people may put undue effort

into attempts to raise scores, giving less

attention to important components not

tapped by the measure.

Nonetheless, data so far suggest that the

Strategies are avoiding some of the dangers

of using high-stakes large-scale testing.

Much depends on the nature of the test a

test such as the Key Stage 2 SAT that requires

children to produce complete pieces of

writing is less problematic than a multiple-

choice standardised test focusing on recall

of facts. For NLS and NNS, the increased

emphasis on curricular targets and identifying

the next appropriate learning for specific

groups of children also help to broaden the

focus beyond the SAT scores.With NLS and

NNS, there are two issues the reliance on

the Key Stage 2 national assessments as "the

indicator" of learning and the target framed .

in terms of the percentage of pupils reaching

Level 4 on that assessment. Key Stage 2

intervention programmes tend to be directed

at the "not quite Level 4" group, raising the

possibility that these children may benefit

disproportionately from the intervention

efforts. Evidence to date, however, indicates

that this has not happened; the entire

distribution of scores has moved up (QCA,

2000). In other words, children at all levels

have improved; the percentage of children

getting the lowest scores has declined, while

33.
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the percentage reaching Level 5 has increased.

The issue of the single indicator is one that

we will continue to investigate as we follow

the implementation of the Strategies.

In addition to the routine monitoring

through Key Stage assessments and OFSTED

Section 10 inspections, NLS and NNS are

specifically monitored by HMI, by the NLS

and NNS directorates and by LEAs.All of

these provide additional useful data beyond

that generated by the national assessments,

broadening the base on which planning

and decisions are made.

The HMI/OFSTED evaluation involves two

samples of 300 schools one for literacy and

one for numeracy. Information is gathered

through twice-yearly inspections, based

specifically on NLS and NNS, as well as an

annual testing program inYears 3, 4 and 5

to augment the National Assessment results.

Recent reports (OFSTED, 2000b and 2000c)

from these studies indicate that the Strategies

are having a major impact on the teaching of

English and mathematics in English schools

and suggest that NLS has transformed the

teaching of reading in primary schools

although the impact on writing is much more

limited. The HMI findings support the earlier

decision of NLS leaders to give high priority

to providing training and resources focused

on improving the teaching of writing. In

mathematics, HMI conclude that NNS has

made a very good start but concur with the

NNS leaders in observing that teachers are

not yet secure about their subject knowledge

and teaching of mathematics.

We have already mentioned the OFSTED

report on the implementation of NLS in

special schools (OFSTED, 2000a), drawing

on inspection of special schools in LEAs

that were part of the larger NLS sample,

20

supplemented by data from Section 10

inspection reports of special schools.

The report summarised what schools were

doing well and made recommendations for

improvement. In general, both teachers and

pupils in special schools had responded well

to the Strategy, with pupils making "sound

or good" progress.

Regional Directors monitor NLS and

NNS progress through visits, meetings and

observations in LEAS, as well as through

LEA reports and analysis of test scores. DfES

advisers also look at literacy and numeracy

during ongoing monitoring of LEAS in their

regions. Regional Directors of both Strategies

give special attention to "LEAs causing

concern."These less formal monitoring

activities have resulted in better understanding

of the needs in particular areas and prompted

Regional Directors to sharpen the intended

focus for LEA literacy and numeracy

consultants, to maximise the impact of their

time and support. NNS, for instance, has

identified three priorities for consultants

addressing weaknesses head-on by working

with schools not on track to reach their

targets, focusing school-based support

on Years 5 and 6, and focusing their

demonstration lessons on NNS training

priorities and ensuring that several teachers

observe each demonstration.

LEAs, often working closely with NLS

and NLS Regional Directors, use data

and school visits to monitor the Strategies

in their schools, using these mechanisms

for setting targets, creating Educational

Development Plans and planning additional

professional development.
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SUFFICIENT FUNDING A.ND
WORKABLE. GOVERNANCE
SCI ucTuREs

Any undertaking the size of NLS and NNS

requires a major allocation of resources and

attention to the kind of infrastructure that

will be required, not only to establish the

reforms, but also to sustain them over time.

Striking the appropriate balance between

using existing structures and creating new

ones is difficult. Ultimately, decisions need to

be made on a new or modified process for

longer-term efficiency and sustainability. Both

funding and governance for NLS and NNS

have featured new procedures and new roles;

it is not yet clear what the long-term

arrangements wilbe.

Funding

In Chapter 3, we undertake a more in-depth

look.at costing and value for money and

related resource issues. Here we provide a

brief sketch of recent developments.

We concluded in our first annual report

that NLS and NNS are adequately funded,

at least compared to large-scale reform

efforts in many other jurisdictions.Through

the Standards Fund, the central government

covers part of the salary costs of literacy and

numeracy consultants and part of the costs

of leading mathematics teachers and expert

literacy teachers and headteachers.The

Standards Fund provides books and materials,

as well as the costs of venues and supply cover

for training. Briefing/training for the LEA

literacy and numeracy consultants, provided

by the Regional Directors, represents a

further substantial investment and benefit to

LEAs.The government has alsO provided

additional monies to address certain priorities.

Most significantly, substantial amounts of

money have been devoted to efforts to assist

particular groups of pupils through catch-up

programmes and summer schools. At the

same time, even substantial levels of funding

are stretched thin when policies are expected

to produce significant changes in teaching

practice over nearly twenty thousand

schools. LEAs and schools are also using

a variety of other sources, such as EAZ

funds, the Single Regeneration Budget,

and the New Opportunities Fund to

support literacy and numeracy work.

Changes in guidelines regulating access and

use of the Standards Fund from April 2001

will result in somewhat less flexibility for

LEAs, with more funds going directly to

schools.This change caused some concern

on the part of the NLS and NNS directorate

that schools might weaken their emphasis

on literacy and numeracy.To counter this

possibility, provision has been made for LEAs

to retain a substantial amount of funding for

targeted support of literacy and numeracy.

Governance

The complex NLS and NNS management

infrastructure has continued to operate and

develop relatively smoothly over the past year,

but a number of changes are in the offing.

One significant change is the retirement of

John Stannard, the Literacy National Director,

at the end of December 2000. At the same

time, Anita Straker, Numeracy National

Director, shifted to direct the Key Stage 3

initiative. Both changes added some urgency

to the task of reviewing and revising the

organisational structure. There has also been

an increase in the number of Regional

Directors since the initiation of the Strategies.

As central initiatives have increased, more

Regional Directors were added to manage

these without jeopardising the monitoring

and support of LEAs across the country.The

addition of the Key Stage 3 focus will result

in further increases with a possible total of
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24 Regional Directors in each of NLS and

NNS, a number that mitigates against the

participatory problem solving meetings

that have taken place up to now.

The proposed solution has been to re-

organise into layered smaller groups that

would meet both regionally and according

to level (i.e., Key Stage 1 and 2, Key Stage 3,

ITT).Within each Strategy, a sub-group of

Regional Directors with management

responsibilities will meet regularly with

the National Director to ensure that

communication and co-ordination are

sustained.The full group of Literacy Or

Numeracy Regional Directors will still

meet, but on a less frequent basis. It is

possible that this organisational change,

necessary as it is, could affect the high level

of communication, collective decision-

making and flexibility that have characterised

operations of the Strategy directorate to date.

Beyond the Regional Directors, management

of NLS and NNS across the country has

largely been conducted through LEAs. LEAs

are the locus of support and pressure for NLS

and NNS, in a context where their role and

responsibilities in national education reform

have recently changed.The government has

made raising standards a clear priority

(DEES, 1998, 1999). LEAs are expected to

provide both pressure and support to schools,

especially those causing concern. No longer

autonomous entities, they are required to

produce Education Development Plans and

are inspected by OFSTED for their work in

school improvement, provision of special

education, access to schools for all pupils

and strategic management (OFSTED, 1999).

At the same time as they are being held

responsible for school improvement, the LEAs

have become the focus of pressure for NLS

and NNS. They are the mediating body for
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target-setting, with LEA targets negotiated

with SEU and LEA advisers monitoring the

schools and negotiating individual targets

with each school. LEAs also play a substantial

role in organising, developing and using data

for strategic decision-making and planning

for improvement in schools. In our visits to

LEAs, advisers noted the constraints under

which they operate.They pointed out that

requirements from central government (and

the Literacy and Numeracy Strategies) do not

always coincide with their judgements about

what would make sense for their schools, for

instance in terms of setting targets or offering

training. Similar concerns have been noted in

a recent study of the role of LEAs in school

improvement (Derrington, 2000): Although

the DfES principle of"intervention in inverse

proportion to success" applies to LEAs as

well as schools, some highly successful LEAs,

although in general agreeing with NLS and

NNS priorities and approaches, felt they

needed more flexibility. One LEA adviser,

voicing a view.,we also heard from others,

expressed a desire for "a subtle shift in the

relationship" between the central government

and those working at the local level:

think if the government continues
with this top-doien-you-thill-do-
what-we-say, there will be a
reaction against it... It will be
countoproductive in terms of opening
up all the creative opportunities that
are there for teachers to take it on and
make it better than it is ... And yet
to me the option isn't "so we'll hand
it over to you now." ... It's about
professional respect and freedom
within the context.
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National and International

Context

We noted in our first annual report that both

the design and implementation of NLS and

NNS are inevitably much influenced by

both the national and international context in

which the reform is taking place. Elements of

the national context are particularly important

as influences on how policies are perceived

and understood in schools. In England, a

crucial aspect of the context is the history

of government pressure and support for

education over the last fifteen years.The

late 1980s and early 1990s saw a sudden

and dramatic increase in pressure, with little

or no additional support, at least from the

perspective of schools. With the change of

government in 1997, some in education

hoped for a reversal of this trend.The

government, however, although increasing

funding and other support, did not ease the

pressure. Instead, DCES has explicitly adopted

a "high challenge, high support" stance

toward schools, combined with the principle

of"intervention in inverse proportion to

success." For many in education, the

previous decade (mid-1980s to mid-1990s)

of what was termed "naming and shaming,"

along with disappointment that pressure

or challenge is such a dominant feature

of the current context, still influences

how government actions are perceived

and experienced.

Events over the past year continued to

reinforce the importance of the national

context in shaping the development of policy

initiatives, as well as the perception of such

initiatives by schools and LEAs. Although

our mandate is limited to studying NLS

and NNS, to give some indication of the

impossibility of looking at them in isolation,

we briefly mention a few examples of

ational Lireracy and Ninno.ary Strarcgio- as Pohq Levers

developments that affect the Strategies, both

directly and indirectly.

A number of policies and programmes,

some of which have already been mentioned,

increase consistency throughout the school

system, reducing barriers and supporting

implementation of the Strategies. Such

policies and programmes can be seen as part

of the emerging infrastructure that helps to

sustain improvements in teaching and in pupil

attainment. Examples include the following:

Progress is being made on the government

pledge to reduce class sizes for children

up to age 7 (to a maximum of 30).

The Foundation Stage, for children

from the age of 3 years to the end of

the Reception Year, began in schools

in September 2000. The document

"Curriculum Guidance for the

Foundation Stage" includes a set of

Early Learning Goals that link to

the National Curriculum levels.

The extension of the Strategies into

Key Stage 3 (ages 11 to 14) will build

on success in the primary school.

Family literacy and numeracy

programmes, operating in many schools

and LEAs, help parents improve their

own levels of literacy and numeracy

and thus enable them to better support

their children.

Increased funding is provided for

educational support to children whose

first language is not English.

Read On, the continuation of the earlier

National Year of Reading, and Maths Year

2000, provided opportunities for private
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and public sector involvement in the

literacy and numeracy campaign, as well

as fostering more positive attitudes and

encouraging parents to become more

engaged in their children's learning.

Other developments may also influence the

context in which NLS and NNS are being

implemented.A potentially serious issue

his to do with what seems to be increasing

pressure or overload for teachers and

headteachers in English schools. Concerns

about overload and stress emerge from our

own interviews and school visits, but have

also been raised by others. A recent national

study on teacher workload documents how

the Literacy and Numeracy Strategies "placed

significant workload demands on teachers"

due in particular to the time required for

planning and for documenting plans and

assessments (Hulusi, Stone & Joyce, 2000).

Another independent survey (TES, 2000)

found that teachers still enjoyed their work,

but they expressed concern about excessive

bureaucracy and workload (views shared by

teachers internationally, as documented by

Scott, Stone & Dinham, 2000).

Ambitious large-scale reform inevitably has

an impact, often negative, on teachers and

their work lives. Evidence about such effects

is increasing, not only in Britain but in other

countries as well (e. g. Caldwell & Hayward,

1998; Dinham & Scott, 2000; Leithwood,

Jantzi & Steinbach, 2000).Yet the main

body of international literature on large-scale

reform tends to be oddly silent about issues

of overload or manageability. In the two

review articles prepared for the OISE/UT

evaluation, for instance (Fullan, 2000;

Leithwood, Jantzi & Mascall, 2000a) questions

about manageability of the reforms (for

teachers) did not emerge as one of the

dimensions needing to be addressed by

24

policymakers. We looked again at the

literature, prompted by our observations and

conversations in schools (and by our survey

results). We found that recent research is now

suggesting that such collateral outcomes can

threaten the success of even well designed

reforms (Hightower, 2000). During our

inquiries and observations, we have noticed

that DEES and Strategy leaders, highly

committed to the reforms, put in extremely

long hours themselves. Most seem willing

and happy to do so. Perhaps such intensive

work patterns make it more difficult for

senior leaders to see teacher overload as

a serious problem.Although teacher and

headteacher fatigue is acknowledged as a

possible outcome, the Strategies are portrayed

as a route to higher performance in all

subjects and, optimistically,"an energy

booster, bringing nationwide respect to

primary teachers" (Barber, 2000b). Reports

from those who work with teachers and

headteachers on a regular basis, however,

are less optimistic, suggesting, in the words

of one independent consultant, that

"People [in schools] are profoundly tired."

A headteacher quoted in a recent English

education publication echoes a feeling

expressed by many headteachers and

teachers with whom we talked:

Aly teachers could not work' any
harder., and yet new initiatives have
come in at a rate of almost one a
week. Theyftel they are not on top
of anything at all. "Theyfrel they are
trying to rim up a down escalator.

(Brace, 2000, p. 5)

Whether perceived overload and stress are

temporary bumps on the road or a symptom

of the limits of schools to accommodate

further demands is a serious question.

We come back to it later in the report and
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will try to address it further in the third year

of our study.

Turning to other aspects of the broader policy

context of education in England, we note that

it is rarely static, with many of the changes

having the potential to affect the progress of

the Literacy and Numeracy Strategies.The

year 2000, for instance, saw developments

related to the government's "modernisation

of the teaching profession," with inter-related

initiatives intended to ensure that the teaching

profession attracts and retains high quality

individuals and that the conditions under

which teachers work are consistent with

those needed in the 21st century. Currently,

there is some concern that those conditions

are not in place.

A growing and potentially serious teacher

shortage, now experienced in many countries,

is beginning to affect schools across England,

particularly in and around London, where

high housing costs add to the difficulties

of recruiting and retaining staff. So far,

government incentives such as "golden

hellos" and living stipends for trainee

teachers have had modest impact; additional

government efforts are underway, with more

planned for the future. Such shortages not

only affect regular staffing, but also make

it difficult to obtain the supply coverage

necessary for teachers to take part in training

sessions. Although so far the problems are

affecting secondary schools more than

primary schools, a continuing shortage

could also jeopardise the progress made

in cutting class sizes, a key promise of

the government on taking office in

1997. Although England is not alone in

experiencing teacher shortages, the approach

to accountability in the late 1980s and early

1990s may have added to difficulties in

making teaching an attractive profession.

The modernisation of the teaching profession

is a major focus of the government. Several

of the specific initiatives proposed and

enacted have proved somewhat controversial.

Government actions include establishing the

General Teaching Council as a regulatory

body setting criteria for professional practice,

developing national standards for the teaching

profession (based on work by Hay/McBer,

2000), beginning performance-related pay

for teachers and implementing a performance

management review scheme in schools.

All of these initiatives, because they have

considerable potential for influencing the

conditions under which teachers carry out

their professional responsibilities, have some

relevance for implementation and further

development of NLS and NNS.

As one of a variety of initiatives to increase

the number of trained adults available to

support pupils' learning, the government

has provided funds and opportunities for

the number of classroom teaching assistants

to be greatly expanded.The teaching assistant

role is being developed as a career option,

with national standards and a national 4-day

training programme, delivered by LEAs, that

includes a focus on literacy and numeracy.

Teachers are also receiving training on how

best to use teaching assistants to support

learning objectives for various groups of

pupils. OFSTED commented (OFSTED

Evaluation of NLS, 2000) that teaching

assistants are often left without a role when

the teacher is leading the class the NLS

website has provided guidance on the role

of teaching assistants in the shared section,

of the literacy hour.

The National College for School Leadership

began operation in September 2000 as a

centre for headship and senior management

training; the aim is to strengthen leadership
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through nurturing, supporting and developing

school leaders. Other initiatives may be

needed as well, given what some data suggest

is becoming a difficult situation with regard

to recruiting senior staff (Howson, 2000).

Beyond these topics and issues specific

to education, the Strategies are inevitably

influenced by the broader policy context. For

example, social pressures such as those caused

by poverty are critical; research consistently

shows that children's academic achievement is

strongly related to various measures of family

socio-economic status (e.g., West, Pennell,

West & Travers, in press).The current

government has, from the beginning of its

term in 1997, stressed the need of dealing

with the "long tail of under-achievement,"

with pupils who are disproportionately from

families and communities suffering from

poverty.There is evidence that the United

Kingdom has greater social inequalities

than most European countries, although

less than the United States (Seymour, 2000).

Acknowledging the necessity of addressing

this situation, the government is expanding

programmes such as Sure Start (funded

through the Secretary of State for Health)

and other initiatives intended to address

child poverty. The number of Sure Start

programmes will double by 2004 to reach

"a third of all children aged under four living

in poverty" (Hansard, 10 November 2000).

NLS and NNS as Policy Levers:

Successes and Issues

This chapter has outlined and summarised

developments during 2000 in connection

with the Strategies as national policy levers.

In general, we hold to the positive conclusion

reached in our first annual report NLS and

NNS are addressing the factors that the

international literature on large-scale reform

has identified as important.

STRENGTHS: EVOLUTION,
EXTENSION AND
SUSTAINABILITY

Viewed from the perspective of the

knowledge base about large-scale reform, the

policy developments related to the National

Literacy and Numeracy Strategies continue

to be in line with what would be suggested

from the international literature. At the

central policy and planning level, the year

was marked by evohttion and extension of

the Strategies, as well as by progress toward

sustainability. Now well into implementation

and, to some extent, becoming an accepted

and central component of primary schooling

in England, NLS and NNS are adding to,

as well as drawing on, the knowledge base

concerning education reform.

The early momentum has continued as the

Strategies have evolved, with a consistent

vision that is now supported by more targeted

objectives and messages developed in response

to performance data and feedback from the

field.The work has been extended, with the

establishment of the Foundation Stage and

the links to initial teacher training institutions,

and now, the launch of the Key Stage 3

initiatives. Developments such as increased

policy consistency and coherence, continued

emphasis on capacity building, and attention

to the broader context of schooling will

contribute to sustainability, although the

question of whether and how changes

are sustained cannot of course be answered

for some years.

These strengths come through clearly from

our study and observation of the Strategies

during the year 2000. At the same time,

several difficult issues emerge from the
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examination of NLS and NNS central

developments, particularly in juxtaposition to

the international literature. Such issues would

not accurately be described as weaknesses,

since in no case is there an obvious direction

or solution.These are more accurately seen

as dilemmas coming out of a successful first

implementation phase. We highlight issues

related to manageability, central and local

roles and the national targets.

ISSUES: MANAGEABILITY;
CENTRAL AND LOCAL RO LES
AND NATIONAL TARGETS

Manageability

There are two aspects to the question of

manageability national management

structures and school workload or overload

issues. Because of extension into ITT and

into Key Stage 3, the number of Regional

Directors has now increased considerably,

resulting in the need to restructure into a

layered system. Clearly the Strategies have

had a positive impact; because of this impact,

the approach is being expanded.The new

organisation will likely be more efficient

in dealing with the broader responsibilities.

There is a possibility, however, that with

institutionalisation and continued growth,

the flexibility and rapid problem solving

that have been characteristic of the national

directorate could be jeopardised.

Manageability, in the sense of overload, is

becoming an issue at the school level, not

only in England but also in many other

countries engaged in large-scale reform.

The problem is not so much with NLS and

NNS alone, although planning and learning

new skills have been and continue to be time

consuming. The larger issue is with the total

burden created by a .constant stream of reform

initiatives and changes, with what people in

schools and LEAs speak of as "initiative

overload." It is difficult to disentangle

the effect of the Strategies from this larger

context, at least from the perspective

of those on the receiving end of new

policies and initiatives.

Balancing Central and Local Roles

How can DEES find and maintain the

appropriate balance, now and in the future,

between central direction and local initiative?

Over the last year, DfES and NLS and NNS

have emphasised local capacity building

through training, networking and sharing

good practice.Yet at the same time, central

direction and production of resources (such

as centrally designed training and classroom-

ready materials) have continued and even

increased, although these are often in response

to local requests. Although DIES is committed

to local autonomy, the ever-expanding policy

web makes this more difficult to attain. Is there

sufficient scope for local input and adaptation

to suit unique local circumstances?

We have noticed a potential "Catch-22' with

NLS and NNS. The senior leaders in DEES

and in the Strategies are highly committed,

highly knowledgeable and apparently almost

tireless in their efforts.The materials they

produce are excellent, as are most of the

training programmes. Paradoxically, the

consistency and high quality of their work

may create dilemmas when it comes to

relinquishing ownership. There is a danger

of inadvertently creating dependence by

providing so much classroom-ready material,

particularly in the current context of pressures

of accountability, expectations of ever-

improving performance and some sense

of overload in schools. Such dependence

on the centre could come at the expense

of nurturing local initiative and problem

The term, referring to an inescapable double bind, WaS introduced by J. Heller in his 1961 novel, Catch-22.
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solving. In the long run, this possibility

may be the greatest danger to establishing

school cultures that can sustain growth and

innovative problem solving far into the future.

On the other hand, this is not the only

perspective on the question of central

control versus local initiative. Some LEAs

(and a few schools) indicate, apparently

with considerable justification, that they are

unreasonably constrained in the scope of what

they can do. Others express this sentiment but

have not demonstrated that their judgement

about what is needed is necessarily superior

to what comes from the centre. With regard

to schools, both headteachers and teachers

often express relief that they have finally been

given workable and successful tools. In other

words, they are often happy to take advantage

of additional support (in the form of the

frameworks, resource materials, examples of

lessons and learning activities) to better cope

with the pressure (of the national tests,

OFSTED inspections, imposed targets

and high workloads).

The issue is not a matter of choosing between

central direction and local initiative. Both

are required for a national education system

that will meet the needs of all children across

diverse regions of the country.The challenge

is to.develop a dynamic model, building on

a clear national vision and standards, but with

sufficient scope for LEAs and schools to adapt

and create as needed. In many cases, LEAs and

schools are capable of making decisions about

how best to organise, provide training and

allocate resources to achieve the objectives

and realise the vision. At the same time, those

that are not yet at this stage need to draw on

expertise and additional resources, and will

also need to be monitored more closely.

Although many would agree with such a

formulation in principle, and this seems close

2a

to the DIES approach, the difficulty comes

in making judgements in specific cases

about how much and what kind of central

planning is appropriate.

The National Targets

We have identified and discussed possible risks

of focusing on a single indicator to measure

the success of a large and complex initiative.

The evidence to date suggests that NLS and

NNS are avoiding many of these dangers, but

caution is in order. We recognise that there are

other indicators of the progress and success of

the Strategies, such as HMI ratings of teaching

and assessments of Regional Directors and

others, as well as information from formal

surveys and informal feedback from the field.

However, the most prominent measure is the

Key Stage 2 assessment. In particular, the

national and high profile target is couched

as the percentage of children at Level 4 or

above. Is there a risk that seeing Level 4

performance on Key Stage 2 tests as an

entitlement for all children could become a

relentless focus on reaching the targets? Test

preparation and "teaching to the test" may

be more attractive as additional improvement

becomes harder to achieve, an inevitable

circumstance as the easier changes are made.

Because of the high political profile of both

education and the Strategies, DfES is

constantly balancing short term and long

term objectives. The government is caught

in a dilemma although test scores represent

only short-term results, increases help ensure

political support and funding for the essential

capacity building work over the longer term.

The situation, already difficult, is likely to be

made more so by the fact that the closer

performance levels get to the target, the

harder it will be to continue the improvement

(Linn, 2000).
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Chapter 3: Value for Money in the
National Literacy and Numeracy
Strategies

Highlights

Central government has provided about

5% additional funding in support of NLS

and NNS.

It is difficult if not impossible to sort

out just how much money schools and

LEAs are investing in Literacy and

Numeracy beyond the funds provided

by DfES.

There is tentative evidence that

additional spending for Literacy and

Numeracy has provided good value

for money.

Resources have been divided between

supporting longer-term capacity

building and support for immediate

improvement in test results. The

appropriate balance between these

purposes requires more discussion.

Emphasis on a single public outcome

measure gives a limited picture of

education reforms.

Although the additional investment

is substantial, it has still resulted

partly by design in uneven allocation

of resources across schools, with much

of the initial effort focused in a relatively

small number of schools. This pattern is

now changing; however, high-need schools

and communities may always need a

larger share of the resources.

Backgvoand

An appended paper to our report last year

outlined a conceptual frame and

approach to the assessment of value for

money in the National Literacy and

Numeracy Strategies (Levin, 1999).The

framework was carefully constructed from an

analysis of related literature and noted the

practical and conceptual difficulties in doing

value for money assessment in education as

well as the very weak body of literature on

which one might draw in determining what

would be good value.

We suggest that the determination of value

for money can be considered as a formula in

which new resources applied to the purpose
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are taken as a proportion of the previous

resources for the same purpose, and the

increased outcomes are taken as a proportion

of the previous outcomes. In the case of NLS

and NNS, that formula might be read as:

Gains in achievement

Previous achievement

as a ratio of

Additional resources for literacy and numeracy

Previous resources for literacy and numeracy

= Value

For example, we might get 5% more

outcome for 10% more funding, for a

ratio of 1:2, or we might get 1% more

outcome for 20% more money, for a ratio

of 1:20: Of course this simple formulation

hides all the difficulties in determining the

value of each of the terms, as illustrated

later in this chapter.

While the formula is plausible, we do not

have a good basis for determining what

would be a satisfying result. An important

question in assessing value for money is

what level of return should be expected

from additional funding. Should we expect

10% more money to produce 10% better

outcomes, or more than that, or less than

that? As indicated in last year's paper, there is

nothing approaching an adequate theory of

productivity in education that could guide

resource allocation decisions. We lack the

base of evidence that would be needed to

construct such a theory, and there is vigorous

dispute even on the general question of the

importance of additional resources in

improving achievement (Vignoles et al.,

2000). Our theory of improvement as

outlined in Chapter 1 includes dimensions

that might be affected by additional resources,

but that also require more than money to

move them forward.This balance between

30
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financial and non-financial inputs is

characteristic of human services, and is the

main reason that economic analysis is so

difficult in these fields.

One consideration in looking at the impact

of resources might be that given the theory

of marginal returns, each succeeding quantity

of money should be expected to produce less

impact. Once basic funding requirements are

met, the impact of each additional amount

is likely to decrease. Moreover, our last year's

report reviewed evidence on education

reform showing that many large innovations,

even with substantial resourcing, have had

little or no lasting impact on pupil outcomes.

However an alternative view, which also has

research support (e.g., Odden & Busch, 1998;

Kelley, 1999) would be that small investments

can have disproportionate effects if used

wisely in that they can catalyse changes in

the larger system. Both views could be

applicable to making a judgement about

the impact so far of NLS and NNS, since

the Strategies are connected both to overall

increases in effort and to improving the

efficiency of existing efforts.

These questions are complicated by the

arbitrary nature of the starting point. It is

easier to produce achievement gains when

initial achievement levels are low. The higher

the starting point, the harder it is to get

improvements and the more expensive one

might expect the improvements to be. Some

evidence from international comparisons

suggests that the achievement levels in Britain

for literacy and numeracy a few years ago

were not particularly good (OECD, 2000).

Whether they were low enough so that

improvement would be readily possible

is another matter.
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The same would be true of initial resourcing.

International comparisons of spending are

fraught with difficulty given differences in

cost structures and purchasing power.

However the evidence indicates that Britain's

per-pupil spending, prior to recent increases,

was significantly lower than countries such as

Canada or the United States (OECD, 2000).

With a lower base, incremental spending is

more likely to be linked to better outcomes.

Determining the Outcome Side

of the Formula

Three of the four terms in the value for

money formula are relatively easy to define.

The achievement outcomes for literacy

and numeracy have been defined by the

Government as the proportion'of pupils

achieving the appropriate standard on the

national test at the end of Key Stage 2.

(We discuss later the limits of this single

outcome measure as a representation of real

literacy and numeracy skills.) 1998 could be

used as the baseline year for this purpose,

since implementation of NLS began that

autumn. Gains in achievement would be

the increase in the percenta.ge meeting the

target as a proportion of the baseline.The

full results have been reported in Chapter 2.

However those of most interest to this

analysis are as follows:

Year Percent of pupils meeting the standard

Literacy Numeracy

1998 65 59

1999 71 69

2000 75 72

These results show an increase of 10 points

(or 15%) in two years in Literacy and of

13 points (22%) in two years but 3 points

(4%) in the year since full implementation

nuai LiNracy and Num icy Stroleg,es

for Numeracy. These data should be treated

cautiously, as discussed a little later.

Determining the Level

of Previous Investment

The calculation of previous resources for

literacy and numeracy is also relatively easy

to make with some simple assumptions. DEES

estimated the total cost of primary education

in Britain in 1998-99 at £6.75 billion (DEES,

2000). English and mathematics are typically

at least 40% of the school day, and teacher

time allocations are an excellent proxy

for total resource allocations because

teacher salaries are by far the biggest single

component of education spending. It is

reasonable to assume that costs other

than teaching (support staff, administration,

supplies) could be allocated on approximately

the same basis, so that one could estimate the

ongoing cost of providing literacy and

numeracy education in the schools in

1998-99 at about 40% of total spending,

or £2.7 billion. This figure could easily be

out by £200 million or more, but even a

change of that size would not substantially

alter the conclusions.

Note that the value of pupil and parent time

and effort is not included in the formula, even

though there is good reason to think (Levin,

1994) that both of these are vital factors in

shaping achievement. We know that pupil

effort and family support are important, yet

we rarely include them either in our models

of improvement or in our analysis of costs

and outcomes.This lack, as was noted in our

previous report, is typical of cost analysis in

education but nonetheless an important

missing element.
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Determining Additional
Investment

The more difficult determination is what to

include in the category of additional and re-

allocated resources for literacy and numeracy.

In last year's report we suggested that the

resources being used to achieve the Strategies'

goals could be put into three categories:

New resources allocated specifically

to the Strategies.

Existing resources reallocated to literacy

and numeracy from other functions

or activities.

Existing resources that were previously

and continue to be used to support

literacy and numeracy.

These resources are applied to the Strategies

at four levels national (DfES and other

central agencies), LEA, school and family

(pupils and parents). At each level, resources

can be new, reallocated or ongoing.

The question is which of these are to be

counted as additional.Two possible answers

can be given to this. From the Government's

point of view, a reasonable argument could

be made that only the additional resources

provided by central government ought to be

included. If the efforts of DIES are able

to lever additional investments from other

sources, those additional investments can be

Seen as part of the success of the project, and

should not be treated as an additional cost.

Another possibility is to include all the

additional resources provided for literacy and

numeracy not only by government but also by

LEAs and schools.The argument would be

that the additional central government

32
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resources by themselves did not create the

new results, so a true assessment of value-for-

money requires taking into account all the

relevant resources.

Neither of these approaches would assess the

total cost of producing the new outcomes.To

do that it would be necessary to include not

only the additional spending by DEES, but also

reallocated and ongoing spending by LEAs,

schools and others.

The table on the next page outlines the

elements in the matrix of resource types

and system levels.

Additional Investment by Central Government

Based on 1999-2000 data we estimate the

additional cost to central government of the

Strategies to be in the area of Z125-130

million per year.This amount is made up of

The Standards Fund allocations to Literacy

and Numeracy (in some cases 50% of the

published figures and in other cases 100%),

totalling £115 million.

The running costs of DIES related to

the Strategies of about £3 million.

The costs of infrastructure for NLS and

NNS, provided by the Centre for British

Teachers (Cfl3T), at about £8 million.

Additional funds provided to central

agencies (TTA, OFSTED, QCA) in direct

support of the Strategies, estimated at less

than £2 million.

This amount does not take into account

the provision of about £100 million in one-

time money for the purchase of materials,

primarily for Literacy. It is also the case that
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the use of funds has changed to some extent

from year to year.

The total amount of k125-130 million is just

under 5% of the total estimated expenditure

for primary literacy (including English) and .

mathematics of k2.7 billion.

The expenditure of an additional 5% has so

far produced gains in the proportion of pupils

reaching the required standard at the end of

Key Stage 2 of 4%-22% depending on the

subject and the period oftime.An increase

in the target outcome that is significantly

greater than the additional investment

l'or :Wiley in the National 1..iteraey and Numeracy

certainly suggests good value for money.

This is especially so since the literature on

education change indicates that even large

innovations often fail to produce significant

and lasting effects.

This optimistic conclusion must be tempered

by several important cautions. First, there

is no real body of evidence against which

to compare this return on investment, and

certainly none involving a project with

the scale and scope of NLS and NNS.

We have no basis for knowing what a

good result is in terms of additional

outcome for additional spending.

DEFINING THE. RESOURCES FOR .NLS AND NNS

Level New resources Reallocated resources

National

Central

agencies

(OFSTED,

QCA, TTA)

LEAs

Ongoing resources

National

Standards Fund

Literacy, Numeracy

other programmes

Running costs for DfES

for NLS and NNS

Other programmes whose

funding can be used to

support the Strategies

Ongoing work of DfES related to

literacy and numeracy

OFSTED

special inspections

QCA

additional tests and support

materials

TTA

additional work to support

the Strategies

Ongoing work of agencies related

to literacy and numeracy

Matching funds to Literacy

and Numeracy bids

Other additional staff or

operating costs

Staff time and support services

reallocated to Literacy and

Numeracy

Resources from other related

programmes used to support

NLS/NNS

Ongoing operating costs related to

Literacy and Numeracy

LEA overheads

Schools Additional staffing, Resources from other related

professional development and programmes used to support

materials costs NLS/NNS

Family and

community

Ongoing operating costs related to

Literacy and Numeracy (staff time,

materials, etc.)

Purchases of books and

materials

Time diverted from other

activities to support Literacy

and Numeracy learning

Parents' and pupils' ongoing efforts

re: school learning
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Second, it is important to state again that

given the early stage of both Strategies, these

data can be taken as indicative only. A couple

of years of implementation do not provide a

sufficient basis on which to reach any firm

conclusion. The well-known Hawthorne

Effect would lead one to expect an increase in

achievement in the first year or two of a new

initiative. Linn (2000) has shown that testing

programs generally tend to show increased

results over the years as the system gets used

to the test, but that such increases do not

necessarily represent genuine increases in

learning. Moreover, testing results in England

were increasing prior to the implementation

of the Strategies, and a number of other

initiatives, such as school inspections, class

size reductions or curricular changes might

also have had an impact on these results.

As shown in Chapter 2, science results

have increased more than English and

mathematics despite the absence of an

equivalent Strategy and investment.

While the initial data give grounds for

optimism, it will be essential to reassess

the situation in another two years when the

outcome data will be more robust. It will

also be important to look at a wider range

of indicators than a single test result to

determine if true learning outcomes

are improving.

Total Additional Investment in the Strategies

Estimating the additional investment in

literacy and numeracy from all sources

is difficult for several reasons.

First, it is not clear what central government

resources beyond the direct support already

described should be considered as supporting

Literacy and Numeracy.A number of other

programs under the Standards Fund have clear

links to improved literacy and numeracy
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for example English as an additional language

or Education Action Zones. Many other

activities supported by the Standards Fund,

such as the training of headteachers, could

also be seen as linked to improved outcomes

in literacy and numeracy. Many of the

ongoing functions of DfES and other

central agencies are also quite relevant to

improving literacy and numeracy. As discussed

in Chapter 2, many national initiatives in

England OFSTED inspections, support for

new curricula, changes in teacher education,

SEN support indeed, almost everything

connected with primary education could be

argued to contribute to literacy and numeracy

outcomes. In many of these areas there have

been additional investments over the last

few years.The move to reduce class sizes in

primary school was presumably expected to

result in better outcomes. Additional general

funding to schools could also be regarded as

being at least partly an investment in literacy

and numeracy insofar as it might be used

to employ more staff, provide more support

services, purchase more materials, and so on.

Second, it is not clear what 'new' resources

LEAs and schools have actually invested in

the Strategies. Except for summer schools

and booster classes, the Standards Fund bids

required LEAs to match the money from

the central government. However in practice

these resources come from a number of

sources. Some are real increases to education

budgets from the LEA. Other amounts come

from other external funds available to LEAs

such as EAZ, school improvement, Single

Regeneration, private sponsorships and so on.

These resources would, however, have been

available to schools in any case and so are not

`additional' in the same sense as new budget

allocations specifically for the Strategies. LEAs

and schools also reallocated existing resources

to the Strategies. For example, in some cases,
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people on staff already working on related

issues moved to Strategy consultant positions.

Some professional development funds used

for Literacy and Numeracy were already in

LEA budgets but allocated to other purposes.

Our impression from all the data is that most

of the LEA matching funds were either found

from other external sources or redeployed

from other budget areas.

The same situation would apply in schools.

Most of the headteachers we interviewed

suggested that the bulk of the resources for

the Strategies came from LEAs and the

Standards Fund. However almost all schools

(90% of the headteachers in our survey and

all those we interviewed) did report investing

at least some of their own resources, primarily

in areas such as professional development

and purchase of materials. These investments

would appear to be in the area of a few

thousand pounds per year for a typical

primary school.

The resourcing of the Strategies was only one

part of each LEA or school budget process.

In many situations a variety of other related

initiatives were occurring at the same time so

that one cannot disentangle the resources for

them. Nor should one necessarily want to do

so, since it makes good sense to pool resources

from various sources to achieve common

objectives. Schools are trying to cope with

a wide range of pressures and initiatives, and

they do not necessarily distinguish where

one starts and another stops. Where local

authorities provided overall budget increases

to schools, some of that general increase

undoubtedly went to support literacy and

numeracy, either through dedicated staff

or through general support such as more

teachers or support staff The net effect

is that at all levels some considerable

expenditures, while not targeted to the

Strategies, did in fact support the purposes

of the Strategies.

The problem of how to treat staff time is

another complication in determining the

cost of the Strategies.There are good

grounds for believing that the amount of

professional staff time spent on literacy and

numeracy has increased. The LevaCic, Glover,

& Crawford (2000) study reports an average

of 7 hours per week of class time for literacy.

Our survey data and interviews with schools

also suggest that a large number of teachers

are spending more than 5 hours per week

on literacy. While only about half the

headteachers surveyed responded that

their own time commitment to literacy

and numeracy had increased, about 90% of

headteachers indicated significant increases

in professional staff time for both literacy

and numeracy. For Literacy, 58% of

headteachers said that the increase in

professionalstaff time had exceeded 15%,

while for Numeracy this figure was half-

29%. Certainly teachers reported spending

more preparation time and professional

development time on the Strategies. Teaching

assistants appear to have had more time

assigned to supporting the Strategies.

Quantifying these costs would require

some very large assumptions, and the're is the

additional problem of accounting for out-of-

school hours of work by teache'rs, which are

not usually costed. However even a small

increase in hours by teachers say 2 hours

per week would imply that a large amount

of money in the form of teacher time had

been shifted into literacy and numeracy

from other activities (as suggested by the

data in Chapters 4 and 5).Across the country,

one hour of teacher time would mean

about 4% of the total teaching salary bill, or

approximately k150 million (based on 60%
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of total spending being teacher salaries).

Alternatively, if literacy and numeracy were

now accounting for 50% of total primary

school effort instead of 40%, the additional

cost would be another X670 million.

In practice, schools do not make a sharp

distinction between resources for the

Strategies and other work in related areas,

making it very difficult to arrive with any

confidence at estimates of school expenditures

for the Strategies. In most schools governors

and headteachers are attempting to deploy

the total range of resources available to the

total set of activities they feel are important.

Especially because the average primary school

in England is under 300 pupils, staff inevitably

will have multiple roles. Because literacy and

numeracy have always been important areas

of attention in primary schools, a range of

resources was already being devoted to them.

At the same time, the situation for literacy

and numeracy prior to the Strategies was

quite variable, with some schools, especially

those with serious achievement problems,

already making special efforts in these issues.
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Our very rough estimate as to the total

additional cost of the Strategies is as follows:

Source Amount

Centralgovernment additional

spending as outlined earlier £130 million

New spending by LEAs

estimated at 20% of their

matching contribution

requirement

Resources (including staff time)

reallocated by LEAs from sources

not previously used for literacy

and numeracy 40% of LEA

contribution

Resources (primarily staff time)

reallocated by schools from

other activities to literacy and

numeracy 5% of total primary

school spending

Total estimated additional cost

£10 million

£20 million

£330 million

£490 million, or 18% of

the total estimated cost

of literacy and numeracy

Using this figure gives a very different

impression of value for money, in that the

achievement gains are now much smaller

in relation to the additional cost. The same

cautions mentioned earlier also apply here.

More important in this regard are the lack

of other analyses to use in comparison and

the points made earlier about our lack of

understanding about the kinds of outcomes

that might result from additional spending.

Total Cost of the Strategies

A further relevant question is to try to

estimate the total cost of the Strategies by

all parties.Total cost would include not only

new resources and resources re-allocated

to literacy and numeracy, but also ongoing

resources which had been, and continue to

be, used to support literacy and numeracy

by government, central agencies, LEAs,

schools and families.
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The vast bulk of the monetary resources for

literacy and numeracy are in the ongoing

work of the school. Levanc, Glover and

Crawford (2000) found that more than

90% of the cost of the Literacy Strategy was

in the ongoing functions of the school, and

particularly the time of teachers and support

staff. It would be reasonable to argue,

therefore, that the full cost of producing

improved literacy and numeracy involves

not only the additional expenditures by DIES,

but also all the expenditures of schools and

LEAs that is, the full L2.7 billion.

Our data also suggest, as already described,

that teachers are putting more effort into

literacy and numeracy, not only in terms

of the quantity but also the quality of their

work. Teachers, headteachers, consultants and

LEA managers all report that many teachers

are working more hours in an effort to meet

the goals of the Strategies. Since teachers are

not paid by the hour, an increase in hours of

work would, in classic economic terms, result

in an increase in productivity, in that more

work is being accomplished without more

money being spent. We raise elsewhere in

this report our concerns about whether such

extra effort is sustainable in the longer term.

If it is not, as effort returns to normal, results

may level off.

In all these analyses, as already noted, the

efforts of pupils and parents are not accounted

for.There is good reason to believe that the

work of pupils and parents is critical to good

outcomes. Some of the interview and case

study data from a limited number of schools

suggest that parents, particularly, have

increased their knowledge of and interest in

supporting literacy and numeracy skills for

their children. However the survey data from

teachers do not support this conclusion.
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Issues in Resource Allocation

Our study of resource allocation issues has

raised several other questions related to

policy and to implementation that DfES

might consider as the Strategies develop.

Several of these points also arose through

our other data-gathering activities and

are mentioned in other chapters.

THE OVERALL LEVEL
OF FUNDING

The Strategies have been given quite

substantial levels of resourcing in comparison

to most education reform programs. However

when considered in light of the task of

changing teaching and learning in all primary

schools the allocations are modest. Even after

two or three years, a significant number of

schools with high needs will not yet have

received intensive support. Many schools

with satisfactory levels of achievement would

have received very little direct input.

From the point of view of an individual

school, the additional funds from the

Standards Fund are small in relation to

ongoing operating costs. A typical LEA bid

might involve something between k1500 and

L3000 per school for each of the Strategies,

not including booster classes or summer

schools (typically more per school for

Numeracy than for Literacy on this basis).

Half of this would have to be found by the

LEA from existing or other resources. As

already noted, our evidence is that much of

the matching funds from LEAs would have

been available to schools in any case so are

not really new. Even with the very optimistic

assumption that all the additional money

directly reached schools, a school might be

getting additional resources valued at about

k3,000-k4,000 mostly in the form of
consultant time and supply teacher coverage.
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Yet a typical primary school with 250-300

pupils would already have a total budget of

around 2500,000 not including consultant

time, so the incremental resources available for

a school to use are quite small under 1%.

This being said, we have already noted that

evidence from a number of change projects

indicates that small amounts of money can

have significant impacts on schools if the

money is used strategically. As other parts of

this report show, this has clearly been the case

with NLS and NNS in many schools. We are

not suggesting that the resources of NLS and

NNS are inadequate, but that even these large

infusions of money are relatively modest

when looked at school by school.

PRIORITIES FOR ALLOCATION
OF RESOURCES

From the beginning the Strategies have faced

difficult problems of how to allocate available

resources. LEAs vary enormously in size,

geography and demography. The challenge

of implementing NLS and NNS in a sparsely

populated area with many small schools is

very different from that in an urban centre.

The number of schools with significant

achievement deficits, the proportion of

children with English as a second language,

the degree of parent and community support,

the availability of infrastructure such as

libraries all vary considerably.

LEAs and schools also varied in their

starting point. Some LEAs need to improve

performance by as much as 25% to reach their

target while for others the requirement is less

than 10%. Some LEAs had in place advisors in

language or mathematics who could easily

move into supporting NLS and NNS, while

others did not. Some LEAs had a stronger

history of support for curriculum and

teaching than others. Some had related
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initiatives already in place while others were

beginning from zero.

Even given the very substantial financial

commitment to employing consultants and

providing professional development,there is still

across the country only about one consultant

for every 50 schools for each Strategy.The

approach chosen by DfES has been to try to

put more resources where need was greatest,

but also to try to have at least some reach into

every school. However the results are, as might

be expected, uneven.ln authorities with many

schools needing intensive support,some

high need schools had to wait longer for

substantial consultant input, although by the

end of 2000, we believe that virtually all such

schools have received direct support. In other

authorities there may be more consultants in

relation to the number of high need schools,

but a large number of lower-need schools may

get very little attention.

Further, the allocation of resources is largely

based on the number of schools, but schools

vary considerably in size. Funds were assigned

to LEAs primarily on the basis of numbers

of consultants and supply cover per school.

However working with a school of 150

pupils is clearly quite a different matter

than working with a school of 500 pupils.

Although some finding formulae take

account of number of pupils, DEES data show

that some LEAs received 100% more support

for Literacy consultants on a per pupil basis

than did others and that these differences

were partly but not fully related to differing

initial achievement levels.

There is no right answer to these dilemmas.

The resource allocation decisions made

by DEES and the Strategy directorate are

reasonable and defensible. However after two

years of implementation it might be useful to

5G.
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look at these issues again, especially in regard

to the relative presence and impact of the

Strategies in different kinds of schools. High

need schools and communities may require

considerably more than a pro rata share of

support to show significant gains because

the barriers often go beyond straightforward

issues of teaching and learning in the

classroom. It may be that as the Strategies

develop it would be useful to shift resources

even more to areas where need appears

greatest. At the same time, this decision

is connected to the issue of targets. If the

official outcome targets for the Strategies

were broadened beyond the current single

indicator, there might be different decisions

about how to allocate the available resources.

CENTRAL DIRECTION AND
LOCAL PARTICIPATION.

At the beginning of the Strategies the

resource allocation process was quite directive

and formulaic. LEAs bid for what DEES had

said it would accept rather than outlining

what they might have preferred as an

approach. For example, there were standard

allocations of supply days for NNS and

relatively standard allocations for the

number of consultants across both strategies.

This was a reasonable approach to the

Strategies at the outset where DEES had

a well-developed plan while understanding

and commitment across schools and LEAs

would have been highly variable.

Since then the Strategies have revised their

resource use in light of their experience and

feedback from the schools. As schools and

LEAs have come to understand the Strategies

more fully and as their commitment to them

has increased, there has been more flexibility

from DIES. Bidding has largely been replaced

by standard allocations, and local bodies have

been given more scope as to how resources

Na 4

are used.This process needs to continue. LEAs

and schools have expressed their frustration

that the resource allocation process is still

too rigid and may constrain them from using

resources most effectively to achieve the goals

of the Strategies. We suggest the expansion

of recent moves by DEES towards a process

that both allows and requires LEAs to take

on a greater role in planning for effective

use of resources within a national framework.

We are not suggesting that the DEES/national

presence should diminish.There continues to

be a need for a strong national input in terms

of goals and best practices to achieve those

goals. However, even within this frame, LEAs

and schools could be given more opportunity

to show how they might propose to allocate

the available funds to achieve the objectives.

THE MIX AND BALANCE AMONG
APPROACHES TO BE SUPPORTED

The Strategies have embodied a well-

defined theory of education change and

improvement. The idea has been, as outlined

in Chapter 1, to improve pupil outcomes by

changing teaching practices to accord more

closely with those approaches developed in

the initial pilot projects.Teaching practice

would change as a result of providing teachers

with curriculum, materials, model lessons,

professional development and various kinds of

ongoing support.The result would be better

outcomes for pupils from the same teachers

and classes. As we noted in earlier reports, the

Strategies probably represent the largest-ever

attempt to create change through an approach

centred on building teacher and school

capacity. The resources devoted to this work

have been, in our view, well used. Work to

build capacity should certainly continue.

As other chapters show, much remains to

be done before the ideas fundamental

to the Strategies are truly absorbed in

a lasting way across all schools.
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At the same time, our evidence suggests

that there may need to be some reallocation

within this envelope. For example, the

emphasis on mutual learning and

dissemination of best practices across

schools and LEAs probably needs to be given

more importance once there is more good

practice to share. Some of this shift is already

occurring as consultant time and professional

development activity move from initial

understanding of the Strategies to a more

nuanced discussion of what is required to

sustain progress.

As the Strategies have unfolded, an additional

substantial amount of money has been

allocated to supplementary teaching of

pupils through booster classes and summer

programs. In 1999-2000, X64 million was

allocated to these latter purposes compared

to about 55 million for the teacher

change/school capacity approach.This

decision may have been appropriate in

terms of helping a significant number of

pupils improve their Key Stage 2 results and,

in the case of summer schools, make a more

successful transition to secondary school,

although we do not know whether these

programs were effective or not. If these

investments are to be continued, it might

be desirable to look at an experiment in

which pupils were randomly assigned to

these additional programs so as to assess

whether they are as efficacious or more

efficacious than changes in the regular

program. We do know that these allocations

to summer schools and booster classes have

been seen by at least some people in schools

as a diversion of energy from the Strategies'

main purpose in that they seemed to be

much more about short-term test results

than about longer-term school capacity.
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An additional issue has been the timing

of some announcements about additional

resources available for particular purposes.

It has been more difficult for everyone to

make effective use of resources when they

are suddenly made available well into a school

year. People do recognise that these shifts are

an exigency of government finance, and

sometimes unavoidable, but resources that

appear without adequate time for planning

are likely to be used less effectively.

Finally on this point we draw attention again

to the relatively small resource'allocation to

family literacy and numeracy.A number of

schools noted the positive impact created

by sharing materials and information with

parents. Research would also suggest that

increased parent and family support could

be highly efficacious. It might well be

desirable in the next phase for a larger share

of resources from the Strategies to be directed

to developing family literacy and numeracy,

as well as strengthening parent engagement

where it is low. However, given the concerns

about overload that we raised in Chapter 2,

we stress that this task cannot simply be

added on to the many demands already

made of schools.

THE EFFECTS OF THE TARGETS
ON RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS

The official and public fouls of the Strategie's

has been on a single criterion for success

the proportion of pupils reaching the

approved standard on the tests.This criterion

has had high political visibility and has been

central to the target-setting and resource

allocation process.

As a result of the targets, schools have given

considerable emphasis on getting pupils who

are currently below the criterion to that level.

It is certainly reasonable to focus resources on
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those pupils with high levels of need.

However we suggest that DEES continue

to broaden the discussion of success. Some

of the pedagogical reasons are discussed in

several other chapters. However, there are also

statistical reasons for concern about using this

single measure of outcomes. A single indicator

does not tell us, for example, very much about

the distribution of scores among pupils. It is

theoretically possible, though it has not been

the case in England (QCA, 2000), that the

number of pupils hitting the target could go

up while overall achievement remained flat

or actually decreased because pupils above

or well below the standard did not gain at all.

Also, the more pupils who reach the target,

the more likely it is that increases in the single

goal are a poor proxy for real achievement,

since we Would then have no information

on the actual changes in achievement for

those above the target, which is most pupils.

We note that internally, and more recently

externally, DEES is already using a broader

analysis of the measures of impact. These

include not only the proportion of pupils

reaching Level 4, but also the increase in the

proportion at higher levels and reduction in

the proportion at lower levels. Other DIES

material, including the recent green paper,

puts forward reducing the disparities between

schools and LEAs and ensuring equitable

progress for both genders and various ethnic

groups as important goals.The recent

attention to Key Stage 3 also presents an

option to consider longer-term progress as

an outcome. If teachers in Years 7 or 8 were

finding pupils better prepared that would be

a positive outcome from the Strategies.

Success at age 11 might be judged by

success at age 14 or 16.

These more complex analyses seem to us to

be useful and desirable. They now need to be

communicated very clearly to schools and to

the public so that all parties. understand that

meeting the 80% and 75% goals is not the

only thing that matters.

Conclusion

Our findings should be read recognising

that the Strategies are still in their initial

implementation and that there are only

two years of outcome data since the

implementation of the Literacy Strategy and

one year since the full implementation of the

Numeracy Strategy. This is not yet a sufficient

basis for any lasting conclusions.

Nonetheless, our cautious conclusion to

this point is that a relatively small additional

central expenditure (in the region of 5%

of the overall cost of primary schooling) has

levered significant shifts in the use of ongoing

resources in schools and LEAs.Test data so

far shows gains in the percentage of pupils

reaching the established standard, suggesting

that the Strategies to this point have provided

good value for money. That conclusion must

be tempered by consideration of the many

other factors that might also affect results, the

narrowness of the outcome measure and the

early stage of the Strategy implementation.
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Chapter 4: View from the Schools
Survey Results

Highlights

Headteachers rated their own motivation

and capacity for implementing both

Strategies relatively highly.

The aims of both Strategies were clear

to headteachers and were consistent

with their own views.

Motivation and capacity were rated

somewhat higher for NNS than for NLS.

Teamwork on the part of staff (a

willingness to help one another) helped

in implementing the Strategies.

Respondents agreed that the greatest

changes have occurred in the teaching

of mental mathematics as opposed to

mathematics concepts, and in the

teaching of reading as opposed to writing.

4

OntEreckactfioH

Chapters 4 and 5 examine the ways in

which the Strategies are being received

and understood in schools and LEAs.This

chapter provides a non-technical summary

of a survey of teachers and headteachers in

a large, nationally representative sample of

schools.The survey was intended to help

answer these questions:

To what extent and for what reasons are

teachers and headteachers motivated to

implement the National Literacy and

Numeracy Strategies?

Do teachers and headteachers have the

capacities to implement the Strategies?

What features of the situation or context

in which school staffs work influence

implementation?

How have headteachers supported the

implementation of NLS and NNS?

In what ways and to what extent have the

Strategies resulted in changed classroom

practices?
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What relationship is there between

teacher-reported changes in classroom

practice and gains. in pupil attainment

(as measured by changes in Key Stage 2

results)?

What do teachers report as the strengths

and weaknesses of the Strategies?

In the following chapter (Chapter 5), we

examine these same issues through the

conversations that we have had in the ten

'selected schools and their LEAs.Together,

the two chapters begin to suggest how

implementation of NLS and NNS is

actually happening in the field.

Framework

Motivation, capacity, and situation, as noted

in Chapter 1, are key variables in a general

model of employee performance that we

are using to guide our understanding of

"local challenges" schools' responses to the

National Literacy and Numeracy Strategies.

In this chapter, we develop key aspects of

this framework as specific survey results

are introduced.

Figure 4.1: Framework for Surveys

Figure 4.1 is an adaptation of our framework

for the overall external evaluation summarised

in Chapter 1.According to this general

model, changes in teaching practice will

only occur if all three factors (motivation,

capacity and school situation) are favourable

Chapter 4: 17icwtioni the Schools Sar.cy kesuits

(Leithwood,Jantzi & Mascall, 2000a). In

other words, weakness in any one decreases

the likelihood of teachers adopting the

reforms.We have added the dimension of

leadership to our framework because we

believe that it is an important dimension in

understanding school change. The framework

suggests that teacher motivation, capacity and

the contexts or situations in which they work

have a direct effect on school and classroom

practices. These, in turn, help determine what

pupils learn. Leadership practices (specifically,

what headteachers do) have both direct

and indirect effects on teacher practices, the

indirect effects being realised through leaders'

influence on teachers' motivation, capacity

and work settings.

Methodology

The external evaluation team contracted

with NFER. for a significant amount of the

work entailed in collecting the survey data.

Once the external evaluation team had

developed the survey instruments, NFER.

was responsible for their distribution,

collection and entry into a data file. This

file then was returned to the external

evaluation team for analysis and

interpretation.

Two representative samples of 500 schools

each were selected for the surveys, 500

receiving surveys about NLS and 500 about

NNS. Both samples were selected at random

from the NFER database of schools to be

representative of the whole primary school

population in terms of school type, national

curriculum test results, region, and proportion

of pupils eligible for free school meals. Pupil

performance data for all schools in the

sample were obtained from the Qualifications

and Curriculum Authority (QCA). QCA

provided end of Key Stage 2 results in English
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and mathematics for the years 1997-98,

1998-99, and 1999-2000.

Two surveys were developed for each

sample, one frit. headteachers and one for

teachers. Responses to these surveys were

analysed at both the individual and school

levels using a variety of statistical procedures.

Most survey questions asked for respondents'

extent of agreement on a five-point scale.

In this chapter, most of the data are reported

as percentages of respondents who chose

each point on the five-point scale (strongly

disagree, disagree, undecided, agree and

strongly agree). Each table displays responses

to the Literacy Strategy (L) and responses

to the Numeracy Strategy (N).

The response rates for NLS and NNS

respectively were 64% and 63% for schools

(that is, responses were received from either

headteachers or teachers) and 49% and 50%

for headteachers. The features of responding

schools largely mirrored primary schools in

the country as a whole. For teachers from

all schools surveyed, the response rate was

20% for the literacy survey and 20% for the

numeracy survey. These response rates rose

to 32% and 33%, respectively, for teachers

in schools from which there was at least

one response.

The low response rate from teachers

presented a problem. Although teachers

in our achieved sample are very similar to

the population of England's primary school

teachers in terms of gender and experience,

the decision was not to report the data from

teacher respondents because the response

rate was deemed too low to have sufficient

confidence in the findings.The headteacher

results are the basis for the reporting in

this chapter.
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Underlying Trends in
the Results

Two underlying trends emerge from

the survey results. First, the responses of

headteachers to the Strategies are positive.

They indicated that they support the

Strategies, are motivated to implement

them, feel that they have the capacity to

do so and, in general, see the school contexts

as supportive of their endeavours.

The second trend is a tendency for

respondents in the Numeracy survey to

respond more positively than did those

in the Literacy survey. In this case, the

differences are most obvious in their

perceptions of the extent to which the

Strategies have influenced their motivation

and capacity to implement changes and

least for items related to the supportiveness

of the school context. Although headteachers

support both Strategies, the differences may

be associated with such things as their initial

level of subject level knowledge, the nature

of the Strategies or the fact that NLS was

in place first.

We now look in more detail at the

responses, using our conceptual framework

of motivation, capacity and situation

(which we think of as organisational

capacity at the school and LEA levels).

Motivation to Implement the Strategies

According to the external evaluation

framework, motivation to implement the

Strategies is likely to arise from four sources:

perceptions of the relationship

between headteachers' and teachers'

own professional goals and the goals

of the Strategies,
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beliefs about their own capacities

to implement the Strategies,

beliefs about how supportive of their

implementation efforts is the school

context in which they work, and

the emotions they experience related to

the Strategies and their implementation.

Table 1 provides percentage frequency

distributions for the survey items associated

with each of these sources.

Table 1 Headteachers' Motivation to Implement

the Strategies
% Responding

Consistency with Personal Goals SD D U A SA

1. The aims of the Strategy are L 0 10 18 55 17

clear to me. N 0 1 4 55 40

2. The aims of the Strategy are L 0 7 16 61 16

consistent with my own aims N 0 0 3 66 31

about teaching literacy/maths

in my classroom

3. My staff have been involved in L 2 5 7 49 38

setting Key Stage 2 targets in N 1 5 7 51 36

this school.

4. My staff have been involved in L 0 3 8 52 38

setting curriculum targets for N 1 4 9 51 34

pupils in my class.

Chdprer Victi, from the Seheols Survey kesults

% Responding

Headteacher Approaches for

Fostering Teacher Motivation

SD D U A SA

5. Helped clarify the reasons for L 0 0 10 63 27

implementing the Strategy. N 0 0 4 66 30

6. Provided useful assistance to L 0 2 7 61 30

staff in setting short term goals

for literacy/maths teaching

and learning.

N 0 0 5 66 29

7. Given staff support, on an L 0 1 3 62 34

individual basis, to help

implement the Strategy.

N 0 2 4 58 36

8. Encouraged staff to consider L 0 1 3 60 37

new ideas for their teaching

of literacy/maths.

N 0 1 4 57 39

9. Demonstrated high L 0 2 4 57 38

expectations for teachers'

work with pupils in literacy/

maths.

N 0 2 6 52 40

10. Modelled a high level of L 0 2 7 55 36

professional practice in

relation to the Strategy.

N 0 1 6 55 38

11. Encouraged collaborative L 0 0 5 53 42

work in literacy/maths

among staff.

N 0 2 6 60 32

12.Created conditions in the L 0 1 8 59 32

school which allow for wide

participation in decisions

about the Strategy.

N 0 2 7 63 27

13.Helped develop good L 0 3 17 59 21

relationships with parents as

part of the school's efforts to

implement the Strategy.

N 0 4 16 61 20

Beliefs about the Context

14.The climate in this school L 0 2 7 62 31

reinforces efforts to have the N 0 1 4 55 40

Strategy implemented.

15.We have the flexibility that L 1 11 11 54 24

we need to implement the N 1 5 10 59 26

Strategy in a manner that is

effective for staff and pupils

in this school.

16.1 feel confident that I am L 0 4 10 69 16

aware of the expectations in

the Strategy associated with

reading/mathematics.

N 0 4 4 72 23

17.1 feel confident that I am

aware of the expectations in

the Strategy associated with

writing. (Literacy only)

L 0 7 14 64 16
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% Responding

Beliefs about the Context SD D U A SA

18.1 am aware of the constraints L 0 3 10 68 20

that need to be overcome in

implementing the Strategy.

N 0 1 10 69 21

19.We have access to the L 2 17 13 51 18

resources (e.g., people,

materials) to help us implement

the Strategy in my school.

N 2 12 16 54 16

20. Strategy training for L 2 19 27 48 4

headteachers has been

very helpful.

N 3 7 24 51 16

Emotional Response

21.1 hear useful feedback about L 1 13 16 56 14

my school's use of the Strategy

(e.g., from LEA advisors,

parents, etc.).

N 1 11 24 50 14

22.The Strategy has made my job L 12 30 34 21 4

more satisfying and engaging. N 6 22 38 29 5

Headteachers believed that the aims of the

Strategies were clear (see Table 1, item 1:

almost 100% of headteachers agreed or

strongly agreed with this statement).They also

indicated that the aims of the Strategies were

consistent with their own aims (item 2: 97%

of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with

this statement for the Numeracy Strategy and

77% for Literacy). Respondents generally

reported positive beliefs about the context in

which they were implementing the Strategies,

with the majority indicating that they were

aware of the expectations (items 16 and 17),

had sufficient flexibility (item 15) and, to

a slightly lesser extent, had access to the

resources that were needed (item 19).

About half of headteacher respondents

agreed that NLS training for headteachers

was very helpful; two thirds of the

respondents expressed that view about

NNS headteacher training (item 20).

Most headteachers (54% to 70%) agreed

that they received useful feedback from those

beyond the school about the school's use of

the Strategies (item 21). Only 25% (literacy)

and 34% (numeracy) of headteacher

4

respondents agreed that the Strategy had

made their jobs "more satisfying and

engaging" (item 2,2).

The survey included questions (items 5

through 13) relating to "transformational"

leadership, emphasising the capacity of the

headteacher to engage others as leaders

rather than merely directing the efforts of

staff (Leithwood, Jantzi & Steinbach, 1999).

Items related to nine dimensions or

categories of practice:

building school vision;

developing specific goals and priorities;

holding high performance expectations;

providing intellectual stimulation;

offering individualised support;

modelling professional practices

and values;

developing a collaborative school culture;

creating structures to foster participation

in school decisions; and

creating productive community

relationships.

To foster teacher motivation, headteachers

indicated that they used eight of the

nine approaches identified in the survey,

including helping clarify the reasons for

implementing the Strategies, encouraging

staff to consider new ideas for their teaching

of literacy/mathematics and demonstrating

high expectations for teachers' work.They

were somewhat less likely to report a focus

on developing good relations with parents.
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Capacity to Implement the Strategies

The survey items measuring headteachers'

capacities to implement the Strategies focused

on the extent to which opportunities were

available to acquire relevant knowledge and

skill, the possession of such knowledge and

skill, estimates of success with the Strategies,

and the effects of implementing the Strategies

on teaching.

Table 2 indicates that a majority of

headteachers agreed with survey items

measuring capacity. This agreement varied

depending on the item and was higher for

the Numeracy than the Literacy Strategy.

Specifically, headteachers were more likely to

agree that the Numeracy Strategy benefited

pupils (items 29 and 30) and increased the

effectiveness of teaching (item 28).

Most headteachers believed that they were

having success helping teachers implement

the Strategies (Table 2: item 24: 83% to 87%

of headteachers agreed or strongly agreed).

Virtually all reported participating in all

professional development opportunities for

headteachers that have been provided by the

Strategies (Table 2: item 27: 93% to 95%

agreed or strongly agreed). Pupils were

considered to have benefited most from

changes in the teaching of reading as opposed

to writing, and in the teaching of mental

maths as opposed to maths concepts.

Table 2 Headteacher Capacity

23.1 have the knowledge and skill

I need to implement the

Strategy.

24.1 have been successful in

helping teachers implement

the Strategy.

% Responding

SD D U A SA

L 0 10 18 55 17

N 0 3 15 64 19

L 0 3 14 66 17

N 0 2 11 71 16
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% Responding

SD D U A SA

25.1 have had adequate L 2 9 26 56 7

opportunities to Clarify my

role in implementing the

N 1 11 21 62 5

Strategy.

26.1 have had opportunities to L 2 19 34 40 5

practise and refine any new

management skills required for

implementing the Strategy.

N 2 23 32 41 3

27.1 have participated in all L. 1 3 3 44 49

Strategy opportunities that

have been provided for

headteachers.

N 0 3 3 47 48

28.Teaching in this school has L 1 9 15 58 17

become more effective as a

result of the Strategy.

N 0 4 15 51 30

29.Pupils in this school have L 0 5 19 57 18

benefited from the:

reading component of the

N 4 18 25.46 7

Strategy writing component

of the Strategy.

30. Pupils have benefited from the: L 0 0 3 42 55

mental maths component of

the Strategy maths concepts

component of the Strategy

N .0 1 15 58 27

The School Context in Which the Strategies
Are Being Implemented

While "capacity" is typically considered

a quality of individuals, its meaning and

importance as a collective or organisational

property increasingly is being recognised.

To acknowledge the school as a unit of

change, for example, implies that its capacity is

more than the sum of its individual members'

capacities (see, for instance, Newmann, King

&Youngs, 2000). For purposes of the surveys,

two dimensions defined the school context or

situation. One dimension included teachers'

collective practices relevant to the Strategies,

along with the physical and social

infrastructure supporting such practices.

The second dimension was the collective

efficacy' of the staff.Teachers and schools

with high efficacy are more likely to believe

" Efficacy refers to the belief that one actions mill achieve the intended or desired result.
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that success is due to their efforts in other

words, that success results less from pupil

intake and more from what the school

actually does with its pupils.

l- leadteachers expressed overall agreement

with survey items measuring both dimensions

of the school context, and responses were

essentially the same for both Strategies.

In relation to collective practices, more

than 90% of headteachers reported that staff

were involved in teamwork for purposes of

implementing the Strategies (item 31 on

Table 3).Almost all agreed that staff members

provided assistance to one another (item

33 on Table 3): more than 90% of

headteachers agreed or strongly agreed.

N/tany headteachers (almost 40%) did not

agree that their schools' physical layout

enhanced staff ability to collaborate with

one another. For headteachers themselves,

what was most lacking was a network of

headteacher colleagues they could draw on

for assistance and advice when needed (item

37,Table 3); more than two thirds of

headteachers indicated this to be the case.

Table 3 Context or Situation Headteachers
% Responding

Collective Practices SD D U A SA

31. The staff in this school L 1 4 2 51 42

function as a team for

purposes of implementing

the Strategy.

N 0 2 3 54 40

32.The staff in this school build L 0 3 6 51 40

on one another's strengths in

implementing the Strategy.

N 0 2 6 57 35

33.The staff in this school assist L 0 3 5 51 41

one another in implementing

any new classroom practices

required by the Strategy.

N 0 11 3 60 35

34.We have created structures in L 0 1 8 56 34

this school that allow teachers

opportunities to collaborate

about the Strategy with their

colleagues.

N 0 3 7 59 31

43

% Responding

Collective Practices SD D U A SA

35.The physical space in the L 7 19 13 43 17

school is conducive to

discussion among staff

members about literacy/

maths teaching and learning.

N 7 16 16 47 15

36.School governors support L 1 3 13 60 24

our efforts to implement the N 0 6 12 60 22

Strategy.

37.1 have a network of head- L 7 '36 24 28 4

teacher colleagues that

has been useful to me in

implementing the Strategy

in this school.

N 7 35 29 25 4

. 38.My working relationship with L 3 77 17 53 20

school governors is useful in

implementing the Strategy.

N 1 4 18 59 18

Collective Efficacy

39.Allthose in positions of L 0 4 6 53 37

responsibility feel a sense of

responsibility for productively

implementing the Strategy

N 1 1 6 62 29

40.Teachers feel a sense of L 0 1 1 46 52

responsibility for the quality

of literacy/maths teaching

in their classrooms.

N 0 0 0 50 49

41. Teachers feel a sense of L 0 2 11 61 26

responsibility for school-wide

decisions that influence their

teaching of literacy/maths.

N 0 2 8 62 28

42.Parents are supportive of L 0 8 20 59 13

this school's efforts in

literacy/maths.

N 1 6 18 60 16

43.Non-parent members of the L 3 16 47 29 5

community are supportive of

this school's efforts in

literacy/maths.

N 4 19 46 27 4

With respect to collective efficacy, almost

all respondents indicated that teachers feel

a sense of responsibility (item 40, Table 3)

for the quality of classroom teaching. Fewer

headteachers reported confidence in the

supportiveness of parent and especially non-

parent members of their school community

(items 42 and 43,Table 3).
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Changed Practices by Teachers in Response

to the Strategies

The orientation to classroom practices

adopted for purposes of the survey reflected

two distinct lines of evidence evidence

about implementation processes, and evidence

about the importance of time in accounting

for pupils' learning.

A considerable body of evidence suggests

that implementation of new policies and

programmes seldom means, to those in

schools, exactly what developers or advocates

of those policies and prOgrams have in

mind. Indeed, early research on programme

implementation argued that the ideal form

of implementation was "mutual adaptation"

(Berman & McLaughlin, 1977), a compromise

between implementers' existing practices and

those practices specified by new policies and

programmes. Such adaptation often entails

customising the new policies and programmes

in light of unique features of the context and,

in the process, making it more suitable for

that context.

Based on this view of local implementation,

one set of survey questions inquired about

changes in the teaching of literacy and

mathematics (without asking about the

nature of those changes). Consequently,

reported changes might range from the

superficial to the fundamental. It is also

important to acknowledge that the survey

questions did not directly ask whether

changes in practices corresponded to those

practices advocated by the Strategies.

Although research about pupil time

conceptualises it variously as allocated time,

teaching time, and academically engaged

time, increases in all these conceptions of

time are associated with increases in pupil

learning. The amount of evidence supporting

Chapter 4: View from the Schools Survey Re ult..;

this claim is both large and unambiguous.

A second set of survey questions about

changed practices asked whether more time

was being spent on planning for, and actually

delivering, teaching in literacy and numeracy

in response to the Strategies. Either changed

teaching practices or increased time could

account for increased pupil learning.

The majority of headteachers reported

changes in teaching practice in relation to

literacy and mathematics, with respondents

more likely to report that change had

occurred in mathematics. Other results

suggest that:

More headteachers agreed that changes

had been made to the teaching of mental

mathematics as compared with teaching

of mathematics concepts; 88 vs. 69% of

headteachers agreed or strongly, agreed

with this (Table 4 item 45).

Headteachers were somewhat more likely

to say that changes had been made in the

teaching of reading than the teaching of

writing (Table 4 item 44).

Headteachers agreed that increased time

was now being spent teaching mental

mathematics; 83% of headteachers agreed

or strongly agreed (Table 4: item 47).

Fewer agreed that more time was spent

on teaching mathematics concepts

(same items: 53% of headteachers).

Headteachers were more likely to report

increased planning time for literacy than

for mathematics (Table 4: item 48), with

uncertainty as to whether more time was

actually spent teaching literacy in the

classroom (Table 4: item 46).
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About 80% of headteachers agreed

or strongly agreed that they regularly

scrutinised pupils' literacy and numeracy

work for signs of progress, and spent time

observing the literacy hour or mathematics

lesson in primary classrooms.

Table 4 Changed Practices Headteachers
% Responding

44.Teachers in this school

significantly changed their

teaching practices as a result

of the Strategy

in reading

in writing

45.Teachers in this school have

significantly changed their

teaching practices as a result

of the Strategy

in mental maths

in maths concepts

46.Teachers in this school spend

significantly more of their

daily classroom time than

they did before the Strategy

teaching

reading

writing

47.Teachers in this school spend

significantly more of their

daily classroom time than

they did before the Strategy

teaching

mental maths

maths concepts

SD D U A SA

L 1 12 13 53 21

N 0 12 21 49 18

L 1 5 6 49 39
N 1 9 22 46 23

L 6 30 17 35 11

N 7 31 20 33 9

L 2 10 5 45 38
N 4 24 19 35 18

48.Teachers in this school spend L 5 3 28 64
significantly more time N 3 12 15 34 37
planning for literacy/maths

teaching than they did

before the Strategy.

49.Teachers spend significantly L 2 14 16 48 20
more time assessing their

pupils' work in literacy/maths

than they did before the

Strategy.

N 2 18 23 39 18

50.1 routinely spend time L 2 11 7 62 18
observing literacy/maths N 8 11 66 15
hours in primary classrooms.

% Responding

SD D U A SA

51.1 occasionally participate in L 4 12 3 66 16

teaching a literacy/maths N 4 12 4 59 21

hour.

52.1 regularly scrutinise pupils' L 1 9 8 66 16

work in literacy/maths to N 0 9 13 62 16

ascertain progress.

Conclusions

The "view from the schools" that is reported

in this chapter is, in general, a positive one,

with several areas highlighted for possible

future attention. The survey results indicate

that headteachers feel relatively high levels

of motivation and capacity for implementing

the Strategies.The school setting was

considered to be equally supportive for both

Strategies, with staff showing high levels of

teamwork and willingness to help one

another implement the Strategies.

Headteachers agreed that the physical layout

may not facilitate effective implementation

of NLS and NNS, but believed that they

had created decision-making structures

and conditions for wide participation

in decisions about the Strategies.

For numeracy, headteachers agree that

the greatest changes have occurred in the

teaching of mental mathematics. For literacy,

headteachers are slightly more likely to report

that more changes have occurred in the

teaching of reading rather than the teaching

of writing.

We look further at some of these findings

when we report on our more intensive

enquiry into implementation of the Strategies

in ten selected schools across the country



Chapter 5 NLS and NNS in Practice:
The View from Selected Schools

Highlights

Local Challenges

Motivation

Teachers and headteachers in the

schools we visited were highly motivated

to improve learning; most believe the

Strategies have improved literacy

and mathematics teaching.

Headteachers and teachers were

enthusiastic about both Strategies,

Numeracy in particular.

Individual Capacity

We believe, from interviews and

observations, that some teachers need

a deeper knowledge of content and

pedagogy, and time to develop and

reflect on new practice.

Situation Organisational Capacity

Most schools were developing as learning

organisations, using management teams

to broaden leadership and to take on long-

term improvement initiatives; few had yet

reached a high level of professional

collaboration.

LEAs have fostered growing networks and

communities of practice among schools

in a variety of ways that schools found

helpful, including "clusters" of schools.

Altered Practices

Focus on Literacy and Mathematics

Schools reported a greater focus on

literacy and mathematics, with more

focus on mental mathematics in daily

lessons and a broader range of topics

and genres, covered to greater depth,

in literacy hours.

The focus on literacy and numeracy

was sometimes at the expense of other

subjects, and of often valuable but

less academic aspects of the school

programme.

Many schools were adapting the

Strategies for their own school context;

some were adhering tightly to the timing

and format of the Strategies.

More time was spent planning English

and mathematics lessons but this was

becoming more manageable as banks of

resources accumulate and familiarity with

the Strategies increases.

"JO
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Focus on Assessment

Schools were collecting assessment data

(usually based on learning objectives)

and using this to inform planning.

Emphasis on Key Stage 2 results,

especially in Year 6, was creating

considerable 'test preparation!

Headteachers felt that having ever-

increasing targets was unreasonable

and put impossible pressure on schools

and pupils.

Sustainability

The organisation of material around

clear learning objectives, a central

feature of the Strategies, increasingly

was guiding practice.

Schools and LEAs believe that further

development of local initiative is essential

for the sustainability of the Strategies.

Changes in Learning

Teachers reported that pupils were more

able to deal with a variety of mathematics

problems and written texts, and were more

knowledgeable about the technical

vocabulary of English and mathematics.

Most teachers believed children were more

independent and confident in their work.

OHtvocInctiion

in addition to the data from the national

surveys of teachers and headteachers, we

visited a set of selected schools to watch and

learn about the implementation of NLS

and NNS "up close." During 2000, we made

initial visits to 10 schools (2 full days in all

but one and 1 day in the 10th) and their

LEAs. We talked to teachers, literacy and

numeracy co-ordinators and headteachers in

each school and observed literacy hours and

daily mathematics lessons. In the LEAs, we

talked to Strategy/line managers and in most

cases, literacy and numeracy consultants.
'MI used die Primary School Pedhrmance Tables 1999 published in The Times Educational Supplement, December 10 1999.

In addition to the selected schools, we

have had opportunities to talk to teachers,

headteachers and LEA advisers from other

settings, thus supplementing the data from the

selected schools. We will return to each of the

10 schools for at least two days during 2001

and will visit the LEAs again as well.

At this stage, our data are necessarily

incomplete and the conclusions tentative.

We draw on our conversations with the

people implementing the Strategies in the

selected schools, to provide a beginning

description of their experiences of the

implementation and to identify emerging

themes and issues for consideration in

the data collection during 2001.

CescrilpTdoN of the SeDected

SchooDs

The OISE/UT team used the DfES database of

schools in England to select a random sample

of 50 schools, from which we intended to select

a set of 10 schools varying in location, type of

community, size of school and performance on

the 1999 Key Stage national assessments. As

the random sample did not include schools

representing all relevant categories, we

supplemented the pool with names of 15

additional schools. From this expanded pool, a

set of 10 schools was drawn based on the 1999

primary school performance tables' The set

of 10 included schools ranging in size (from 115

to 475 pupils), in performance on the English

and Mathematics Key Stage 2 assessments, in

geographic location and in rural to urban type

of community. Three schools declined the offer

to participate (because they felt unable to give

the time necessary); similar schools replaced

them. The 10 selected schools were chosen to

characterise typical schools in various settings

and circumstances and to provide illustrative

examples. They do not constitute a sample that

would allow generalisations to the population.
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These 10 schools offer a view of NLS and

NNS in a broad range of circumstances

and contexts.The group includes schools

in difficulty and schools that are high

performing. Some schools have received

considerable outside intervention while

others have received little or no additional

support. The following table compares results

from our pool of selected schools to the

national averages for Key Stage 2 English and

Mathematics assessments from 1996 to 2000.

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1996

Year 6 to

Tests 2000

English

National

Average 56% 63% 64% 70% 75% +19%

Selected

Schools 46% 60% 60% 63% 77 % +31%

Mathematics

National

Average 53% 61% 58% 68% 72% +19%

Selected

Schools 50% 57% 59% 63% 72% +22%

Despite much individual variability in the

year-to-year results of the selected schools,

the average scores for the group of 10 schools

are generally similar to the national average

. scores' and show overall improvement from

1996 to 2000. While every school in the

sample has increased its scores in English and

mathematics since 1996, not every school has

increased its scores since 1998 for English or

since 1999 for mathematics. For the smaller

schools in the sample theYear 6 cohort may

have as few as 12 to 15 children and therefore,

as we heard from many teachers and

headteachers, differences between cohorts

from year to year may be marked. It is

NLs ass N.N.s is or,,," Vi {ton; Schools

also the case that, like many schools in

England, a few of our sample schools began

implementing 'aspects of the NLS prior to

1998 and aspects of the NNS prior to 1999.

Local Challenges and

Solutions: The View

from Selected Schools

Overall, these schools provide a picture

of the implementation of the Strategies

as experienced by teachers, headteachers

and pupils. For each of the schools, we

are developing case profiles that will be

completed by the end of the evaluation

project.The quotes in this chapter have

'been drawn from these early case profiles

to illustrate the issues that emerged during

our visits.The selected schools have been

assured that they will not be identified in

any report, oral or written, that we make.

Many of the findings generally relate to

both Literacy and Numeracy, but we have

noted if comments referred to one or the

other specifically. We have tried to describe

how the schools have experienced the

Strategies, drawing attention to themes

that are consistent with the findings from

the survey responses described in the prior

chapter. Occasionally we highlight

differences between what we heard

from the sample schools and what

we found in the survey responses.

This chapter has been organised using our

framework for large-scale reform: we look

in turn at motivation, capacity and situation,

The exceptions to this are the scores for selected schools in English, aich are 10% lower than the national average in 1996, and 7% lower than the

national average in 1997. Generally the smaller schools in the sample showgreater year-to-year variability in their English scores than do the larger

schools. For instance, two of these schools with relatively smallY6 cohorts obtained English scores in 1997 that were approximately 35 40% higher

than their 1996 scores. The greater change in the English scores from 1996 to 2000 appears to be at least partially due to the greater variability in

the year-to-year scores of these 2 schools.

53
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then proceed to describe reported changes

in practice and changes in pupils' learning .

in literacy and numeracy. In fact, motivation,

capacity and situation are very much inter-

related and often a factor contributing to

one will have an effect on another. During

our analysis, it also became clear that we

needed to make a distinction between

the individual capacity of people to make

changes and the capacity for change in

schools and LEAs (organisational capacity).

MOTIVATION To IMPLEMENT
ICES AND NNS

Our conversations in schools and LEAs

corroborate the findings about motivation

that emerged from the survey.There was

general agreement that there is considerable

motivation to focus on literacy and

mathematics. Teachers told us that they

were definitely spending more time on

English and maths and that they were

"following the Strategies," although often

in adapted and personalised ways (as we

discuss later in this chapter).

We heard about commitment, dedication to

helping children learn and agreement with

the Strategies. For these teachers, the aims of

the Strategies fit well with their own goals.

54

Stair are highly motivated to help
children learn. (headteacher)
We amt to improve standards.
We want to produce a curriculum
that /its the children ... I've got
a very dedicated gall who are
crawling on their knees to keep
it going.

(headteacher)

63

As a Strategy .1 think it's brilliant
and I think it was needed. The
reason why like it is because it says
to you 'Right, yon have a warm-up,
you have an introduction, you have
an activity, you have a plenary."'
It tells you the objectives and it's
Ovirr(.; the structure that you need.

(teacher)

In other cases, NLS and NNS have provided

headteachers with a mechanism to challenge

existing practices by introducing dissonance

and confronting some longstanding beliefs.

Headteachers identified the power of NLS

and NNS to focus the work of the schools

and motivate teachers to concentrate on

literacy and numeracy.They said things like:

The initiatives are making people
think and take stock.

(headteacher)

The Strate;ies wereMst what were
needed in this school because a lot
of children were slippirtc?, through

the net.
(headteacher)

.1 have several "born again" literacy
teachers in the school.

(headteacher)

The Strategies provide the framework
.14 teachers to work within.

(headteacher)
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Teachers were generally positive about the

Strategies and told us about the value of the

Strategies in providing direction for their

work.

The 3-part maths lesson gives more
locus; its easier and more d4ciplined.
The progression is known.

(teacher)

Literacy is helpfzil because it
prevents teachers_froin sticking
only to the areas that theyfrel
con#Ortable teaching,

(literacy co-onlinator)

Echoing the findings from the surveys,

teachers were more positive about NNS than

about NLS.

Teachers who didn't like teaching
maths haveftund Numeracy very
useful; Literacy hasn't had the
same ellivt.

(headteather)

Most concerns or reservations that were

expressed were with portions of the

Strategies, rather than the Strategies

on the whole.
r

Look at Key Stage 1 with the
spelling. You've got:to do all the
blends, practically all at once and
it somebody's away, that's it ...
(.::overing all those blends in a very
short time, 1 think, is going to be
extremely difficult and Pm not
sure that's really good practice.

(teachers)

Some teachers did not see any need to change

or felt that they could make the changes

required without any additional professional

development.This was particularly an issue for

literacy when we asked about training needs.

I already know what I need to
know to do literacy.

(teacher)

.1:malreadydoiwiall of the things
in the Literacy Stratwy.

(teacher)

If teachers do not express an interest.or

a need for change, it may be because they

have developed a good understanding of the

Strategies and good classroom practices or it

may be that they are unaware of their own

needs and the possibilities for professional

development.The distinction between

motivation and capacity becomes blurred.

Some issues emerged regarding specific

aspects of the Strategies that affected teachers'

motivation. One general concern was

expressed as the uneasy fit between entitlement

and differentiation (headteacher). In our school

visits, we heard that teachers sometimes had

trouble achieving a balance between the

requirements of the curriculum and the

unique qualities of their pupils. While it has

always been the case that classes included

pupils with a wide range of abilities, some

teachers find that the emphasis on whole class

teaching within the Strategies along with the

recent push for inclusion can increase the

difficulty of delivering learning objectives to

all pupils.They said things like:

69

You find yourself in class with special
needs children totally unsupported
and you just can't stretch yourself fizr
enough to support them at that end
and the high flyers at the other,

(teacher)
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The government push on inclusion
means all kinds of children are in
a classroom together and the
curriculum virtually tells you
what words are corn* out of
your month. It becomes hard
to strike a balance.

Oleadteacher)

Some teachers also perceived the Strategies

as somewhat inflexible. Although NNS was

perceived in the beginning as less rigid than

NLS and both have been relaxed during

2000, some teachers felt constricted in their

practice, for a number of different reasons.

leacherssfeel they don't have the
power anymore to actually make
chanties that they believe in.
At the moment everybody is
le cling it.

(literacy consultant)

file keep to the letter because
we can't afford to take a chance
in maths.

(teacher)

When you compare it to the
Literacy Strategy, the Numeracy is
much more flexible ... [Our literacy
co-ordinator] has put in a lot of work
to adapt the Literacy Strategy to fit
the small school requirements so

that it isn't so rigid.
(headteacher)

Changes occur when there is awareness that

something needs attention. Generally there

was a consensus that change was needed and

when this was the case, schools greeted NLS

and NNS with some enthusiasm.
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There was a lack of mental agility
in the children's mathematical work
and there was a slump in the written
work as compared to the reading. ...
So we knew that we needed to
approach that. We've used the
Literacy and the Numeracy to
help us to tackle those.

(headteacher)

However, when teachers and headteachers

do not feel any sense of urgency or

responsibility for change, or when they

are so pressured that they cannot face the

emotional and intellectual demands of

major change, it is unlikely that the Strategies

can penetrate beyond surface compliance.

If teachers feel pressured to adopt the

Strategies and did so out of compliance

rather than any conviction about the

possible value, the value may be limited.

The teachers are doing the literacy
hour as prescribed. They feel they
have no choice. We have to do it.

(headteacher)

Motivation to implement the Strategies is

often complicated by the other pressures

that impinge on schools. In some schools,

we heard about urgency for change prompted

by factors other than NLS or NNS a poor

performance on an OFSTED inspection,

pressure to raise test scores and fear of public

embarrassment. When testing, monitoring

and inspections provide direction, focus and

challenge, and when the resources to make

changes are available, people may still feel

anxious, but the feedback is seen as a useful

impetus for learning. In some cases,

headteachers may use recent OFSTED

reports to justify changes to management

and encourage the school to reflect on

the need for improvement.
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Although the had C)FSTED report
was a shock, the headteacher used

it as a lever for change.

(LEA adviser)

Special measures 'worked" but it
was awlitl. We fat like we were
under the spotlight and being
questioned as professionals.

(literacy co-ordinator)

We couldn't believe it. 'They pointed
out that we were part of the problem.
It hurt. But tee couldn't avoid it.
We had to do something.

(headteacher)

Some headteachers and teachers reminded

us that changing the school, through the

curriculum and teaching, is important but

may not be enough. Making real gains in

schools may include motivating the

community and breaking the cycle

of low expectations at home.

'This is an area tvhere there has been

a lack of motivation jar generations
no family supportftfor education.

(teacher)

Although the demands of the Strategies

themselves may not create undue stress,

their implementation may be affected by

a stressful context. Several headteachers

expressed concern about what they saw

as a tendency to blame schools for poor

performance, as well as a never-ending

series of policy initiatives and increasing

pressure for accountability.

7

Good teachers close to early

retirement will leave because of the

constant changes in government

policies and being blamed 1(')r not

achieving the cgovernment's targets.

(headteacher)

The pressurelbr accountability has
gone far enough.

(headteacher)

The staff is happier about National
Curriculum 2000 but it could be
because alter 10 years we've just

become so exhausted that we just say

"All right, here conies another one."
(headteacher)

Several headteachers commented that the

pressure of ever improving standards for

schools and for pupils is not realistic or

helpful. One headteacher expressed it

this way.

The LEA adviser said, "Fillten yeti
can prove that you're good, then of
course, you can strive to be very

good." But I'm not prepared w do
that. The stress levels in the school

involved in proving you're very good
aren't worth it. ... In the end, you
strangle people. They can't do it.
And you do it for children as well if
you keep setting them targets and
say, "Oh you've achieved this. NOW
you must achieve that." You've got
to stop and say "Wow, You've
achieved that and I'm going to give
you more of doing that." And lo
and behold, they go above that.
From underneath. Not just front
being pressured.

(headteacher)
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Motivation to change is an important part of

implemehting any new initiative. As issues and

ideas come into consciousness for individuals

and for groups, this awareness paves the way

for decisions about the need to change. From

our interviews and observations, we feel that

people in schools are motivated to improve

teaching and pupil learning in their schools

and they see the Strategies as offering

reasonable directions for changing practices

in English and mathematics. At the same time,

for some headteachers and teachers, the larger

context in which schools operate is stressful,

with high pressures for accountability and a

multitude of initiatives coming from above.

INDIVIDLIA.L CAPACITY

The ultimate goal of NLS and NNS is to

enhance the capacity of teachers to teach

literacy and mathematics to children so that

every child acquires the fundamental building

blocks of language and working with

numbers. NLS and NNS have developed a

range'of approaches to build and enhance

capacity (i.e., resources, training, consultant

support and networks). In our visits, we

asked about people's use of these materials

and activities and about their confidence in

their capacity to implement the Strategies.

We observed several lessons in every school,

but because our study is not evaluating

teachers, schools or LEAs, we have no

direct assessments of individual capacity.

Confidence and Competence

Although some teachers, as we mentioned

previously, did not believe that they needed

to learn anything more, others commented

on the impact that the Strategies were. having

on their confidence in their abilities to teach

the subjects and use assessment/performance

data to plan and adapt teaching.

5 8

IV!)' maths skills are a lot sharper
and illy teaching is infinitely better

since NNS. Arid my colleague
(the numeracy co-ordinator] says- her
literacy teaching is much better than
it was 2 or 3 years ago.

(literacy co-ordinator)

NLS and NNS have done wonders
()r our school. We are an inner city

school and, quitefr'ankly, our-teachers
didn't know how to teach these
children. Now they have some
techniques and feel supported.

(headteacher)

We monitor and plan nsing pupil
work. Teachers are feelini that they
can use the data to help children.

(heat:heather)

As schools move past the initial

implementation of the Strategies, it

becomes increasingly important that

headteachers and teachers develop deeper

understanding in several areas. They need

knowledge of literacy and mathematics, as

well as an understanding of how children

learn. They need to adapt and deliver the

Strategies in ways that are appropriate for

the particular children in their schools and yet

remain true to the underlying priorities. NLS

and NNS recognise that a rigid adherence to

the surface features of the Strategies without

deep understanding of the content and the

pedagogical principles is not likely to improve

teacher effectiveness or pupil learning.

We saw the importance of this kind of

understanding in our observations of a variety

of literacy and mathematics lessons. Many

teachers delivered their planned learning

objectives while pitching their questions

to pupils at just the right cognitive level to
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prompt learning while boosting confidence

and motivation. Further, these teachers were

able to make adjustments during classroom

lessons as they took "readings" from pupils'

answers to their questions; they were able

to alter their teaching and their plans for

the plenary part of the lesson based on that

feedback. However, some teachers moved

through their planned material without

making the adjustments that might have

brought pupils' attention more fully to

the learning objectives for the lesson and

seemed unaware of the pupils' varied

understanding or engagement.

We also found clear differences in teachers'

beliefs and attitudes about the changes in their

classrooms as a result of the Strategies and in

their understanding about the fundamental

principles underlying them. Some teachers

(and schools) had begun to develop teaching

practices appropriate to the Strategies before

their implementation. For these teachers,

change in classroom practice as a result of the

Strategies is more of a natural progression

than a radical departure from previous

practice, and their understanding of the

fundamental principles of the Strategies may

be a deepening of previously held principles.

It wasn't such a huge shock to this
particular school. We had already
done an awful lot of the prescribed

work throughout literacy ... I think
we had thoultt about it and we were
doing it. 147e'd worked out [parts of

the Strategy] for ourselves because

we'd actually started to look
specifically at nonfiction writing
before the Strategy came out.

(teachers)

Some teachers, however, may be unaware of

. their own learning needs or they may not

fully understand the underlying principles of

the Strategies. They may feel that they have

made the changes required by adopting easily

accessible features of the Strategies, such as

lesson timing and sequencing.

This suggests a dilemma concerning the

priorities for future training and professional

development. If teachers are not

knowledgeable about the subjects and the

pedagogy that enhances and accelerates

learning, they are likely to adapt the Strategies

in inappropriate and ineffective ways. On the

other hand, when teachers feel, for whatever

reason, that they must focus on rigid

compliance with the format of the Strategies,

there is the possibility that they will lose

confidence in their professional judgement

and become less effective in their teaching.

In addition to training, whether it is to

deepen understanding of the content or

the pedagogy, many teachers will need

opportunities to 'consolidate the new

learning that is required.

'1 "hat they need is time to reflect

On their practice and develop

and that comes from all the

initiative's, everything to do with
the Strategies, the assessment,

evetythinq, peti.ormance in the

classroom all have to do
with quality of teaching.

(LEA consultant)

Although the practice is not common yet,

teachers in several schools found it useful

(although sometimes stressful as well) to

observe in each other's classrooms and provide

and receive constructive feedback.
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School team leaders monitor and

provide supportive feedback to

teachers on classroom teaching

and organisation.
(headteacher)

I'here is a culture of observing note.
Feathers don't think anything about

people coming in to observe,

The staff are more open.

They talk about things. They're
prepared to say what works and
what doesn't work.

(literacy co-or dinator)

Training and Resources to Date

We heard a range of reactions to the training

and resources that teachers have received

through NLS and NNS. Some found the

support to be valuable and enlightening.

I didn't see a need to change maths

teaching bePre the Strategy, but

did when started the training.

(mathematics co-ordinator)

It is hard work but helpfitl.
"feathers express relief that they

now have concrete guidance.

(LEA adviser)

Others found the training or the resources

uninformative and sometimes identified the

parts that they found problematic.

The LEA consultant delivered the
material exactly as scripted so there

was no opportunity to ask questions
or ,give, feedback. I could have read

the material just as easily.
(headteacher)

We were somewhat surprised at how

infrequently anyone mentioned one

potentially valuable source of professional

learning leading mathematics teachers or

expert literacy teachers.

Teachers in higher performing schools

sometimes struggled if they had the materials

but had not received any actual training.

consultant came in once, did a

sample lesson, and talked to its as if,

we knew all about it. But we didn't.
(teacher)

I use the phonics and spelling'

material but I'm not sure I'm
doing it right.

(teacher)

Generally, the Numeracy training was rated

more highly than Literacy training.

Training given to staff has been quite
good for Numeracy. Because it started
a year alter Literacy, there was more

time to get it organised. Numeracy
beitefited from that.

(uutileracy co-ordinator)

A lot of usAlt like we knetv more
than the Ilikracyl consultant nho
was giving its the advice.

(teacher)

LEA Support

Building and enhancing capacity is related to

much more than training sessions, however.

Teachers were appreciative of the role of the

LEA consultants in supporting NLS and

NNS, through training, additional courses,

twilight sessions, resource sharing and so on.

Teachers and headteachers were particularly
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enthusiastic about the in-school support they

received from consultants and expert teachers.

Our teachers have observed a.
le:acting maths teacher teaching
their children .. For us it's been
excellent because the teaching has
been with our children.

(headteacher)

The need for in-school support is also

recognised by LEA advisers and consultants.

You need to assess the children
to know what to teach and its the
same thim with the teachers. You
need to know what they're good at

and where the ddficulties are.
(LEA consultant)

1 believe that what tvill make the
difference is the in-school support.
It's translating, it into 'my classroom
for me tvith my children.'

(LEA line Irminger)

Curriculum Target Setting

Setting curriculum-based targets for teaching

and learning, as opposed to purely numerical

targets, is an activity that has been a strong

focus within the Strategies and one with the

potential to develop both subject knowledge

and diagnostic skills for teachers.This practice

is common among our selected schools,

reflecting what we found in the survey. For

instance, we watched an LEA adviser working

with a numeracy co-ordinator to set

curriculum targets and focus teaching by

analysing pupil work.This process was

"capacity-building" in action, as the co-

ordinator responded enthusiastically and

planned to use this kind of scrutiny of

children's work in her own class and to

provide support to other teachers in the

school. Other teachers, some in schools with

relatively low performance scores, told us

similar stories.

We don't pay much attention to the
DIES data because it isn't really
helpfUl. But I do analyse children's
work against the checklist of how
they score the writing.

(teacher)

IVe bring examples ai pupils' work,
do our own assessments and use the
data to regroup children.

(teather)

We use our own assessments on an
ongoing basis to give indications of
progress. This used to be haphazard
but we developed a projb ma and we
use it to apply (.2C/1. standards to
I upils' work. Then we pick things
alit ty- the Strategies to address.

(matheatics co-ordinator)

In fact, most of the schools we visited were

making extensive use of their own assessment

data to track the progress of individual

children and Year group cohorts, to obtain a

measure of"value added" by the school and

to inform teachers' planning. Several co-

ordinators spoke about using the information

from their own and QCA assessments to

inform teachers about the gaps in their

teaching and in pupils' learning. These

assessments were organised around the

learning objectives of the Strategies.

SITUATION OR
ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY

Our framework suggests that in addition to

motivation and individual capacity, the extent

to which teachers will change their practices

in response to the Strategies will be

(1
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determined by the situation in which they

work. It is useful to think of"situation" in

terms of organisational capacity (Newmann,

King &Youngs, 2000).We suggested in the

first annual report that sustainable school

improvement based on NLS and NNS is

much more likely if schools and LEAs are

able to operate as learning organisations

with the capacity for continuous change

and improvement. We report here on what

we have learned to date about the situation

in both schools and LEAs.

Organisational Capacity: Schools

Many of the selected schools were on

their way to having the kind of internal

organisational capacity that would serve them

well in sustaining the momentum of change:

Staff meetings are much better now.
We use them to talk about issues.

(headtcacher)

All of the staff do sonic peer
observations every term in.
English and maths.

(headteacher)

We are doing agreement trialling
JOY tvith staff: They look at
samples of writing,from each class
across a range of abilities to try to
develop "standards" for writing
with agreement on strengths
and weaknesses.

(headteacher)

The in-school co-ordinators are very
experienced in. their subjects. They
know what to do and how to adapt
the Strategies to the school setting.

(headteacher)
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Several of the schools were using their

school improvement planning process as an

opportunity to broaden the base of leadership,

outline aims for the school and establish a

framework for what to monitor and develop.

Management teams were working on

organisational and planning issues, and

setting core principles or aims for the school.

Teachers were taking on the role of team

leader for their school division, observing

classroom teaching, making suggestions for

improvement, and monitoring the use of

assessment data for planning.

We want to develop as a sell-
reviewing school to make sure
everything is up to date all the
time, rather than 6 months
bet() re OFSTED comes in.

(headteacher)

Our school development plan
identifies what is important to the
chool, what needs developing and

how resources are going to be used
to do what needs to be done.

(headteather)

Some headteachers indicated that they used

NLS and NNS as an opportunity to hire

capacity by recruiting new staff who already

had training and experience in literacy and

numeracy.

There has been a high staff turnover
in the last two years. I've hired new
staff mho have particular strengths
in. literacy and numeracy.

(headteacher)

On the other hand, we also heard from

headteachers who felt that they were

continually training teachers who then
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left for schools in less disadvantaged areas or

where they could better afford housing.

We have a problem with retention,
especially because of the cost of

housing. Last year, four teachers

.fidt they had to go where they
could buy houses. So we're back

to train* N(27-s.
(ilemIteacher)

Some schools have successfully developed

creative methods for attracting and keeping

staff, offering greater job flexibility (job

sharing, extended leaves, and so on) to

compensate for difficult working conditions

or expensive living arrangements. However,

there will be a continual need for training

because of high staff turnover in many

schools.

Most headteachers and teachers that we

spoke with indicated that teachers were more

supportive of each other since the Strategies

were introduced; because the Strategies were new,

teachers needed to work together was how one

teacher expressed it. The focus on curriculum

objectives and assessment and planning has

led many teachers to pool their resources

for literacy and mathematics, and to share

best practices with other staff When

schools are large enough, teachers do a lot

of collaborative planning and curriculum

setting with their Year partners.

The thing that's really helped is
that we've worked very openly as

a school on things and have shared

ideas. The openness among the

stag r is very good. We've got

good colleszial support.

(teacher)

7 7

Although this kind of pairing is not possible

within small schools, we did hear about two

small schools arranging to meet together to

allow teachers to work with a colleague

teaching the sameYear group.

In many schools, headteachers and teachers

commented on parents' support of both

Strategies. As with most other factors, we

noted from our interviews that there is

considerable variability among schools in the

extent to which they are able.to frilly engage

parents in the learning of their children.

Unfortunately, this is harder to do in those

schools that need it the most. Many schools

have well-attended family mathematics and

literacy nights with their parent communities.

Such events help in educating parents about

the purposes and strengths of the Strategies.

We frequently heard comments from teachers

that parents were unhappy because their

children were no longer being heard to read

every day. In some schools, teachers listened

to individual children read outside of the

literacy hour whenever they could often

during recesses and lunchtimes.This was an

added pressure in an already overcrowded

timetable, one that NLS staff would say is

unnecessary if shared and guided reading are

done effectively and appropriately in the

literacy hour. In some cases, schools have

successfully engaged parents in listening

to their own children as part of the

normal homework routine, supported by

communication with teachers for guidance

and feedback, thereby sharing some of

the responsibility for the child's learning.

Unfortunately, in some communities, active

engagement in children's educational well

being may be difficult to establish and sustain,

and, too often, interest appears to decline as

children move from Key Stage 1 to Key

Stage 2.
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Just as our selected schools differ in terms

of size, location and community setting, so

too they differ in the extent to which they

have developed as learning organisations.

Some therefore will have further to go to

firmly establish shared expectations of

improvement and for a few, the whole

culture of the school may need to change.

Some schools already have a strong culture

of improvement. In others, the hiring of new

staff in leadership roles and the establishment

of new organisational structures have set

schools on a course for improvement. For

a few, a reduction in outside support would

likely result in a return to past practices

and perhaps even "cocooning" into their

private world to avoid the intervention

of meddling outsiders.

Organisational Capacity: LEAs

We saw evidence of growing networks and

communities of practice that extended

beyond individual schools.

1"he LEA has a working ,group of
headteachers to provide a _forum for
beconiingla miliar with materialfrom
DIES, discussion and learning.

(LEA adviser)

Coordinators in the .1...E1 meet
regularly to look at books and
review materials.

(literacy co-ordinator)

We have a headteachers' conference
planned in our cluster ,group to
develop seljIhelp gronps and
planning, initiatives for writittg.

(heaclteacher)

6.4

Leachers of Key Stage 1 and Key
Stage 2 from several schools come
together to share ideas and let each
other know what's working well.

(numeracy co-ordiriator)

Many people expressed appreciation for LEA

support in such networking efforts:

The LEA advisory service is very
useful; very quick to pick up new
initiatives, send out information
and organise courses.

(headteacher)

There were also suggestions that LEAs could

share their knowledge and learn more from

other LEAs, especially with so many

inexperienced new advisers.

The LEA likes to do things in. its
Own way and perhaps doesn't learn
as inuckfrom oilier authorities as
it could do. They could share their
knowledge more with other LEAs.

(headteacher)

One of the most troublesome issues associated

with the local situation occurs when there is

movement of teachers in and out of a school

or the profession. High mobility leads to

discontinuities in training, while the ongoing

support role becomes more complicated and

difficult. This is increasingly the case, for

instance, in two of our sample schools, where

recruiting and retaining teachers is becoming

a serious problem. Given the likely

changeover in teachers and local concerns

over a pending shortage there will be a

continuing need for extended training and

support if all teachers are to be competent

and confident about NLS and NNS.
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There are some weaknesses in staff
training because of staff moving in
and out. They may have missed out
on training because the school they
are in is at a diPrent stale than
what they need.

(literacy co-ordinator)

The principle of intervention in inverse

proportion to success has sometimes caused

a problem for schools making rapid progress.

Just when they saw themselves being

successful, they lost the additional resources

that supported their work before they had

an opportunity to fully embed new practice.

Moreover, in many schools, especially smaller

ones, variability in test results from year to

year leads to fluctuations in the amount and

kind of support they receive. This situation

now has been alleviated somewhat by central

funding to provide some consultant support

and supply coverage time for all schools.

Both schools and LEAs acknowledged that

DIES was serious-about the Strategies and had

provided both support and pressure to make

NLS and NNS key focal points. There was a

lot of money (headteacher), resources and

materials, and support from the LEA

consultants and advisers. Although the time

pressure was seen as problematic, being able to

add adult support in the schools relieved the

pressure somewhat and made life easier

(headteacher).

Altered Practices

The Strategies both aim at improving pupil

learning through altering the daily practice of

teachers in schools.Throughout our site visits,

we heard how NLS and NNS had influenced

practice and could see evidence of how the

Strategies were guiding the work in schools.

IMPACT ON LITERACY AND
MATHEMATICS TEACHING

Virtually all the lessons we saw followed

the format of the literacy hour or the

three-part daily mathematics lesson. In our

classroom observations lessons were generally

characterised by pace, a focus on learning

objectives and focused attention from pupils

during the introductory and main teaching

parts of the lessons. According to teachers

and headteachers, the teaching of English

and mathematics had changed as a result

of NLS and NNS in a number of ways

more time, more emphasis and more focus,

but also an increase in the perceived quality

of the teaching.

Giving children learninq
experiences that are trot woolly.

(headteacher)

I see a real synergy between
elements of lamtrage.

(headteacher)

We used to use badly copied
maths worksheets, but no more.
Now we do a daily maths lesson,
following' the 3-part lesson plan.

(headteacher)

We used to set tasks and supervise
children. Now we have more class
teaching, more guided reading
a more forMal focus on teaching

(teacher).

NLS and NNS have also affected planning,

increasing both the time spent but also the

nature of planning and how it is used to

guide teaching.
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1 spend more time teaching and more
time planning and monitoring. 10
years ago Thad :150 pages of
planning jo' r all subjects; now I would
have that just for maths.

(teacher)

H/e have taken on board the medium
term planning almost in its entirety
and found that more than. workable.

We've sat down at the end of
this half-term and said Right.
What didn't work for us? that
do we want to change?' and we
actually want to change very little

itSo we've been able to take
on board almost all of that medium
term planningfrom the Strategy
for all year groups.

(teacher)

One of the important benefits of the

increased emphasis on accountability is that

schools are now focusing on collecting good

assessment data and using it for curriculum

planning.Teachers are paying attention to

the learning objectives for the curriculum and

are assessing whether or not children have

met the appropriate objectives for their level.

This information then leads teachers to make

adjustments in their programming, to "fill in

the gaps" in each child's learning in a more

systematic way then was done previously.

The Strategies are well suited to the focus on

assessment for learning because within each

the curriculum is organised around a clear

set of learning objectives.Teachers are

encouraged to set curriculum targets as a

way of differentiated teaching and learning

for pupils. The organisation of material and

the focus on teaching are one of the central

features of the Strategies and may prove to

be their most important contributions to

school improvement in England.

6 6

Although NLS and NNS seem to have had a

dramatic influence on practices in the schools

we visited, the long-term effects are not yet

known. As the implementation progresses, we

will continue to monitor these changes with

particular attention to the worry of one

headteacher that:

'There is so much in the Strategies
in terms of expectations and content,
I won that teachers will skip over
consolidation of the basics.

ADAPTATIONS TO NLS ANT) NNS

Implementation of curriculum policy will

almost inevitably involve some adaptation

as teachers incorporate new approaches

into their practice. Headteachers and teachers

told us how they were adapting and changing

the Strategies to suit their pupils and the

local context.

We haven't stuck slavishly to the
work in the Numeracy traininc,)
packs...We learned from Literacy
topick out what is important. fir,
our school. The oral mental starter
was a_fairly new idea so we've had
to look at that very carefully and
plan for that.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The SENCO and l are meeting to
look at children with special needs
within the literacy hour. have a
child who is ,going for a Statement
who went to Reception for 2 literacy
hours a week and that seemed to
really benefit him. He was interacting
more during that shared session.
... It gave him that boost, that
confidence and 'that sej-esteem
really, whereas he or a couple of other
children in my /Y3/4/ class
wouldn't really interact during
the shared session. Would they
benefit_from being with a classroom
assistant, working on their own
shared session, or would they benefit,
if we could do it, from going into
a shared session in another class?

(literacy co-onlinator)

We base the work around a
theme and it's as cross-curricular
as possible; when possible, those
themes are carried into literacy
and numeracy classes.

(literacy co-ordinator)

LEAs were also contributing to adaptations.

The LE.4 is encouraging variations
in planning and is developing half-
fermi), plans to be used as guides, not
straitjackets. They are encouraging
teachers to do planning in blocks
larger than a week and to add a
variety of teaching techniques, like
drama and story telling.

(literacy co- ordinator)

Pupil writing has been a focus of considerable

attention in all schools. Nearly every teacher

and headteacher we interviewed mentioned

that there was not enough opportunity for

extended writing Within the structure of the

literacy hour. In all sample schools an extra

hour or more per week was used as a period

for extended writing, usually in addition to

the five literacy hours that would normally

occur. Some schools used the extra writing

period as one opportunity to integrate

topics across the curriculum; children might

write a passage, for instance, that related to

the current topic in history or science.

Most literacy co-ordinators we spoke with

welcomed the new initiative on Grammar

for Writing as an approach intended to

improve writing, although no teachers had

received training or materials by the time

of our last 2000 visit, early in October.''

In both Key Stage 1 and Key
Stage 2, pupils are expected to
write for some time but there is
no time allowed Jr o good quality
extended work in the Strategy.

(headteacher)

Then 1 do project' literacy for an
hour, which is usually based on
something, we're actually doing as
our project. So we're doing something
on plants and growth at the moment

so I might do some poetry about
trees or some appreciation work.

(teacher)

If adaptations are inevitable, the issue

previously raised concerning the balance of

central and local roles becomes critical.The

development of local ownership may well be

the key to the sustainability of the Strategies.

We heard various perspectives from schools

and LEAs on this issue.

'We visited most schools again in February 2001; that data will be included in our 3rd annual report, covering the calendar year 2001.
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People are allowing the Strategies

to develop and evolve in schools.

The school staff are in a better

position to judge what the school

needs. 1.he Strategies need to he

adapted and amended.

(literacy co-ordinator)

In my view it won't be sustained if
we continue to be told what to do,
how to do it, when to do it and so
forth. And I think it will hold back
some of the creativity that could

etnerg
(LEA numeracy line Irminger)

The danger with local adaptation, however,

is that key principles of the reform may be

lost if teachers are not fully cognisant of the

rationale behind various components of the

Strategies. If teachers do not have adequate

subject knowledge or if they modify to bring

new practices closer to those they already feel

comfortable with, the impact of the Strategies

will be diluted. Central direction and support

helps curb this tendency by continually

reinforcing the core principles, while

professional development can deepen

and extend teacher knowledge. With the

teaching of writing, for instance, whereas

schools tend to focus on the need for

extended time for pupils to write, NLS

leaders are more likely to emphasise the

need for intentional teaching of writing,

with guidance and feedback taking place

as children actually write, rather than later.

IMPACT ON OTHER. SUBJECTS

One of the common, often unintended,

consequences of focusing policy on one part

of the curriculum is that the time and energy

that is devoted to it comes at the expense of

attention to other subjects. People in the

Q 0

schools frequently told us how NLS and NNS

were squeezing other areas of the curriculum.

'They are encroaching on time so

other subjects get squeezed out

desigm technology is gone.

(teacher)

Other subjects got lost. History,
geography, music and art mere all
squeezed out. But c)CA schemes
of work and the new National
Curriadum presents the challenge

of bringing them back in.
(teacher)

The National Curriculum 2000 documents

have been prepared to alleviate the overloaded

curriculum and provide guidance for teachers

in providing a balanced program. Schools are

also beginning to do more cross-curricular

work, such as closely linking work in the

literacy hour with topics studied in other

subjects. We will continue to monitor this

situation as schools gain more experience

with the revised curriculum and with

the Strategies.

HOW ASSESSMENT SHAPES
PRACTICE

In our site visits and interviews, we observed

various ways in which the strong emphasis on

pupil assessment data in England influences

what happens in schools.Two general

trends relate to the impact of the national

assessments (SATs) and the increasing use

of other data beyond the SAT scores.

Setting numerical targets, specifically Key

Stage performance targets, is required by

Educational Development Plans and is not

directly related to the Strategies; nonetheless

it is an inevitable part of the context of

implementation. For many of the schools
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we visited the government's emphasis on

achieving 2002 Key Stage targets is seen as

unhelpful. Most of the schools expressed

concern about reaching theirYear 6 targets

and many believe there is an expectation

centrally that every school will show steady

improvement at least in 2001 and 2002.

Messages about flexibility in cases of cohort

variability in small schools, for instance, do

not always seem to have been received at

the school level.

One of the most pervasive changes in

practice described by teachers and

headteachers was the intentional focus on

the SATs in Year 6 to ensure that children did

Well:In many schools, such activity included

more homework based on SATs, practising

on past papers, using mock exams and so on.

Teachers used these approaches especially

when they were worried about league tables

or OFSTED and when they were sceptical

about the power of the Strategies to actually

increase the scores.

In year 6 I'd go awayfroin NA'S
and teach to the tests. I'd teach them
how to answer the questions that they
are likely to have on the test.

(teacher)

Iftcus attention on those borderinQ
levels 3 and 4. I can ,caln an extra
5 marks if I get the handwriting
up. just the technique.

(teacher)

When pushed, however, to give more detail

about what they did for SAT preparation,

many teachers described (for English) having

children focus on letter writing or planning

and writing stories. One teacher talked

about delaying the teaching of poetry until

immediately after the SAT tests in May,

83

on the assumption that poetry would rarely .

appear on the SATs.These behaviours would

not be seen as undesirable for teachers of

Year 6 pupils, nor would they be seen as

serious departures from the NLS framework.

The issue of "teaching to the test" is one that

we will continue to investigate in future

school visits, but teachers may in fact depart

less from the Strategies than their initial

reports would suggest.

The schools and LEAs used data from the

National Assessment in a range of increasingly

sophisticated ways in particular to identify

groups of children who may need additional

support in order to make sufficient progress.

Schools also made use of other data, such as

that available through the use of the QCA

optional tests forYears 3, 4 and 5. Unlike the

preparation for the Year 6 assessment, most

schools had their children sit these optional ,

exams "cold" with no preparation
whatsoever. These data may give a better

indication of the effects of the Strategies

on pupil learning than the high stakes

Key Stage 2 test results.

Most of the sample schools we visited are

now developing and using their own

assessment data for curriculum planning

and for target setting. The information they

gather also enables them to track the progress

of individual children and cohorts year to

year, providing them with value-added

estimates based on individual and cohort

performance from baseline. In most cases,

the focus was on children's work assessing

workbooks or other examples of what

children have produced.
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We have developed record sheets that
will be used to track progress

from reception to the end of year 6.
We hope to look at individual

pupils' progress and to look at
cohort progress as well.

(headteacher)

Gre are beginning to work on
recording assessments in a quick
and easy way so that it will inform
the next.bit of planning.

(numeracy co-or dinator)

CHANGES IN THE HEADTEAGHER
ROLE

The introduction of NLS and NNS has had a

significant impact on the role of headteachers

as well. Many have found the Strategies useful

in getting staff to make necessary changes.

The headteacher got hold of NLS
and NNS and used them as a

framefrr work in the school.
lt.,i.ave them focus and direction.

(LEA adviser)

The Strategies have been key and
provided the frameworkfor staff
to work within.

(headteacher)

Some were torn between collaborative

decision-making and being directive, not so

much as a direct result of the Strategies but in

response to the pressure from a difficult

OFSTED inspection and the need to make

changes quickly.
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I've become much more directive.
I teas always democratic and
consultative but that had to
change. Now when staff say "but,"
I respond "But nothing, we have
6 months to do this if we want
that black cloud to qo away."

(headteacher)

A common theme we noted among several

'headteachers was that they no longer feel they

have expertise in literacy and mathematics.

As a head, I and quite a few heads,
_feel deskilled, ,Somebody else is now
the literacy expert.

(headteacher)

I used to do some maths work and
some literacy work. But have got
to say that I now feel deskilled. My
local colleagues, we allied the Sallie.

(headteacher)

By way of contrast, approximately 80% of

the headteachers responding to our survey

indicated that they at least occasionally

participate in teaching a literacy hour or

a daily maths lesson.This suggests an

interesting issue for follow up in the next

year of our data collection. To what extent

do headteachers act as leaders for literacy

and mathematics teaching for their staff?

To what extent do they feel the need to

have expert subject knowledge to do this?

Headteachers spoke enthusiastically about the

value of the NLS headteacher conferences

held during the 2000 autumn term.

Participants appreciated the overview of NLS

and the suggestions about managing the

Strategy more effectively through precise use

of curriculum targets. Several, however,

expressed frustration with what they saw as
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the predominantly top-down nature of the

day. The conferences sparked the organisation

in many LEAs of follow-up sessions that

will no doubt provide the much-desired

opportunity for a focus on local needs.

Changes in Learning in Literacy

and Numeracy

We asked people in the selected schools

whether or not they saw changes in pupil

learning in literacy and numeracy and to give

their explanations for any changes that they

were seeing. Most could articulate the kinds

of improvements they were seeing and linked

these to elements of the Strategies.

Certainly in. the Numeracy, in
the very short time of doing it, the
standards have risen. in this school.

There is a genuine rise in. standards.

(numeracy co-ordinator)

Children's writin? has improved
because of thelocus on genres.

(teacher)

Children are more independent in
their work. They are learning good
life skills, ,for example, WIT
on anisational skills

(teachers)

Children are more confident. This
is because they can talk about their

work ... Children are now more

able to tackle a problem which

they've never seen before. They

can work their way around it with
a certain agility. So while didn't
see a particular need for this

Numeracy when it was introduced,
I think there's been a benefit.

(numeracy co-ordinator)

They can manipulate the info' rmation

they've got. 7hey're more conversant
with it. 'They'll sit down to read any
kind of text really ,cy've it

a go and they'll give you their
opinion about it. They are far more
confident in that than they would
have been. It's hard to measure that.

(literacy co-ordinator)

They know far More of the
technical terms ... I think the
overall knowledge is frtr greater.

(headteacher)

For the Numeracy Strategy, we are
find* this concentration on mental
arithmetic is paying dividends. And
there is a correlation. between their

mental maths and their written rind
other areas of their maths work.

(headteacher)

Such reports of improved learning were

backed up by higher Key Stage 2 results in

the schools. Although there seemed to be

general agreement that pupil learning had

increased, not everyone we spoke to was

convinced that the Strategies were having

as large an impact on pupil learning as the

Key Stage 2 results would suggest. Many

teachers and headteachers also suggested that

sonic of the increase in test scores would

be due to test preparation or practice effects

(as schools increasingly have children take

optional QCA tests for their own assessment

purposes). Others referred to the targeting

of booster classes to children who are close

to the target of Level 4 but might not make

it without the extra support.
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Oh their scores are better certainly
they're better. But do the children
know any wore? No.. It's because
we've taught theta how to jump
through hoops.

(teacher)

There are problems around booster
classes and again of course the
booster classes are justfocusirw Oil

these SA Tic tests ... It's all about
results and its not about those
children who are left in .I.,evel 3 ...
It is that fivns it's about politics.

(headteaclier)

Although we often heard that children had

become more independent and confident

in their work, a few respondents thought

otherwise. One teacher, for example, observed

that children were becoming less able to

orchestrate and manage projects on their own,

a change she attributed to the high level of

teacher direction and organisation associated,

in particular, with the literacy hour.

Conclusions

LOCAL (.21HALLENGES

Motivation

We conclude from our visits to schools

that teachers and headteachers are highly

motivated to improve learning and to

develop more.effective ways of teaching.

Most of the people that we spoke to believe

that the government was right to focus on

improving standards in literacy and numeracy.

However, some of our interviewees, in

schools and in the larger educational

community, suggested that the larger

context of education in England, especially

the sheer number of initiatives, could hinder

long-term improvements and sustainability.

Most believed the Strategies were useful

8U

ways of delivering the curriculum in English

and mathematics and most teachers want

to use them, in whole or in part, in

their classrooms. However, teachers and

headteachers often expressed a sense of

frustration that unique school or community

needs are not sufficiently taken into

account by the national directorate and

worried about local priorities being sidelined

by the push for performance results.

People were positive about both Strategies,

but somewhat more enthusiastic about NNS

than NLS. Many respondents indicated that

Numeracy works better because the

government had a year longer to get it right.

Others believed NLS has a more difficult

task because it involves new content and a

broader range of material for many teachers.

Teachers may have felt more secure in their

knowledge and ability to deliver English

curriculum and less secure in their knowledge

of mathematics teaching, therefore welcoming

what NNS offers.

Individual Capacity

While headteachers noted increased

confidence and competence among their

teachers, many felt that some teachers need a

deeper knowledge of content and pedagogy

and time to reflect on and develop new

practice. Our observations of literacy hours

and daily mathematics lessons led to similar

conclusions, reinforcing the appropriateness

of the NLS and NNS emphasis on increasing

subject and pedagogical knowledge. Teachers

seemed to be at many different points on the

implementation continuum. Although most

people we spoke with found both literacy and

numeracy training very useful, a few reported

either that the training repeated what they

already knew or did not prepare them

adequately for their own classroom setting.

Most headteachers and teachers found LEA
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support was generally good; in-school

support from consultants and advisers was

seen as particularly helpful. Most schools

were developing their use of assessment

data to inform planning, through their own

assessment instruments or through their

analysis of pupils' results on optional QCA

testing. These changes were linked to the

increasing use of learning objectives

(or curricular targets) to guide all

aspects of teaching.

Situation Organisational Capacity

Most of the schools we visited were taking

important steps to develop as learning

organisations. In many cases, management

teams broaden the base of leadership and take

on long-term improvement planning and

monitoring. There was generally an increase

in collaboration pooling resources, sharing

planning, supporting efforts to try innovative

methods in the classroom. However, high staff

turnover and the need for continual training

of staff, especially in disadvantaged areas or

areas where the cost of living is high, created

a lack of stability that made it difficult to

sustain collaborative networks and to take

on long-term improvement planning.

Most schools reported that parents are

supportive of the Strategies, with a few

concerns. Although all schools have worked

to involve parents in the literacy and maths

learning of children, they have experienced

varying degrees of success.The challenge

is often most difficult in schools where

the need is greatest.

We found through our interviews that

LEAs have fostered growing networks and

communities of practice among schools and

offer support to schools in a variety of ways

that teachers and headteachers found helpful.

These include conferences, meetings and

8

surgeries, in-school support (demonstration

lessons, observation and feedback to teachers),

development of resources, support for

planning and assessment, dissemination

of information and course offerings.

ALIERED PRACTICES

We observed that implementation of the

Strategies has altered teaching practice to

some degree in all classrooms in the sample

schools.Virtually all lessons we saw followed

the format of the literacy hour or the three-

part mathematics lesson. Most teachers and

headteachers reported a greater emphasis on

literacy and numeracy since the Strategies

have been implemented.Teachers reported

they are much more focused on mental maths

during the daily mathematics lesson and that

they are covering a much broader range

of topics to greater depth in literacy lessons.

The increased number and role of teaching

assistants has meant that many children are

receiving more adult attention and direction.

In the view of those we interviewed in

schools and LEAs, this focus on NNS and

NLS is frequently at a cost to other subjects,

and, in the view of many, to valuable but less

academic aspects of the school programme.

For a few teachers, at this point, changes

still involve relatively superficial ones in lesson

organisation.So, for instance, the structure

of the literacy hour or the 3-part daily maths

lesson may be literally adhered to, but the

deeper understanding of content and pedagogy

may still be lacking. Or the teacher may make

changes in these structures, but without an

understanding of the rationale and principles

behind the Strategies. In these cases, the effects

on pupils' learning may well be minimal.

More time was spent on planning,

particularly for literacy. Many teachers

felt they did not have enough time to
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adequately prepare for classes and that their

teaching was less effective because of that.

Many acknowledge, though, that the initial

year of implementation was the most difficult

and that planning is becoming more

manageable as banks of resources accumulate

and familiarity with the Strategies increases.

As a result of the government's pressure for

accountability, there was a strong focus in

many schools on Key Stage 2 tests, especially

in Year 6. Many teachers spent considerable

time doing 'test preparation' with their

pupils, although further questioning

seemed to indicate that such activities

were not far removed from what the

Strategy frameworks would suggest.

Many headteachers have changed their

management style as a result of pressure to

improve results. In some cases, this has led to

a broadening of management responsibilities

while in a few cases, it has led headteachers

to take charge and make decisions for their

staff. The change in leadership role appears

to be directly related to judgements (from

OFSTED and others) about the amount of

difficulty the school is in. Schools that have

the farthest to go to improve teaching and

learning have no time to waste; headteachers

are often given the task of making rapid and

deep changes and teachers will then decide

whether to "stay on or jiimp off."The

Strategies are seen as useful tools in

reorganising schools that are seen to be

in serious difficulty. We found that some

headteachers, in all types of schools, felt

somewhat de-skilled in literacy and

mathematics. All were doing what they

could to give teachers release time for the

increased planning and assessment required

by the Strategies, but were limited in many

cases by budgetary constraints.
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In our interviews, school and LEA people

strongly suggested that the development

of local initiative would lead to greater

sustainability of the Strategies, while

without it the initiative would lose

momentum and languish.

CHANGES IN LEARNING IN
LITERACY AND MATHEMATICS

Most respondents, in schools and in LEAs,

believed that pupil learning has improved

with the implementation of the Strategies

and are prepared to provide evidence of

improvement in various areas. However,

while standards have risen, few believed that

learning has improved to the extent suggested

by the increase in Key Stage 2 test results.

Teachers and headteachers suggest that

improvements in school test scores, while

representing some real increases in learning,

also represent the results of other factors such

as teaching to the test, cohort variability and

the focus on a single measure of learning.

With a few exceptions, teachers and

headteachers reported that children are more

independent, more confident, better able to

deal with a variety of mathematics problems

and written texts and more knowledgeable

about the technical vocabulary of English

and mathematics.

Comments on the View from

the Schools

Our overall picture of NLS and NNS has

been greatly enriched by the observations and

insights of teachers and headteachers the

people who are actually making the Strategies

work and whose efforts are responsible for

increases in pupil attainment. In comparing

the perspectives of those in schools and those

at the centre, particularly DfES and Strategy

leaders, we are aware of differenCes in
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perception about various aspects of NLS

and NNS.We see these differences as

valuable sources of information about the

implementation process, In some cases,

problems raised by schools (such as perceived

rigidity of NLS) are already being addressed

by the Strategies but inevitably there is some

delay before new information or resources

actually reach teachers in schools. In other

cases, messages as received and understood

in schools may be quite different from the

messages that were intended by the sender

awareness of the discrepancies is helpful to

adjust policies or to improve communication.

The question of policy alignment and .

coherence is an area in which the view from

the schools and the view from the centre

differ considerably Policymakers and Strategy

leaders see a high degree of alignment, both

with the Strategies and between the Strategies

and other policies. Teachers and headteachers,

on the other hand, tend to receive a constant

stream of messages and directives. It is up to

them to make sense of these, a difficult task at

the best of times, and even more challenging

when carried out in the midst of the daily

operation of the school. It is not surprising

that they see fragmentation where people

closer to the centre see coherence. From

the perspective of the school, initiatives seem

never-ending and not always connected,

contributing to the sense of overload and

stress felt by many teachers and headteachers.

In our school visits, we saw and heard

considerably less about some topics,

particularly several potentially strong sources

of support and professional learning, than

we might have expected. For example, few in

our schools mentioned leading mathematics

teachers and expert literacy teachers, while

even fewer reported using the NLS or NNS

websites.This may be because we have as yet

only spent a limited time in each of our

sample schools and therefore have not yet

had an opportunity to discuss all the relevant

questions with teachers. On the other hand,

it may be that many in schools have not yet

taken advantage of such opportunities or

that they have not found them to be as

valuable as might be anticipated.
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Chapter 6: Successes, Challenges
and Next Steps

OL9troduct5on

The OISE/UT team has spent more than

two years immersed in the NLS and NNS

external evaluation watching and learning.

We continue to be impressed by the many

positive features of this ambitious reform

effort, one that combines a clear vision and

central steering with resource allocation for

training and capacity building in schools. At

the same time, it is important to remember

that deep and sustained reform depends

on changes being deeply embedded in the

system.The long-term value of the Strategies

will depend much more on the everyday

work of the thousands of regular teachers in

the country's classrooms than on the handful

of central strategists currently shaping the

evolution of the Strategies.

Throughout the preceding chapters, we have

reviewed evidence from a range of sources,

examined primarily through the lens of

our framework for viewing such large-scale

reform. We have examined the view from the

centre and the view from schools, showing

how these perspectives are often quite

different and, in the process, reveal some

of the issues and dilemmas to be expected

in such a complex national initiative.

In this chapter we are shifting more explicitly

to the critical friend role. Acting as critical

friends means going beyond the direct data

we have gathered through site visits and

surveys, reflecting on our own experience

with reform in other jurisdictions and the

international literature.As well, we are

drawing on the wide range of conversations

we have had with people who are involved

with the Strategies, including academics and

leaders in a variety of education organisations.

In our first annual report, we summarised

the conclusions of our work to date in terms

of successes and challenges. In this second

report, we again summarise some key

successes and challenges. However, another

year into the implementation process, such

characterisations seem insufficient for

portraying the complexity of the issues

and the dilemmas the government faces in

deciding on approaches for the future. We are

able to point to some notable successes of the

Strategies, but we describe how, paradoxically,

further challenges are often embedded in

success. We recognise real accomplishments



but also suggest that while the gains to date

have been impressive, there is still considerable

ground to be covered if deep and lasting

improvement is the criterion. Finally, in the

spirit of critical friendship, we raise questions

with respect to the next phase of reform.

Successes

NLS and NNS were launched with

considerable publicity and fanfare the

Strategies were hard to ignore. Although

media attention has subsided somewhat and

the Strategies no longer have the aura of the

latest innovation, the momentum has not

slackened but has continued throughout this

past year. NLS and NNS are having an

impressive degree of success, especially given

the magnitude of the change envisaged.

:BREADTH OF INFLUENCE ON
TEACHING AND LEARNING

The Strategies have had influence in virtually

all schools, moving literacy and numeracy to

top priority in classrooms across the country.

Almost all schools have now received some

training for both NLS and NNS and our data

indicate that the majority of teachers are in

agreement with the directions taken by the

Strategies, particularly NNS. Pupil attainment,

as evidenced by Key Stage 2 results, has

increased and it seems likely that the 2002

targets will be met. In addition, both teachers

and headteachers believe that the Strategies

are influencing pupil learning. Two central

features of the Strategies the organisation

of curriculum material around a clear set

of learning objectives and the focus on

teaching may prove to be their most

important contributions to school

improvement in England.

In our classroom visits, we have found that

most teachers are using the format and timing
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of the literacy hour and the three-part daily

mathematics lesson, although, particularly in

literacy, these are often modified. Observance

of the Strategies and dedication of time to

literacy and numeracy seems now well

established in most schools. In classrooms

we visited, we saw teachers using whole

class teaching, being conscious of the pace

of lessons and basing their planning on

objectives rather than activities.These are

likely to become common practices as lessons

become increasingly fluid and teachers more

confident. Some teachers that we observed

were aware of the particular learning for each

of their pupils, establishing curriculum targets

for individual children while attending to the

whole class. This kind of teaching is consistent

with findings from recent research in the field

of cognitive psychology that suggests that

children's learning can be enhanced when

teachers connect new learning to what

children already know.

ADAPTATION 'WITHIN
A COHERENT VISION

One of the most striking features of the

implementation of NLS and NNS is the way

in which the Strategy leaders have modified

elements of the Strategies (or messages about

these elements) in response to information

about progress and challenges, while

maintaining coherence within the Strategies

and with other policies.The overall vision, set

out through the Frameworks, has remained

constant, but specific priorities and emphases

have shifted somewhat in response to data

about pupil strengths and weaknesses and

to feedback from schools and LEAs. At this

stage, it is clear that the NLS and NNS

communication webs extend widely and

deeply into the education system, allowing

Strategy leaders to anticipate problems and

.to design materials aimed at emerging needs.

These modifications from the centre are not
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always immediately apparent to those in

schools but such communication lags are

common in large-scale reform initiatives.

VALUE FOR MONEY

As we have noted, there are many unknown

factors in estimating the value for money

of the Strategies (or any other large-scale

reform, for that matter). Our cautious

conclusion to this point, however, is that

a relatively small additional central

expenditure (in the region of 5% of the

overall cost of primary schooling) has

levered significant shifts in the use of

ongoing resources in schools, such as

teacher time and attention. Test results are

promising and we have seen and heard

about many changes in practice that are

consistent with the goals of the Strategies.

INSTITUTIONALISATION OF A
N AT IONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

When the Strategies began, those leading the

initiative had an image of a training system

that would eventually take NLS and NNS

into every classroom in the country. After two

years, with support from LEAs, the objective

has been achieved to a large extent. The

National and Regional Directors provide

leadership in development and training

throughout the country, with the National

Literacy and Numeracy Centre producing

and distributing support materials. Although

there have been personnel changes and

modifications to the nature of the work, the

national infrastructure is stable and has been

able to adjust and evolve as circumstances

require. NLS and NNS now reach into every

LEA, every primary school and every teacher

training institution with expertise available

to support teachers whether they are newly

qualified or veterans. Increasingly, the

expertise is located at the local level, with

consultants, leading maths teachers and
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expert literacy teachers providing the support

that teachers need, when they need it.

POLICY COHERENCE OVER. TIME

An increasingly high degree of coherence

and alignment is evident at the central or

policy level. Although the only coherence

that counts is not what is written in policy,

nor what is articulated at the centre, but

what is in the hearts and minds of educators

throughout the system (Fullan, 2001b),

the Strategies have made a good start.

Now well into implementation and, to

some extent, becoming an accepted and

central component of primary schooling

in England, NLS and NNS are adding to,

as well as drawing on, the knowledge base

concerning education reform.

The early momentum has continued as

the Strategies have evolved, with a consistent

vision that is now supported by more targeted

objectives, messages developed in response

to performance data and feedback from the

field, ongoing development of new resources

and a continuation of training opportunities

for more and more teachers.The work has

been extended, particularly through the

provision of catch-up assistance to pupils

who are falling behind, the launch of the

Key Stage 3 initiatives so that gains are

reinforced, the introduction of the early

learning initiative and much stronger

links to initial teacher training.

Developments such as increased policy

consistency and coherence, continued

emphasis on capacity building and attention

to the broader context of schooling are likely

to contribute to sustainability, although the

question of whether and how changes are

sustained cannot of course be answered

for some years.



BALANCING PRESSURE
AND SUPPORT

In large-scale reform, particularly in the early

stages, governments need to "think big; start

big."They can push accountability, provide

incentives (pressure and support), and foster

capacity building. If they only do the first

two, they can get results that are real but not

particularly deep or lasting.To have a good

chance of going the distance, they need to

do all three (Fullan, 2001a).

NLS and NNS, as the leading edge of

educational change under the current

government, heralded the beginning of

educational reform based on a knowledge

base about change that incorporated pressure

and support and capacity-building, in

pursuit of higher achievement in literacy

and numeracy.The pressure that has been a

part of educational reform in England since

the 1988 Reform Act has not lessened in this

scenario. Accountability has remained intense

and has been focused and concentrated

through such initiatives as a revised National

Curriculum, statements of standards, explicit

expectations for achievement, monitoring

of NLS and NNS in regular OFSTED

inspections and National Assessments.

Support, however, is also an integral part

of the Strategies, and much of this support

focuses on building capacity at the school

level. NLS and NNS have pupil learning

as the goal and are committed to ensuring

that teachers can deliver quality teaching in

their classrooms. The commitment to

support is evidenced by the range and extent

of new materials, the creation of a national

organisational network and the appointment

of local consultants and expert teachers with

the time and skill to model "best practices."

Support is further shown by the professional

development opportunities that have been put
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in place around the country and the

alignment of the National Curriculum with

NLS and NNS. This approach is in contrast

to many other jurisdictions where critics

are challenging the value of standards-based

reforms as test-heavy and lacking in the

supports that are required to do the job

(Olson, 2001).

Questions and Challenges

A number of questions have emerged from

our consideration of the evidence available

to the end of 2000. Although we are drawing

attention to these issues in relation to NLS

and NNS, it is important to note that there

is still much to be learned about large-scale

reform. Because the literature about reform

is largely based on changes of more limited

scope and smaller scale, the examples of NLS

and NNS are particularly valuable as sources

of new knowledge. We offer these questions

as a beginning point for discussion about

how to secure the long-term effectiveness

of any large-scale reform, by applying them

particularly to NLS and NNS.

How deep are the changes in teaching

that occur as a result of the reform?

Are there unintended costs or

consequences of the reform?

How is the reform being organised

to be sustainable in the long-term?

What data are available about

implementation, training needs and success

in changing learning and how are such

data being communicated and used?

How are parents, families and the

community engaged in understanding

and supporting the reform?
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CHANGES IN TEACHING.

Teacher capacity has no doubt increased

through use of the structure and resources

provided by NLS and NNS. We believe,

however, that even more sophisticated

teaching on the part of a larger proportion

of the teaching force will be required to reach

the kind of educational outcomes identified

by cognitive scientists and others as necessary

for functioning effectively in a complex

society (Donovan, Bransford & Pellegrino,

1999).The literacy hour and the three-part

daily mathematics lesson are ubiquitous

(although not all components are always

present). HMI reports that the quality of

teaching is going up, and the results on the

Key Stage 2 national assessments, the main

criterion by which the Strategies are assessed,

have increased steadily.The 2002 targets,

originally seen by many as unrealistically

high, now seem within reach. Evidence about

the extent to which teaching has actually

changed, however, beyond the adoption of the

structure and format of the literacy hour and

daily mathematics lesson, is mixed. If NLS and

NNS are going to reap the kinds of returns

that Strategy leaders believe are possible, the

great majority of teachers will need to be

very skilled and knowledgeable about

teaching literacy and numeracy to their

pupils.They will need to be able to work

with children's pre-existing understandings,

teach subjects in some depth and integrate

the teaching of metacognitive skills into the

curriculum (e.g., Donovan, Bransford, &

Pellegrino, 1999).This is a tall order.

At this point, the HMI reports evaluating

NLS and NNS (both published in 2000) state

that the quality of teaching has improved over

the time they have been observing the sample

schools, although they indicate that areas of

weakness remain in both literacy (especially

writing) and mathematics teaching. The

9'

majority of headteachers in our survey

report that classroom teaching has changed,

especially in mathematics. For some teachers,

however, such changes may be limited by

their own lack of subject knowledge; NNS

and NLS are addressing this lack through

training and provision of curriculum

materials. There is also evidence that

understanding of the pedagogical 'principles

behind the Strategies is not always strong.

Fisher (2000), for instance, found that

even after two years, some teachers had

considerable difficulty with teaching

to objectives in literacy, a fundamental

component of both Strategies and one that,

as we note above, has great potential for

having an impact on pupil learning. Similarly,

another study (Mroz, Smith, & Hardman,

2000) found "a notable absence of the higher

order questioning and teacher-led discussion

which is said [for instance, by Reynolds,

1998)] to characterise interactive whole

class teaching." Headteachers in our site

visits occasionally observed that teachers

were often better at the technical aspects.

of implementing both Strategies than

they were at accurately diagnosing and

responding to individual differences in

pupil understanding.

Such questions about pedagogy and the

nature of changes in teaching are critical

to ongoing evaluation of the Strategies

although the nature of our enquiry makes

it impossible for us to collect data directly

bearing on fundamental teaching practice,

such information is essential.Valuable as the

HMI evaluation reports are, they focus on

the extent to which the Strategies have

been implemented, with observations guided

by the Strategy frameworks. They are not

intended to get at teachers' pedagogical

assumptions or at deeper changes in practice.

Although a review and synthesis of best



practices informed decisions about content,

the Strategies themselves are a unique blend

of practices whose effects, to our knowledge,

have never been carefully tested in real field

settings. Although the National Literacy and

Numeracy Projects did provide pilot testing,

they were not designed for comparative

evaluations of the impact of any of the

elements and the Strategies have evolved

far beyond the Projects.

The Strategies are in place; literacy and

mathematics now have a high priority and

teachers have been given the basic tools for

teaching them. We believe, however, that a

good part of the initial gains in achievement

scores may be a function of changes in

teaching practice that are effective and

relatively easy to implement, although they

may not get at the deeper understandings

about teaching and learning. Such changes

include: increased time on literacy and

mathematics, teaching to objectives rather

than approaching activities as ends in

themselves, greater consistency in lessons

and a focus on targets.

Our classroom visits have given us some

insight into the kind of change in teaching

that is possible when teachers have the

capacity to provide expert teaching to-pupils.

These teachers can modify their approaches

based on knowledge of how children learn

in the "areas of literacy and numeracy,

careful observation and diagnosis of pupils'

understanding of the material being taught

and a repertoire of teaching methods. The

challenge is to increase the numbers of

teachers who are expert teachers who are

always learning about learning and who are

able to use the Strategies as a foundation for

making connections for each pupil.

' The Lewd:Mine primary maths research project (based at King's College, London) may, far instance, provide data relevant to answering some of these

questions in relation to teaching and learning of primary mathematics.
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It may be timely to begin some careful testing

and fine-tuning of literacy and numeracy

practices in field settings as an ongoing source

of insight about how to improve attainment

in literacy and numeracy. Such data need to

be supplemented by independent research

looking in more depth at the nature of

teachers' beliefs, understanding and skill.'

This kind of research should help to identify

examples of especially powerful instructional

strategies that can serve as models for others

and extend the Strategies into even more

powerful tools for improving learning.

UNINTENDED COSTS .AND
CONSEQUENCES

'Targets and Indicators

Targets or standards and high-stakes testing

are among the most contentious elements

of large-scale reform. Most would agree that

a move toward higher standards is necessary

and important. There is less agreement,

however, about the way that tests and

targets are used in the process. Olson (2001)

in the annual report of Education Week in

the United States points out that although

testing can be a powerful tool to change

what happens in classroom and schools,

these changes are not always positive. Of

most concern are two practices diverting

time from teaching the curriculum to

teaching pupils how to take the tests,

especially in the months directly before the

tests are given, and shifting time away from

non-tested subjects towards tested subjects.

In phase one of the implementation of NLS

and NNS (1997 to the present), focusing on

Key Stage 2 tests and setting targets was likely

beneficial. It got people's attention and

enabled the system as a whole to mobilise.
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While focusing on targets may represent a

useful starting point for large-scale reform,

it may not be the best approach for continued

progress.The high visibility of the 2002 Key

Stage 2 targets the percentage of children

who should reach Level 4 has meant that,

in effect, the Strategies are being judged, at

least publicly, on their success in meeting this

one criterion. NLS and NNS, however, are

complex initiatives, based on frameworks that

guide teaching over the primary years.They

aim at transforming teaching in the primary

school in a variety of ways; their success and

impact cannot be fully assessed by a single

measure. Strategy leaders, well aware of such

limitations, draw on a range of indicators in

assessing progress and identifying problems.

Within the Key Stage 2 data, information is

available about considerably more than the

proportion of pupils attaining Level 4. Data

about the full range of scores show that the

entire distribution has shifted upwards, for

instance, demonstrating that fewer pupils score

at Levels 1 and 2 and more at Levels 4 and 5.

SimilarlY, data about LEA results show that

the gap between high-achieving and low-

achieving LEAs has narrowed considerably.

Beyond the Key Stage 2 assessments, available

information includes HMI reports on

classroom observations, ongoing monitoring

by Regional Directors and feedback in

training sessions and conferences.

Although there is considerable data available

in addition to the proportion of pupils

achieving Level 4 on the Key Stage 2 test,

this measure remains the most visible public

indicator.A preoccupation with single

achievement scores can have negative side

effects, such as narrowing the curriculum

that is taught or wearing people out as they

focus on the targets (Fullan, 2001b).The high

political profile for the 2002 national targets

could skew effort in the direction of activities

'

that will lead to increases in the one highly

publicised score. From the data available to

us through site visits and a wide range of

other conversations and interviews with those

involved with schools, we see some evidence

of this happening. We heard over and over

in LEAs and schools that considerable time

and energy are focused on test preparation.

Teachers said that they faced a dilemma

between trusting that using the Strategies

alone would produce the required test scores

and wanting to ensure that their pupils were

prepared for the SATs, especially in Year 6.

The emphasis on Level 4 performance as an

entitlement for all children may inadvertently

increase a tendency to "teach to the test"

with borderline children. We also heard

considerable scepticism, both within schools

and from the wider educational community,

about the motives for the Key Stage 2

intervention programmes directed at the

"not quite Level 4" group, rather than

those children who have little likelihood

of reaching Level 4.Although there are

educational reasons for this focus, a certain

degree of mistrust remains that may disappear

as the Strategies become embedded and

schools recognise pedagogical advantages.

We recognise that DfES and the Strategies

are constantly balancing short-term and long-

term objectives.The government is caught

in a dilemma because electorates can be

impatient, a long-term approach may only

succeed if it delivers short-term results. In the

case of the Strategies, rising test scores (short-

term results) will do much to ensure support

and funding for the essential capacity-building

work over the longer term. At the same time,

DfES and the Strategy leaders are aware that

with a high political profile and a sense of

urgency to show results, leaders must resist

focusing on short-term gains at the expense
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of deeper reform, where gains are steady but

not necessarily dramatic (Fullan, 2001b).

DIES might wish to evaluate, on an ongoing

basis, the intended and unintended effects of

the use of national targets and high stakes

Key Stage 2 tests.This would include, for

instance, a much more systematic examination

than we can undertake of the extent to which

teachers in Year 6 focus on test preparation

and teaching to the test, and what this really

means. It might also include, for a random

group of schools, the use of somewhat

different tests for reading, writing and

mathematics, to see if the gains hold up or if

they are restricted to a particular type of test.

Other Curriculum Areas

Another potential problem is what we

call "collateral damage" particularly the

influence of NLS and NNS on other subjects

in the curriculum (like art, music, drama,

design technology and physical education)

and other school experiences. DIES has

done a great deal to facilitate the alignment

of NLS and NNS with other subjects.

Nonetheless, throughout the year 2000 we

heard concerns from many headteachers

about the Strategies squeezing out other

crucial components of school programmes

and experience (e.g., foundation subjects,

whole-school activities and field trips).

Some headteachers and teachers feel they

end up cutting corners, a result that makes

them uncomfortable about the extent to

which they are providing what children need

in their school lives. Such concerns may lessen

during the next year as schools increase their

capacity to manage these multiple demands.

Manageability for LEAs and Schools

Earlier in the report we highlighted the

emergence of concerns about increasing

pressure and initiative overload for teachers
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and headteachers. Such concerns, not unique

to England, are gaining attention in many

other countries, as ambitious large-scale

reform inevitably has an impact, both positive

and negative, on teachers and their work lives.

Although teachers support the foci's of the

Literacy and Numeracy Strategies, our data

confirm that they have added to teacher

workload particularly through time needed

for planning, assessment and documentation.

Teachers are still committed to their work

but our data suggest that they often feel

overwhelmed.The problem is not so much

with the Strategies alone, but the fact that

the implementation of NLS and NNS is

taking place within a larger context of

broader educational reform in England.

While feelings of overload and stress are

common side effects of many large-scale

approaches to school reform, some of

which may be an inevitable part of the

"implementation dip" associated with new

learning, there is a tendency for reformers

(as well as the general public) to minimise

the problem. This is understandable because

of the sense of urgency about the need for

change. However, feelings of overload and

stress can have negative consequences for

the daily performance of teachers and their

willingness to remain in the profession, as

well as for the attractiveness of teaching

as a profession (Blase & Greenfield, 1985;

Byrne, 1999; Dinham & Scott, 2000;

Leithwood, Jantzi & Steinbach, 2000;

Smylie, 1999). Such unintended consequences

would not be helpful in the context of

implementing the Strategies or other reforms.

Aside from the quite important consequences

for the mental and physical welfare of

individual teachers, those responsible for both

the Strategies and the long term improvement

of the nation's school system have a stake in
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ameliorating excessive stress.This is doable.

There is a considerable body of research

(e.g., see Vandenberghe & Huberman, 1999,

for an overview) that could help in the

formulation of an attack on the problem.

Such an initiative would be in the interests

of

The overload problem is exacerbated by the

total number of education reform initiatives,

beyond NLS and NNS, emanating from the

government. In their conversations with us,

headteachers remarked on an almost ceaseless

series of new or reworked initiatives and plans

from above, making it difficult for schools

to maintain their focus on key priorities

such as literacy and numeracy. In most cases,

the initiatives were seen as positive, but the

sheer volume was overwhelming. The

expected reduction in bureaucracy that

had been promised is not yet noticeable

to the headteachers with whom we spoke.

What might help would be more time to

plan for change, more time to discuss and

work with colleagues. Although more

planning time usually means taking teachers

out of the classroom, some schools have been

able to use regular part-time supply teachers

to provide continuity for pupils. Schools that

have been able to structure the week to allow

such blocks of time for co-ordinators (and

sometimes for teachers) are better able to

create and sustain the kind of professionally

supportive culture that fosters learning while

providing ongoing support. Efforts made by

the Strategy directorates to strengthen

headteacher capacity for managing NLS

and NNS should also help. These are the

kinds of support that would benefit teachers

and schools at this stage of the reform process.

In effect we are suggesting that the problem

be tackled both from the top, through policy

means, and from the bottom, through

strengthening the capacity of schools to
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deal effectively with external pressures and

initiatives. Whatever the response, helping

schools deal with overload, pressure and

undue stress should be a higher priority

than it is now.

The question of sustainability has emerged

throughout our report how to embed the

reforms so that improvements continue

when NLS and NNS are no longer the centre

of the educational agenda.The main reason

that change does not get sustained is that

the infrastructure is weak, unhelpful or

working at cross-purposes (Fullan, 2001a).

The central infrastructure that has developed

to date for NLS and NNS is strong and

flexible.The issue now that reforms are in

place is how the Strategy organisation

should adapt to support reforms over time.

We suggest two issues for attention the

balance between central direction and

local (i.e., LEA and school) initiative and

the nature of the larger "infrastructure"

of the teaching profession.

Balancing Central Direction and Local
Initiative

Researchers have repeatedly drawn attention

to the problems associated with sustaining

or continuing any initiative after the initial

push from policymakers for quite some time.

As early as 1977, Berman and McLaughlin

pointed to the necessity of interest and

support for the initiative in the district

(LEA) office, as well as money and expertise

to provide ongoing professional development

for both continuing and new teachers.

In 1984, Huberman and Miles found that,

when the local district mobilised to ensure

that the reform became a key element in

routine operations with the budget and

personnel to keep it vibrant, the likelihood

of changes being embedded in the local



structure increased. More recently, Datnow

and Stringfield (2000) drew attention to

the importance of the local infrastructure in

maintaining reforms, while Fullan (2000a)

concluded that negative school cultures,

unstable districts and fluctuating policies

all take their toll on the fragile foothold

of reforms once the central driving

force recedes.

The Literacy and Numeracy Strategies

were centrally conceived and directed.

Given the ambitious scope of the intended

changes, there was no other way in which

these reforms could be carried out. It was

important to establish a clear focus and get

the pressure and support in place to initiate

the change. Our data suggest that schools have

generally been inclined to acquiesce to, and

approve of, such direction. Headteachers and

teachers often expressed relief that they have

been given the NLS and NNS frameworks

and curriculum materials to better cope with

the pressure (for example, of national tests,

OFSTED inspections, imposed targets and

high workloads).

Such compliance, of course, bodes well

for implementing the Strategies now and

in the near future. But, several years from

now, will the government retain the'energy

and resources needed to continually update

materials, improve on prescribed practices

and train new teachers in whatever may

be the approved best practices of the day?

This seems an unlikely long-term direction,

and one that might paradoxically result

in a culture of dependence that could

reduce the sense of professional autonomy,

enterprise spirit and responsibility for

continuously seeking ways of improving

professional practice.

Ciiaple 6: Sficccsse, Challenes and N,,!

In our first annual report, we spoke of the

difference a stage wakes. We suggested that the

kind of direction and support appropriate

to the early stages of large-scale reform

need to be modified at later stages, where the

challenge is to maintain, deepen and broaden

the gains made in the early stages. During our

data gathering, in schools, LEAS, higher

education institutions and elsewhere, we

heard many questions about the long-term

value and sustainability of NLS and NNS.

In some cases, people perceived the Strategies

as a one-size-fits-all approach to teaching

imposed on a widely diverse range of schools,

communities and pupil populations and

wondered how NLS and NNS could best

be adapted to fit particular local needs.

In other cases, people were beginning to

ask about what they should be doing (and

not doing) to prepare for the long term,

continuing to improve literacy and

mathematics learning. Now that initial

implementation has been achieved, it may

be useful for DEES to clarify the vision for

NLS and NNS in the intermediate future

to articulate and communicate what is

expected over the next few years.

Government and Strategy initiatives during

2000 have led to greater policy coherence

something we identified as being important

for initiating successful large-scale reform.

Such coherence has resulted in clear messages

and general acceptance of NLS and NNS.

But, as the educational policy agenda is

extended, it may be time for a shift in the

balance of responsibility for the Strategies.

DfES's success at putting the Strategies front

and centre has, for the past few years, reduced

the space for local initiative. There have

already been some moves to give LEAs and

schools more autonomy in how they utilise

Standards Fund money. The question, it

appears to us, is how best to move toward

1 9kr
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conditions where LEAs, schools and teachers

have the capacity to adapt, solve problems

and continue to refine their practice, while

remaining true to the sound pedagogical

principles that underlie the Strategies?

The next stage of the literacy/numeracy

reform may well be to strengthen efforts

already underway and encouraged by DfES

and the Strategies to build professional

community both within and across schools.

For long-term sustainability, LEAs, schools

and various professional organisations may

need to take on and share the leadership role.

Headteachers and others need to be deeply

engaged in innovation, but after the first rush,

the process must be less frenetic and more

organically built into the culture.

As Gareth Morgan (1986) has pointed

out (metaphorically), all organisations

have "brains." In inflexible and hierarchical

organisations, the brains are located at the

top, thinking on behalf of those in the .

trenches. But the brain of an agile, flexible

and responsive organisation is distributed

broadly amongst its members, all of whom

have a commitment to achieving the

organisation's goals the best way they know

how. We believe that more could be done to

ensure that the distributed brains (in LEAs

and schools) have the scope and autonomy

they need to do their best, bearing in mind

the need to ensure that they build the

capacity to do it well.

We are not suggesting that the government

bow out of its central role with the Strategies.

This is not an either-or situation; both central

direction and local initiative are necessary.

The challenge is to find a dynamic balance,

recognising that LEAs, schools and even

particular headteachers and teachers are at

different points and have different needs.

The situation is analogous to that of teachers
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who are constantly paying attention to

pupils, monitoring their learning and their

misconceptions, adjusting and adapting

their resources or teaching to the differing

needs of children, giving assistance to

some, independence to others. DfES has

the challenge of constantly monitoring

and addressing the differences that exist

in LEAS and schools, while moving them

all toward greater ownership, commitment

and expertise.

Our conclusion at this stage is that the

Strategies have indeed caught the interest

and energy of the majority of LEA managers,

headteachers and teachers.There is a growing

sense of pride and accomplishment from

the results so far.Yet the source of the

commitment of many teachers and

headteachers often seems to be their gratitude

at having been given effective tools for

dealing with the target setting and the

national assessments in other words that

they now have more support to deal with

the pressure. DIES and the Strategies need

to build on the foundation that has been

established through the effective use of

pressure and support. The challenge now is to

go beyond, to develop internal commitment

and local capacity for implementation and

management of the Strategies as they

continue to grow, evolve and respond to the

needs of schools.The most effective LEAs and

schools develop the ability to stay in touch

with core values and goals and to take charge

of change, rather than being controlled by it

(Stoll, Fink and Earl, in press).This shift is

necessary to sustain the energy people

continue because getting the job done is

intrinsically rewarding. We have seen such

examples in our schools but there is still a

long way to go.



The Teaching Profession

Ultimately, any changes that occur in

schools happen because of the motivation

and capacity of individual teachers teaching

children in classrooms. It is important for

educational systems to attract, grow and

nurture eager, energetic, knowledgeable

and skilful teachers.

We have already mentioned, in Chapter 2

and elsewhere, growing concerns about

current and future difficulties in attracting

and retaining teachers, particularly in and

around London. We have also mentioned

the government's work in modernising

the teaching profession.There is a new

professionalism for teaching in today's world;

being a teacher today includes much more

than teaching and related responsibilities.

Effective teachers are part of a larger learning

community taking collective responsibility

for all pupils, reaching out to parents and the

community and with responsibility for their

own continuing professional development.

We believe it is crucial to continue to

develop and strengthen the generic

infrastructure that affects the quality of the

teaching profession. By generic .infrastructure,

we mean policies related to the basic quality

of the profession as distinct from specific

infrastructure that (in this case) pertains to

literacy and numeracy. Such policies will

address initial teacher education, induction,

teacher compensation and performance

appraisal, as well as leadership development

and support, all areas that DfES is currently

examining.The challenge is to develop

policy to strengthen the teaching profession

as a profession in the eyes of those who

enter and stay in teaching and in the eyes

of the public.,

Chalner Success',, Ch 11 enVs and No, Slcps

AVAILABILITY AND USE OF :DATA.

Data and evidence are increasingly important

dimensions for educational decision-making.

However, pervasive misunderstandings about

research and statistics are common. Although

evidence is valued to inform decisions, most

people are not sufficiently "data literate" to

interpret and use it appropriately (Earl, 1995).

As a result of the policy directions in the

last 15 years, England is data-rich. DIES,

OFSTED, QCA and other agencies produce

and distribute many reports for schools,

LEAs and the country as a whole. Data

can give local leaders insight into their

own communities and inform their planning.

LEAs and schools already collect data of

various kinds to support their Educational

Development Plans, applying data from

surveys, observations and monitoring to daily

planning of programs and teaching, as well as

to LEA plans for resource allocation.

England is well positioned to offer a model of

the use of data for wise educational decisions

and we endorse the promotion of evidence-

informed policy and practices by the

government (Leva6C & Clatter, 2001).

The combination of researchers with

expertise and well-developed data banks

provide a foundation for evidence-based

planning. The reports that are produced by

various goveinment agencies already provide

schools and LEAs with the analyses of data

needed for reasoned decisions. NLS and NNS

have specifically begun emphasising ways

in which headteachers and teachers can

collect data that has meaning for them

and the decisions that they are making

(e.g., curriculum targets, monitoring lessons).

Taken together, these multiple sources and

uses of data have the potential to steer

decisions and suggest appropriate

adaptations or alterations.
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We were struck, however, by the variability

in people's knowledge of what the data mean

and how such information might contribute

to decisions. In some LEAs and schools, data

were viewed as important tools to focus

discussion and challenge opinions. Our

concern, at this stage, is that data, in the

hands of naive users, can be misleading and

result in poor decisions. It may be time to

concentrate additional efforts on training

programs or services to assist local advisers,

headteachers and teachers in collecting,

interpreting and using data.This may be

particularly appropriate for teachers.There

is considerable evidence that standards are

raised when teachers use formative assessment

to collect data about pupils' progress as part

of their routine classroom practice (Black

and Wiliam, 1998). Although this kind of

assessment for learning is already happening

in many primary classrooms, the benefits

from strengthening formative assessment as

an integral part of the Strategies wouldbe

substantial. The professional training program

could be expanded to include explicit

attention to formative assessment and

feedback methods that are consistent with

the aims of the Strategies and to provide

teachers with resources and examples to

guide their practice.

PARENTS, FAMILIES AND
THE PUBLIC

The government is well aware of the impact

of parents on children's learning and the

importance of involving parents in any reform

efforts. From the beginning of the Strategies,

parallel public engagement programmes were

launched the National Year of Reading and

Maths Year 2000 with a variety of ways of

encouraging parents to capitalise on everyday

opportunities to strengthen their children's

literacy and numeracy skills. For instance,

attractive small publications for parents
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suggest activities to do with children. DEES

and the Basic Skills Agency also fund family

literacy and numeracy programmes in many

schools, to help parents whose own levels of

expertise are not high. In spite of these efforts,

however, the potential contribution that

parents can make to children's learning has

not yet been realised. The national campaign

seems to have proceeded somewhat outside

the school arena. Indications from our survey

data and from school interviews suggest that

increasing parent engagement is not the first

priority for schools; a situation that makes

sense given the more urgent and immediate

focus on improving teaching and other

school inputs.

At the same time, our site visits revealed that

these schools are working hard to inform

and engage parents, but are meeting with

varied levels of success. Schools in highly

disadvantaged communities report particular

difficulties, perhaps related to parents' own

ambivalence about school and a lack of

conviction that education will necessarily

improve children's lives. Nonetheless, most

of our sample schools reported progress,

either in increasing attendance at sessions

to let parents know about the Strategies

and how to help their children, or in

daily routines such as having parents

write comments on children's work.

At this point, we see that the

literacy/numeracy focus is appropriately

placed on what schools can do to improve

pupil learning. Once the Strategies are well-

embedded at the school level, with teachers

both confident and competent in their use,

the next phase of the Literacy and Numeracy

Strategies could involve allocating a greater

share of the resources to building on the work

with parents and families.This would mean

allocating more resources to strengthen



parents' contributions to children's literacy

and numeracy, with a particular focus on

pupils and schools where the need is greatest.

How both families and schools influence

pupil learning could become an important

emphasis in capacity building initiatives.

The challenge is to learn from the successes

with programmes such as family literacy

and numeracy, but to "go to scale" with

such initiatives. According to headteachers,

the excellent materials that DfES has already

produced would not, on their own, be useful

with parents whose own levels of confidence

and competence are problematic.

As a caution, research shows that the only

kind of parent involvement that is likely

to make a difference to pupil attainment

is parents' engagement with their own

children's learning. In other words, parent

involvement in governance, on its own,

will not have this effect.

Conclusion

It appears to us that the National Strategies

for Literacy and Numeracy have made

significant changes in primary education

throughout England in a remarkably short

period of time, although it is difficult to

establish a definite "start date."The change

is pervasive and has moved literacy and

numeracy to the top of the agenda.As we

noted earlier, the changes, although real, are

not yet deep-seated enough to continue

without consistent pressure and support,

which we believe will be necessary for the

foreseeable future. As the Strategies proceed

to the next stage, we do recommend that the

government continue to build on existing

strengths. At the same time, we suggest that

national leaders re-engage in the kind of

broader enquiry that led to the Strategies

in the first place. In particular, we think it

ChapH:r SarrePss, Challenj!cs and :Vert Sq.!),

would be valuable for the system to engage in

an investigation of the kinds of teachers and

learners needed for the knowledge society,

and then juxtapose these images against the

kinds of teachers and learners being produced

by implementation of the Literacy and

Numeracy Strategies.The investigation would

include both the intended and unintended

outcomes in terms of teaching and learning.

The issues we have raised should not be

construed as criticisms of the NLS and

NNS initiative it is successful, and that's

why these challenges have emerged. These

issues are critically important because England

is in a period of massive renewal of the

teaching profession. Unlike many large-scale

reform initiatives, the Strategies have had

substantial early success.The next phase of

NLS and NNS reform is crucial because it

involves first, deepening the teaching practices

in classrooms and schools, second, ensuring

that other areas of the curriculum are

progressing apace and, third, attending to

what we called the generic aspects of the

broader structure of the profession. Much

has been accomplished and this should be

celebrated. At the same time, a careful look

at the progress of the Strategies reveals how

much more needs to be done to address

the reform agenda more comprehensively.
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